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ABSTRACT 

In order to better model the climate system, land-surface models are continuously 

being improved. Several studies using the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme 

(BATS) are presented. One study compares simulations with the new ten-layer soil 

model (TLSM) and the previous BATS soil model at global and regional scales. TLSM 

tends to have much higher bare soil evaporation than the previous soil model. Soil in 

regions with high precipitation became wetter, while soil in regions with less 

precipitation became much drier. Potential errors in TLSM included underpredicted 

runoff and high-latitude transpiration. Corrections for these errors were incorporated and 

tested at six points. Surface runoff is increased by extracting water from the upper three 

TLSM layers rather than only the top layer. Bare soil evaporation is limited to the water 

present in the surface soil layer. 

A diurnal temporal error in the downward longwave radiation forcing data did not 

appear to significantly affect simulated long-term or large-scale averages. However, the 

assumption of uniform hourly distribution of 6-hour total precipitation did impact the 

partitioning of precipitation into evaporation, transpiration and runoff. 

A new method for modeling vertical water flow in heterogeneous porous media 

using the water-content based form of Richards equation is described, then used with 

B ATS/TLSM to simulate the boreal forest energy and water exchanges at a black spruce 

site, where a thick moss layer covers a peat/loam soil, and at an aspen site with a 

homogenous clay soil. The moss is treated as a type of porous media, so its unique 

hydraulic and thermal properties can be modeled directly. Simulated net radiation is very 
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similar to that observed over the summer months at both sites, but latent heat is greatly 

overestimated and simulated sensible heat fluxes are not well correlated with the 

observations. Observed soil temperature profiles and soil water content profiles are well 

captured at the black spruce site, as is the ability of moss to keep the underlying soil 

layers moist and cool. 

Despite the successful modifications made to TLSM during this study, the 

overestimation of evaporation remains a problem that should be addressed before 

widespread use of this model occurs. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Climate, Climate Change and Climate Models 

Climate is changing, in part due to natural causes, but in large part as a result of 

anthropogenic activities. Humans, particularly since the Industrial Revolution, have 

significantly altered the land surface and changed the chemistry of the atmosphere. 

Fields and human habitations have replaced forests. Cities are sometimes located in 

remote desert areas incapable of naturally sustaining large populations without the 

importation of outside resources. Humans have redirected rivers, built lakes, covered 

hundreds of square kilometers with asphalt, crammed millions of people and livestock 

into close living conditions, and pumped many gigatons of gases and aerosols (many of 

them toxic) into the atmosphere. Many of these activities have had a profound impact on 

climate, sometimes locally, sometimes globally. 

The rise in concentration of atmospheric greenhouse gases as a consequence of 

anthropogenic activities has resulted in a measurable increase in average global air 

surface temperature. The increase in surface air temperature is most noticeable in the 

higher latitudes, such as the boreal forest and tundra ecosystems in the Northern 

Hemisphere, rather than in the tropics. These regions are threatened; the melting of the 

permafrost layers could have devastating consequences on the local climate and local 

ecosystem. Urban heat islands can have a significant impact on local weather and local 

climate. Tropical deforestation, especially the burning of tropical rain forest has released 

carbon dioxide and particulate matter into the atmosphere, removed a major carbon sink. 
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and altered the local balance between evaporation and runoff. In forested areas, 

intercepted precipitation can evaporate from the foliage and reenter the atmosphere above 

where it fell. In deforested regions, precipitation that would have been intercepted now 

falls on the soil and infiltrates or runs off, often causing erosion problem. Every day, 

dozens of species go extinct as a result of human land use practices, most of them in 

tropical rain forests. 

In order to better understand the causes of climate change, and the effects on 

climate of changing one or more component of the climate system, computer models 

have been developed to simulate climate. In these models mathematical equations are 

used to represent physical processes. Modelers perform many simulations with different 

model configurations (to represent different assumptions and predictions about the 

physical world), in order to simulate the effect resulting from such scenarios as doubling 

atmospheric CO2 or deforestation. Climate models in the early 80s had a very coarse 

spatial resolution, of approximately 5° x 5°. State-of-the-art climate model in 2000 can 

have a spatial resolution of approximately 1° x 1°, often with a much finer resolution over 

areas of particular interest. As computer technology advances (generating improved 

speed, storage, and memory), these models have become increasingly more complex, 

with better resolution not just horizontally, but vertically into the atmosphere, the ocean 

and the land as well. 

There are many different components to a complete climate model. Often one or 

two components will be more complex than the others, depending upon what aspects of 

climate a particular researcher is interested in, or what science questions are being asked. 
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The other components may be simplified to make the model more efficient. Some of 

these comp>onents include; 

• A general circulation model, for simulating the vertical and horizontal 

transport of water, energy, momentum, and sometimes trace gases and 

pollutants within the atmosphere 

• A land-surface component, for simulating the exchange of water, energy, 

momentum and trace gases at the Earth-atmosphere interface. Frequently 

there are different models for the energy/water components and the chemistry 

components. 

• An ocean model, for simulating the salinity and temperature of the ocean and 

the movement and transport of heat/energy/nutrients by the ocean 

• A sea-ice model, for simulating the formation/growth/thickness of sea ice and 

the transfer of energy from the ocean to the atmosphere through the ice and 

snow 

Different questions may require focusing on different component models, often at 

the expense of one or two of the others. Frequently researchers find that in order to 

answer certain questions, specific improvements or modifications to one component 

model are required. For example, questions about El Nino may require focusing on the 

ocean model or questions about the effects of clouds will require focusing on the 

atmospheric model. 

When two or more of the model components are run together, with boundary 

conditions passed in both directions, they are referred to as a "coupled" model. When 

one component, such as the land-surface model, is isolated from the others and run 

independently with specified boundary conditions, it is referred to as an "off-line" 

simulation. While coupled studies are necessary for simulating feedback and transfer 
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among the different components, offline studies are useful for testing the effects of small 

coding changes, or determining the sensitivity of the model to various parameters. 

In the studies described in this document, only off-line (uncoupled) simulations of 

one land-surface model (the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme) will be used. Most 

of these studies will actually focus on changes to just one component of BATS - the 

routine that governs the transport of heat and water into, within, and out of the soil 

system. [Land surface models have many components as well - separate but connected 

routines control such processes as movement of water in the soil, heat in the soil, 

temperature of vegetation, the estimation of albedo from vegetation and soil properties, 

etc.] Soil moisture is extremely important in influencing local climate. It directly affects 

latent heat flux, and thus the partitioning of surface energy between the sensible and 

latent heat fluxes. It also affects the albedo of the soil and therefore the amount of solar 

radiation absorbed by the surface. Because the correct modeling of surface water and 

energy exchanges is important to climate modelers; it would seem essential that soil 

moisture be simulated correctly as well. Discussions will focus on results of these 

changes to the energy and water balance terms. 

1.2 Current Studies 

This paper presents several different studies performed using various versions of 

the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS), a land-surface model. These 

studies support a common goal: understanding or improving land surface models and 

improving the datasets that drive them. 
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Chapter 2 describes BATS and the main components of two soil models. The two 

soil models include the standard BATS-IE soil model and a new 10-layer soil model. To 

aid understanding of the many equations in this chapter, lists of symbols and acronyms 

are given in Appendix A: List of Symbols and Appendix B: List of Acronyms. In 

addition, several components of the new soil model are detailed in the Appendices. 

Specifically, Appendix C describes water transport in the new soil model and Appendix 

O discusses a proposed new limit on bare soil evaporation. 

Chapter 3 presents some of the model forcing data, describes the Global Soil 

Wetness Project (GSWP), and summarizes work I did in conjunction with GSWP. 

Appendix E presents work done with BATS to test the sensitivity of land-surface model 

output to the diurnal distribution of downward longwave radiation, in order to assess the 

impact of temporally incorrect model forcing data. Chapter 4 uses GSWP guidelines to 

compare annual and monthly results from the two different soil models on a regional and 

global scale; several potential shortcomings with the existing configuration of the ten-

layer soil model are identified. Chapter 5 seeks to address the reason for these problems 

and attempts to correct them. Instead of looking at the problem on a global scale, diurnal 

and seasonal cycles for six points are examined. 

Chapter 6 switches focus to describe a new problem, the simulation of water 

transport in heterogeneous soil at a temporal and spatial resolution compatible with land-

surface models. A new, simple, and possibly controversial method of dealing with this 

problem is summarized in this chapter and explained in much greater detail in 

Appendix F. Chapter 7 presents a study using a modified version of the new soil model. 
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with the heterogeneous soil profile, to examine the effects of moss and lichen on the 

water and energy balance in the boreal forests. All the improvements presented in 

Chapter 5 are incorporated into this model. Chapter 8 contains some fmal conclusions 

and thoughts. 
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2 THE BIOSPEIERE-ATMOSPHERE TRANSFER SCHEME 

2.1 Introduction 

The Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS) is one of a growing number 

of iand-surface schemes or soil-vegetation-atmosphere (SVAT) models that exist in the 

climate modeling community. These models attempt to simulate the exchange of energy, 

water, momentum and sometimes carbon dioxide between the soil surface, the vegetation 

and the lowest layer of the atmosphere. The primary purpose of BATS and many other 

SVATS is to be coupled to general circulation models (GCMs) or mesoscale models for 

use in global or large-scale climate studies or weather prediction. However, many offline 

(uncoupled) studies are done as well. Offline studies have both advantages and 

drawbacks. In an offline study, there is no feedback between the forcing data and the 

SVAT output. In a coupled study, after an input of energy/water/momentum is passed 

from the lowest atmospheric level of the GCM or other model to the SVAT, the SVAT 

will pass different values back into the GCM. In this way, the behavior of the SVAT 

may influence the next set of values to come from the GCM to the SVAT. Offline 

studies are often conducted with SVATS over small areas for which large amounts of 

observational data exist, in order to "validate" the model. This is done by forcing the 

model with observed meteorological data and comparing the simulated fluxes of energy 

and water to the observed fluxes. 

As scientific knowledge of the physical processes expands and the speed of 

computers improves, these models tend to become increasingly more complex. The 
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majority of modelers seem to believe that the greater the number of physical processes 

that are realistically represented in the model, the better the results will be. BATS has 

undergone many changes in recent years. Dickinson et al. (1993) describe the version 

coupled to NCAR CCM2 at that time (called BATS IE). However changes from the 

original, some minimal and some very substantial, were made to each version of the 

model used in the following studies. 

Most of the differences among versions of the model used here (in Chapters 4, 5, 

and 7) are due to changes in the basic numerical representation of processes governing 

the movement of water and energy within the soil column and at the surface of the soil. 

The standard soil model of BATS IE, as described in Dickinson et al. (1993) and below, 

will be referred to as the slab model (it is difficult to comfortably call it either a single-

layer or a 3-layer soil model, although it has aspects of both), and here will use the 

acronym SLSM-IE (Slab Soil Model from BATS JE). The multi-layer soil model, to be 

described later, will always have 10 layers and so will be referred to as the ten-layer soil 

model (TLSM). Several modiflcations will be made to this code in future chapters, and 

each different simulation will have its own extension (i.e. TLSM-R2, TLSM-R3, 

TLSM-T3). 

Offline BATS requires seven inputs (forcing data) every timestep; surface air 

temperature Tg, surface pressure p, mean precipitation P, downward solar radiation 

downward longwave radiation LX', a measure of the surface wind speed and a measure of 

surface humidity. Wind speed can be input as an east-west component Uu and a south-

north component Uy, or mean wind u , where u = . SpeciHc humidity of air qa 
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can be used directly, or calculated from relative humidity, vapor pressure deficit or the 

dewpoint temperature of the air Tj. 

2.2 The Land Surface 

2.2.1 Vegetation and Snow Cover 

Standard BATS has 18 land-cover classes. Each land-cover type is defined by 

setting values for a number of parameters (constants). Each land-cover class will have 

different dominant vegetation types, fractional vegetation cover, vegetation height, 

roughness length, surface/rootzone root ratio, etc. Table 2.1 shows the ranges of some of 

these values. The values of these parameters affect how energy and water are partitioned 

between the soil, the vegetation and the atmosphere. When the model is run at sites for 

which specific values of these parameters are known, the preset values are usually 

replaced with observed values. (Most of the research in the following chapters uses non

standard vegetation parameter values; some are from observations and some are model 

standards from a different land-surface model, the Simple Biosphere model). 

Fractional vegetation cover and leaf area index (LAI) both vary seasonally. If the 

temperature at a certain soil depth Tgx (Tg2 in the SLSM-IE and Tg^ in the TLSM) is 

between 273.16°K and 298°K, then a seasonal dependence parameter fseas is calculated by 

/.^«^(7;j = »-00016x(298.0-rgj2 (2.1) 

and will be I during the growing season and 0 when the soil is frozen. 
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Table 2.1: Range of selected land-cover parameters 

This table shows the range of values represented by all the land cover classes that have 
vegetation (inland water and ice-sheets are excluded). Only a selection of 
variables is presented. For a complete list of all parameters by land cover 
type, see Dickinson et al. (1993). 

Variable Comment Range of values 
Maximum fraction 
vegetation cover 

This is the maximum value possible. Total 
vegetation cover will vary between this 
and the minimum value. 

0.1-0.9 

Difference between 
maximum and minimum 
fractional vegetation 
cover (occurs at 269 K) 

This value is subtracted from the 
maximum vegetation cover value to 
calculate the minimum fractional 
vegetation cover 

0.1-0.4 

Roughness length 0.02-2.0 m 

Depth of surface layer 0.1 m 

Depth of rooting layer 1.0-2.0 m 

Vegetation albedo for 
wavelengths < 0.7 nm 

0.05-0.20 

Vegetation albedo for 
wavelengths > 0.7 ^.m 

0.18-0.3 

Fraction of roots in 
surface layer 

0.3-0.9 

Maximum LAI 2-6 

Minimum LAI 0.5-3.0 

Fractional vegetation cover fveg is reduced by (1- fmow) when snow is present, so 

that snow-covered vegetation does not interact with the atmosphere. The fraction of bare 

ground covered by snow and the fraction of vegetation covered by snow are assumed to 

be equal to the fraction of the entire cell covered by snow, fi„ow The albedos of the 

vegetation in the visible and the longer wavelengths are a function of the vegetation class. 
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2.2.2 Soil Classes. Soil Albedo and Snow Albedo 

BATS-IE has 12 soil classes, based on soil texture and ranging from sand to clay. 

Each soil class may have unique values of porosity, hydraulic conductivity, thermal 

conductivity and other parameters. Soil albedo is a function of soil color (which is 

independent of the soil class) and soil water content. Four soil albedo values are included 

in the standard table in Dickinson et al. (1993); dry soil albedo for wavelengths less than 

0.7 p.m (ad.vis), dry soil albedo for wavelengths > 0.7 jim (ad,nir), saturated soil albedo for 

wavelengths < 0.7 ^.m (as.vis), and saturated soil albedo for wavelengths > 0.7 nm (as.nir)-

However, only one of these values is actually needed, as it is assumed in the model code 

that otd.vis = 2as.vis = 2ad.nir = 4ots.nir- Bare soil albedo. A,,,,/, is calculated by: 

^soil ®s,vis "'"0.01 (2.2) 

where 0| and 6jai are the volumetric soil water contents in the surface layer and the 

saturated soil water content (equal to the porosity). Calculated soil albedos will range 

non-Hnearly between the saturated and dry values. Snow albedo depends upon the 

incident solar radiation, the solar zenith angle, the snow depth and the snow age (soot 

amount and grain size are assumed to increase with age). For more detail, see Dickinson 

et al. (1993). 

2.3 Soil Depths, Root Distribution 

The BATS-IE slab soil (SLSM-IE) is considered to have three layers, but they 

are not discrete. All share a top surface at the air-soil interface. There is a thin surface 
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layer (usually 10 cm), a rooting layer (1-2 m), and the total soil layer (default is 10 m) 

containing the rootzone layer and rootless zone below. These depths are easy to change, 

and are frequently altered in offline studies. All roots are assumed to be in the upper two 

layers, with the proportion in each of the two layers a function of the vegetation type. 

Short grass, for example, has shallow roots, most of which are in the surface layer, while 

crops and trees may have much deeper roots, capable of extracting water from the 

rootzone below the surface layer. 

The TLSM allows for iV homogenous soil layers (the default is 10). Each layer is 

thicker than the ones above it. The standard equation to determine layer depths is 

where zi is the depth of the soil layer in meters and c is a constant. The default values of 

c/=0.025 meters and C2=C3=0.5) yields a total soil column thickness of just over 3 meters. 

The thickness of each layer is calculated from 

z, = ci (exp(c2(/ - C3)) -1) (2.3) 

Az, = 0.5( z, + Z2 ) for i= 1 

Az, = 0.5(z,>i ~ ̂ 1-1) fo'" i=2,3,...,A^-1 (2.4) 

Az," = Za^ + Zyv-i for i=N 

The interface depths (where fluxes between layers are calculated) are: 

z,_4i = 0 for i=0 

z,_v4 = 0.5(z,- + Zi+i) for i= 1,2,... 1 (2.5) 

•*" ^yv-1 for 
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This formulation does not allow for specific layer depths / boundaries to be easily 

specified by the users. They can only be approximated by adjusting ̂  and c/, C2, and cj. 

The fraction of roots between each pair of interfaces is given by; 

froot,i =exp -exp (2.6) 
^ "root y ^ "root j 

where hr„ot is the root distribution scale. The default value is 500 mm. 

2.4 Soil Temperature and Heat Transport 

2.4.1 SLSM-IE 

Surface soil temperature is Tgi is calculated from 

(l + C^,)A/-^+2(0.5v^A/) = fic^„.r (2-7) 

where = 27c/86400 is the diurnal frequency. Be is a soil parameter described further 

below and H„et is net surface heating. Cfi (when > 0) accounts for the contribution of the 

latent heat of freezing for the upper soil layer to the surface energy balance. 

^net ~ ̂ net Aie/ ~ f^S ~ ̂ LE ~ ̂ smelt (2.8) 

where the six right-hand energy terms are net shortwave radiation net longwave 

radiation L„,,, sensible heat flux Hs, latent heat flux HLE, soil heat flux He, ̂ d heat 

needed to melt snow Hsmeit-

The soil parameter Be is adjusted for both bare and snow-covered fractions 
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snow 
vj/̂ Dds 

(Pss^ss)s^s 
+(l-/. snow ( Vd̂ Ddb 

P̂sŝ ss )a "̂ sb 
(2.9) 

where the diumal penetration depths for snow and bare soil, D^s and Djb are related to the 

thermal diffusivities for snow, A.,„, and soil for the diumal wave, The density and 

specific heat of the subsurface soil layer are p„ and c„. 

'2Kn andD^ = (2.10) 

In both models, volumetric soil heat capacity is a function of soil water content 0. 

Q  =(0-23 + e )c„ (2.11) 

where the specific heat of water Cw=^. 186x 10^ J m"^ K"'. 

For non-frozen bare soil, the thermal conductivity X can be calculated as a 

function of water content: 

2.9xlO''^e + 4xlO"^ 
[(1 - 0.06 • 0)0+0.09X0.23+0) 

(2.12) 

where is the ratio of thermal conductivity of the soil to that loam. For frozen bare 

soil the contribution of the water to the total heat capacity is reduced. 

Subsurface soil temperature Tgz is calculated from 

f 
Cf2A/-T^+2 

dt 
D. A. c , r o .5v„Af) = C ,v„A/r,3 
D. D, 

(2.13) 
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where =vj/365 is the seasonal/annual frequency, Cc relates the upper soil to soil 

untouched by the annual wave, Txj is soil temperature in the area untouched by the annual 

wave, and Da and Dj are the annual and diumal penetration depths weighted according to 

the depth of the snow, if any. For almost all conditions Q = 0, except under permafrost 

where Q = 1 and = 271.0. Cfi (when > 0) accounts for the contribution of the latent 

heat of freezing for the rootzone soil layers to the surface energy balance. 

2.4.2 TLSM 

In the TLSM, one-dimensional (vertical) heat diffusion is given by: 

Cr—^-H dt dz 
211 
dz 

dG(z) 

dz 
(2.14) 

If volumetric heat capacity Ch and thermal conductivity Xs were to be uniform 

with depth and constant in time, then: 

a 
dt 

X 
(2.15) 

However, Xs and Ch are functions of volumetric soil water content, 0, and can 

vary with depth. As a result, one-dimensional (vertical) heat transport is given by: 

dz 

37, (z) ^ 3(c„ (J)T, (J>) sau) 
dz dz dz 

(2.16) 
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This equation should ideally have a source/sink term as well for non-conduction heat 

transport processes, such as subsurface evaporation, but that is not addressed in this 

model. (Nor is subsurface evaporation considered in the soil water parameterization). 

In solving Eq. (2.16) BATS can switch from a fully implicit finite difference 

scheme to an explicit differencing scheme, or use a combination. The energy balance for 

a layer i is: 

Chu^i (^,^1 _J.„_)^ + G;-^)+ (1 -«)(-) (2.17) 

where a is a weight coefficient in the time domain that can vary between 0 and 1. If 

a=0, the time differencing is implicit (as is the case for other land-surface models, such 

as SWAPS (Ashby, 1999). If osl, the time differencing is explicit. The default value in 

BATS is ot=0.5, following the "Crank-Nicholson" algorithm. The index i refers to the 

center of a layer for the layer-averaged variables (such as soil temperature). The fluxes 

(such as soil heat flux G) are calculated at the layer interfaces, at z,+wor Zi-vi. 

(2.18a) 

(2.18b) 
z,- z,-_i 

The interface thermal conductivity is 
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V / 
(2.19) 

where /x(0) is calculated from Eq. (2.12). 

The model then solves for temperature using tri-diagonalization (the Thomas 

algorithm), solving N simultaneous equations of the form: 

where bi, and c, are coefficients of N x N tri-diagonal matrix and r, is the coefficient 

of a known N x 1 matrix. The upper boundary condition is a known soil temperature or 

heat flux as the soil surface, used to force the model directly. For the lower boundary 

condition, the heat flux is assumed to be zero between layers and N-I. 

For layer 2 through N-1 

'T'fl+I , f nrn+I , 'y/l+l ^ (2.20) 

(2.21 a) 

=l+(l-a) 
(z/ -z.-i) UM - Zi) 

(2.21b) 

(2.21c) 
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'i 
Ch L Az,- (z, - z,-_,) Az,- (z,+, - z,-)_ 

ctAt 

Ch L^«(zi -Zi-i) ^i(z«+i -z/). 

(2.2 Id) 

If / = 1 

-r;,)=(//^)'=*' +G, 
A/ 

(i+i 
i+Vi (2.22) 

where is the heat flux into the surface soil layer from the atmosphere (as opposed to 

Hnei in Eq. (2.8), which contains terms for soil heat flux and heat due to snowmelt). 

^na ^nel ^ S ^ LE (2.23) 

As all three right-hand terms are a function of soil surface temperature. 

(^«a)''^'can be written as 

-7,1) ar. (2.24) 

Thus, 

a, =0 (2.25a) 

b; = 1 + -
A/ 

Cn̂ i 

X.- a//. 
Z|+l g,i 

(2.25b) 

A/ Ci=-
C//AZ, (z,+, - Z i )  

(2.25c) 
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^ r;.,A/ a//, 
/• = r;, + —22 £:i —22. (2.25d) 

For / = iV, the heat conduction between layer N and layer N-I is assumed to be 

zero. Therefore, 

Gyv-i=0 (2.26) 

^g.N =^g,N-i (2.27) 

and 

a , = - l  (2.28a) 

b, = 1 (2.28b) 

c,=0 (2.28c) 

/;=0 (2.28d) 

2.5 The Water Budget 

2.5.1 Precipitation and Infiltration 

Precipitation falls either as rain or snow, depending on whether the surface air 

temperature is greater than a critical temperature (usually 273.16 + 2.2 °K). Precipitation 

will either be intercepted by vegetation or fall directly upon the ground. Intercepted 

precipitation will subsequently fall onto the ground (leaf drip), evaporate or sublimate, or 
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remain on the leaf as frost or dew. Liquid water upon the surface (the sum of 

precipitation, leaf drip, dew and snowmelt) will either infiltrate into the soil or become 

surface runoff. It cannot pond on top of the surface from one timestep to the next (some 

other models allow this). As a result, in both models evaporation must occur from the 

soil surface, not from free-standing water on top of the soil. 

2.5.2 Vertical Transport of Soil Water 

As far as the water routines are concerned, the SLSM-IE model has three soil 

layers (surface, root zone and total), each with its top surface at the soil-water interface 

but with lower layers at increasing depths. When the soil water budgets are calculated, 

each of these layers gains the same amount of water through infiltration and loses the 

same amount through evaporation Fg and surface runoff R^. 

If the net water applied to the surface is Fg, soil water in the upper layer is 0s, soil 

water in the root zone layer is 0r and soil water in the total layer is 0t, then 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 
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where Rb is subsurface runoff (baseflow), is the rate of water transfer by diffusion to 

the surface layer from the lower layers, and Qji is the rate of water transfer by diffusion 

to the rootzone layer from the lowest layer. 

The diffusivity of the soil D is given by 

D = -K̂  dŷ /ds = b+2 (2.33) 

where s, the degree of saturation (a measure of water content) for layer x is given by: 

©x 5 = £-

0 rmrt' 
(2.34) 

A thorough derivation of the TLSM water transport equations is given in 

Appendix C. The transport of water in TLSM uses the implicit forward finite difference 

method to solve Richards equation, given by 

ae _ dQ ̂  d 
dt dz Bz 

\ 

9\|r 30 , 
(2.35) 

The water balance for layer i will be 

A6,-Az,' _ ^n+l ^#1+1 f 
~ - Vil+Vi - V£i->̂  - -J," 
A/ 

(2.36) 

where A0, = -0", S is a soil moisture sink term, and 

Qi 
,rt+l _ , AQ . ^Qi+'A '•+W - "• + —rr 

^0, de 
A0 1+1 

/+! 
(2.37a) 
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^/i+I 
+-55-;-^0.-i +-^'^9. (2.37b) 

Qi-̂  =-f̂ i -w 
(y.-i-¥.)+U-z.-i) 

(z/-z,_i) 
(2.37b) 

Qi-¥M -"^l+Vi 
(¥.-¥.>i)+U.-t-i-Z/) 

(^/+i ~ ^1) 
(2.37b) 

where soil matric potential \jf and hydraulic conductivity K are both functions of soil 

water content 6/ and are calculated by 

¥/ = ¥. (2.38) 

f 0.5(9,-+e,-^,) 

Gc 

2A-I-3 
(2.39) 

after Clapp and Homberger (1978). 

AG can be solved for using a tridiagonal system of equations of the form: 

+<.,A9r' +CiAe?;i' = n (2.40) 

where / = 1,2,.. .,N. For specific details on a,, bj, Ci andd r,. see Appendix C 

2.5.3 Runoff 

Subsurface drainage in SLSM-IE (also called subsurface runofO is given by 
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(2.41) 

where K^b is the drainage rate of the bottom of the soil column and is assumed to be 

4.0 X 10"^ mm s"' for all soil types. 

Surface runoff occurs when the water content of the soil is above field capacity, 

with the most surface runoff occurring when the soil is completely saturated. If the 

subsurface temperature Tgj is below freezing, more surface runoff occurs and less water 

is allowed to infiltrate, in order to approximate the effect of frozen soil (less water can 

infiltrate frozen soil, because ice takes up more volume / pore space than liquid water. 

The runoff calculation is more complex in TLSM than in SLSM-IE. The soil 

water content Si of each layer is checked to see if it is above or below a certain value s^t 

(usually Swi = 0.90 or Swt =0.95). The top of the water table is determined at the upper 

interface for the layer / at which and 5,./ < Swt. This depth is Zwi- The water table is 

allowed to vary by dwt, which has a default value of 1000 mm. Then the fraction of the 

water table that connects to the surface/h, is calculated from 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

=0.3min l,exp —^ 
( f ^ W 

(2.44) 

The surface runoff is calculated by 
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Rs^Fgfwt (2.45) 

Subsurface runoff is calculated from 

V J 

(2.46) 

where K^b is 1.0 x 10'^ mm s ' for all soil types. (Recall that in SLSM, this value is 

4.0 X 10"^ mm s'). 

2.5.4 Bare Soil Evaporation 

SLSM-IE uses a threshold formulation approach to calculating soil evaporation, 

Es, where Es is defined as the minimum of potential evaporation Ep and maximum 

sustainable moisture flux Egmax-

^5- ~ ^gmax) (2.47) 

where 

^Qmax ~ ^max^ (2.48) 

£:„„=l.02%i^ (2.49) 

and is a function of Ss, Sr, B, Ksm, Via/, and 0. Q is a function of minimum soil 

diffusivity Dmin, maximum soil diffusivity Dmax^ and B. 

TLSM uses a a-method solution of the bulk aerodynamic formulations, where 
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n P̂̂ g.sat Qa) (2.50) 

or 

g ,sat â) (2.51) 

In TLSM, as with many other models, a equals the relative humidity of the air hr 

in the pores adjacent to the water and is given by: 

after Philip (1957). 

One known drawback to this scheme is a tendency to overestimate evaporation 

when the soil moisture availability is low. a remains nearly 1 even after the volumetric 

soil water content has dropped below the permanent wilting point (Lee and Pielke, 1992), 

which leads to an unrealistically high Es- Also, due to the extremely sharp gradient of a 

with respect to 0, the "results tend to oscillate between the wet and dry soil moisture 

regimes", sometimes leading to convergence problems in the surface energy budgets of 

numerical models 

2.5.5 Transpiration and Canopy Evaporation 

Water can be stored on the leaves and stems of foliage (from intercepted 

precipitation or dew formation) or within the leaves (coming from the soil water via 

roots). Water on the wet fraction of the canopy, evaporates or condenses at a rate 

(2.52) 
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dependent on the specific humidity differences between the saturated specific humidity of 

water-vapor at the leaf temperature and the specific humidity of air within the canopy. 

Transpiration only occurs from dry leaf surfaces. 

A total potential evaporation from foliage, E/pat, is calculated using the differences 

in humidity and temperature between the foliage, the air and the soil. However, 

transpiration, £„, may be limited to only a fraction of Efp„i, as it is limited by the available 

soil moisture and the temperature of the subsurface soil. 

^tr fpotdry^trmx (2.53) 

where fp„tdry is the fraction of potential evaporation through transpiration. However, Etr is 

never allowed to exceed Etnnx, the maximum transpiration rate that is physically 

sustainable by the plant. 

Etrmx is calculated similarly in the two models. The maximum possible 

transpiration based on the vegetation cover, but not taking into account soil moisture, is 

given by 

^trmxveg ~^mxfvegfseas^gx) (2.54) 

where the maximum possible transpiration rate rOTx=2.0 x 10"^ mm s"' and fseiJTgx) is 

given by Eq. (2.1). 

In SLSM-IE, maximum transpiration that can be sustained based on available soil 

moisture, E,rmx is calculated from: 
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(  r  ^-b 
îrmx t̂nnxveg fn root,s 

V 

-1 

ŵUt ~ 1 
- f ,  rooter 

ŵUt ~ 1 
(2.55) 

yj 

where s„ii, is the soil moisture at the wilting point (defined as the soil water content at 

which the maximum suction, Xjfmax = 1.53 x 10^ mm (or 15 bars). In TLSM 

^trmx ~ ̂ tnnxveg^^lfroot,i^rootj ' (2.56) 

where root resistance or the roots in a layer, rroot.i is given by 

- t-min(l.,y,/y;nax) 
'root J ~ t / • (Z.3 /) 

l + V^ar/V,nar 

Despite these slightly different formulations, the resultant values of transpiration 

are very similar in the two models, for identical soil conditions (water content, wilting 

point, soil temperature). As will be seen in later chapters, however, it is the differences in 

between the two models that will prove to have a significant impact on the simulated 

transpiration. 

2.5.6 One Known Problem 

One problem I encountered was also related to the evaporation calculations. 

Despite the fact that evaporation was supposedly limited by existing soil water, 

sometimes evaporation at the end of a timestep would be such that the amount of water 

evaporated would be greater than the water available in the soil. This caused serious 

problems in running the model. A term representing the derivative of latent heat with 
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respect to time (calculated in the leaf temperature subroutine) is later updated in the 

ground temperature subroutine. It can cause serious problems in its related calculations. 

Bare soil evaporation is calculated by Eq. (2.51) as 

g,sat ^a) 

and vapor flux from the ground to the canopy by 

^sv=pKg 
(Kq + )ot^„ v.sat 

K a + K g +  
(2.58) 

where K^, K^, and Ky are conductances. 

Total ground Eg evaporation is 

E = E +E (2.59) 

Often when the soil is dry and there has been no precipitation, £, and Eg are negative, 

since qa > qgjat, indicating dew formation. 

The derivative of ground latent heat flux with respect to ground temperature is 

Ê £_ = p ̂ ĝ.sat 

g dT, g 

(k^ + KJK 
+ Kg + K^, 

H\-Ug)CDUa (2.60) 

where 

^̂ g.sal Â̂ frez'̂ a) 
(2.61) 

where Ca and Cb are constants whose values depend of whether Tg is above or below 

freezing. 
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The above evaporation equations and their derivatives are calculated for any 

timestep before the new soil temperatures are calculated. After the temperature has been 

updated, as described in section 2.4.2, then Eg and total evapotranspiration Et are 

recalculated based on the change in surface soil temperature, &Tg. 

At this point, the problem begins. The size and magnitude of Ar^ can be such that 

a downward (negative) Eg becomes an upward (positive) Eg. In order to satisfy the 

requirements of the energy balance, the soil is required to evaporate more water than 

actually exists. 

It became necessary to artificially limit the maximum amount of evaporation. At 

any time n, assume the water content of layer can be calculated from: 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

ef =0;'-' +Ae, (2.64) 

Then if 9" < 0dry. where Sdiy is arbitrarily deHned as: 

0^^. =max(0^,/, -0.05,0.02) (2.65) 

Excess extraction of water from a layer Ex.i can be calculated from: 

(2.66) 
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and 

10 
= (2.67) 

1=1 

Then Ex is added to 0" and combined with one other term and subtracted from Eg and Et-

An alternate method for dealing with this problem is presented in Appendix D. 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter provided a brief introduction to some of the basic governing equations 

used in the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme and two different soil models. The 

two soil models clearly have some basic differences in the parameterization of the 

physics governing soil temperature and soil water movement. The potential exists for a 

significant change in the way energy and water is distributed in the system when the new 

soil model is used. Chapters 4 and S will compare the two models at various spatial and 

temporal scales and discuss some reasons for the differences in output attained when 

using these two soil models. Some modifications to these standard calculations will also 

be presented in Chapter S. The energy budget and water budget equations presented in 

this chapter and in the Appendices should be sufficient for understanding the results of 

the different model simulations performed in the remaining chapters. 
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3 RELATED STUDIES, DATA AND BACKGROUND 

3.1 The Global Soil Wetness Project - A Brief Overview 

Soil moisture is extremely important in influencing local climate. It directly 

affects latent heat flux, and thus the partitioning of surface energy between the sensible 

and latent heat fluxes. It also a^ects the albedo of the soil and therefore the amount of 

solar radiation absorbed. Because the correct modeling of surface water and energy 

exchanges is important to climate modelers, it would seem essential that soil moisture be 

simulated correctly as well. Comprehensive global data sets of global soil moisture, soil 

physical characteristics, and soil chemical characteristics do not exist. The Global Soil 

Wetness Project was affiliated with the International Land-Surface Climatology Project 

(ISLSCP), part of the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX). It was 

developed initially to address the lack of a good global data set of soil moisture. 

Dirmeyer et al. (1999) gives an overview of the first phase of GSWP. The GSWP 

pilot phase goals are listed as 1) to generate high-resolution l"xl° global dataset of soil 

moisture, runoff surface fluxes, and associated hydroclimatic quantities using state-of-the 

art land surface schemes for the 2-year period (1987-1988); 2) to develop and test 

techniques for large-scale validation of hydrologic quantities over land; 3) to apply and 

validate a large subset of the data from the ISLSCP Initiative 1 CD-ROM; 4) to compare a 

number of land surface schemes on a regional and global scale under controlled 

conditions; and 5) to conduct sensitivity studies of the impact of specific components, 

parameterizations, and data considerations. 
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GSWP had three major groups of participants. The production group (to which I 

belonged) was responsible for running the land surface schemes, both the standard runs 

that each group submitted to the Intercomparison Center, plus one or more sensitivity 

simulations. The validation group was responsible for trying to validate both the ISLSCP 

Initative-1 data and select pieces of the model output from the production group. The 

Inter-Comparison Center was established at the Center for Climate System Research at 

the University of Tokyo to compare the results of the different land-surface schemes. 

3.2 ISLSCP Initiative-1 Data 

The ISLSCP Initiative 1 data set organized available data from a number of 

different sources into one 5-CD set (Meeson et al., 1995). This comprehensive data set 

contains global information in five basic categories: vegetation (including land cover and 

biophysical parameters); hydrology and soils; snow, ice, and oceans; radiation and 

clouds; and near-surface meteorology. The near-surface meteorology has 4 

subcategories; fixed; monthly and instantaneous; monthly and 6-hourly, and 6-hourly. 

The data are a combination of remote sensing products, ground observation, and products 

of modeling and/or data assimilation. 

The Initiative 1 6-hourly forcing data include total precipitation, convective 

precipitation, surface air temperature, dew point temperature, mean wind speed, 

atmospheric pressure, downward shortwave and downward longwave radiation. Some 

variables come directly from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather 

Forecasting (ECMWF) data assimilation. Others, such as the shortwave and longwave 
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radiation values, are hybrid products that use both ECMWF and other data sources. The 

data are in 6-hour blocks (average values for the 6-hour time periods beginning at 0000, 

0600, 1200 and 1800 GMT), so it was necessary to distribute these values among the 

hourly time-steps used by the models. The Global Soil Wetness Project (GSWP) 

guidelines (IGPO, 1995) state that for downward longwave radiation, air temperature, 

dew-point temperature, wind speed and surface pressure, the average value is to occur 

three hours into the time period (i.e. 0300, 0900, 1500, and 2100 GMT) and all other 

hourly values are to be interpolated linearly between those values. Therefore the diurnal 

"cycles" of these five variables will consist of only four straight line segments. 

Shortwave radiation was given a diurnal cycle. Precipitation was distributed equally 

among each of the 6 hours (although modelers could choose an unequal distribution for 

convective precipitation if they so chose). Figures 3.1-3.2 show the two-year average 

precipitation, air temperature, downward shortwave radiation and downward longwave 

radiation as calculated from the 6-hour forcing data sets. 

Other parameter data sets include vegetation class, soil index, and monthly values 

of leaf area index, roughness length and background reflectance. The parameters GSWP 

chose to use for each of the vegetation and soil classes are described in the dataset 

documentation (International GEWEX Project Office, 1995). Figures 3.3-3.4 show the 

global distribution of the various vegetation and soil classes. As a fixed value for the soil 

albedo was provided for each point, the aspect of BATS which allows soil albedo to vary 

with surface soil water content was turned off whenever this data set was used. Because 

BATS does not use the two-stream method for estimating vegetation albedo, the standard 
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BATS vegetation values were used instead of the provided transmittance and reflectance 

values. 

For several of the studies performed using the ISLSCP Initiative 1 data, the results 

from different simulations will frequently be compared using four divisions; average 

daily 2-year precipitation; continent; soil type and vegetation class. Table 3.1 through 

Table 3.6 show how many of the 14637 land points belong to each category and each pair 

of categories. Note that the combined number of points for the seven continental areas 

(14593) is less than the total number for the globe, because the points in Greenland were 

not counted (Figure 3.5). 

Obviously all the land points are not distributed evenly among these categories. 

For example, over 45% of all points have soil type 3 (medium texture) and 26% have soil 

type 1 (coarse), with the remaining points divided among the other four soil types. 

Frequent overlaps exist between categories as well. 89% of the desert occurs where there 

is less than 0.5 mm/day precipitation and 74% of the broadleaf evergreen occurs where 

there is more than 4.0 mm/day precipitation. (However only 55% of the areas receiving 

more than 4 mm/day precipitation is broadleaf evergreen; 31% is grassland). Over 50% 

of the tundra and shrub vegetation classes receive 0.5-1.0 mm/day precipitation, while 

over 50% of the high latitude deciduous woodland get 1.0-1.5 mm/day precipitation. 

49% of Australia is shrubs and bare ground. 38% of South America is broadleaf 

evergreen and another 36% is wooded grassland. 89% of the high-latitude deciduous 

forest and woodland occurs in Northern Asia and 53% of the desert occurs in Africa. It is 
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inevitable then, that a comparison within one category will not be independent of the 

other categories 

3.3 The Global Soil Wetness Project • The Many Studies 

Many participants in GSWP performed additional studies, some of which are 

described briefly below. 

Chen and Mitchell (1999) compared offline results using the National Center for 

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) land surface model (LSM) with the NCEP/NCAR 

reanalysis of land-surface products. They found that the simulated global hydrological 

cycle reasonably reproduce the seasonal variation of most hydrological fields. They also 

compared simulated soil moisture to results in Dlinois. Their model captured seasonal 

evolution and amplitude of annual variation. 

Entin et al. (1999) compares 10 models over four grassland and agricultural 

regions in Russia, Dlinois, China and Mongolia. No model reproduced the actual 

observed soil moistures, but most did a reasonably good job of reproducing the seasonal 

cycle of soil moisture. They conclude that: 

Therefore, in its goal of producing a global soil wetness data set for use in 
analyzing climate and initializing GCMs, we consider the GSWP to not 
have succeeded so far. The main reason is that there is such a wide 
disparity in the LSM treatments of hydrology that, even with all the 
models using the same parameters and same forcing, the results are so 
different that the difference between models are much larger than the 
seasonal cycle of soil moisture. 

Matsuyama et al. (1999) validate some of the ISLSCP Initiative 1 data against 

FIFE-AMS data. Total precipitation is similar from autumn 1987 to spring 1988. 
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However, intense precipitation is underestimated. The mixing ratio is systematically 

underestimated. Summer temperatures are overestimated, while winter temperatures are 

underestimated. Systematic biases also exist in the radiation datasets as well. Some of 

the soil properties (y^, Ks and B.) are quite different as well. At the FIFE site, 

observations show that precipitation should lead to an increase of soil moisture. 

However, in their land surface model (JMA-SiB; the Japanese Meteorological Agency 

version of the Simple Biosphere Model), the majority of moisture is converted to 

evapotranspiration and does not replenish the soil water. Because the ISLSCF 

Initiative-1 atmospheric forcing data is wrong for this site, they conclude that the 

observational soil moisture data should not be used to validate the GSWP simulated soil 

moisture. Models must be instead be driven with site observations. 

Oki et al. (1999) performed large-scale runoff validation over 250 major drainage 

basins, using routing of model output to estimate runoff over large areas. They found 

that all the 11 land surface models underestimated runoff for most of the higher-latitude 

drainage areas. Zhang et al. (1999) also use a river routing model to simulate river 

discharge rates using the model SiB2. In many areas the simulated annual discharge rates 

were reasonable, but seasonal cycles were not always reproduced well. Part of these 

errors they attributed to the forcing data set, whose "unrealistically cool temperatures ... 

[favor] less surface evaporation and a later seasonal cycle, especially for high and mid-

latitudes." Sud and Mocko (1999) also commented on this cold bias. Overly cold air 

temperatures can be a problem. If precipitation is told by a model to fall as snow, more 

energy will be required to melt it than if the precipitation would have fallen as rain. That 
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energy could have been used for something else, such as warming the soil or evaporating 

water. [In a non-GSWP study, Viterbo and Betts (1999) reduced the deep snow albedo in 

ECMWF, which reduced some, but not all, of the model's systematic cold bias in high 

northern latitudes.] 

Two studies looked at the effect of the distribution of precipitation. Dirmeyer and 

Zeng (1999) examined the sensitivity of infiltration to the distribution of convective 

precipitation and the depth of the surface layer in the model SSiB. On a seasonal 

timescale, the terms most sensitive to the distribution of the convective precipitation 

appear to be runoff, direct evaporation from the soil and the seasonal change of soil water 

storage. A spatially and temporally realistic distribution of convective precipitation is 

needed to adequately simulate high values of runoff and to not overpredict the amount of 

rainfall intercepted by the canopy and thus direct evaporation of water from the canopy. 

In this simulation, subsurface runoff was much greater than surface runoff. 

Douville et al. (1999) also point out errors associated with 6-hour rainy periods. 

Low runoff is a result of high interception loss. They note that "shorter duration higher 

intensity rainfall results in higher runoff, especially in forested areas." The results were 

most obvious in the tropics and less at high latitudes. They performed several sensitivity 

studies using the model ISBA (the Interaction between Soil, Biosphere and Atmosphere), 

which was described by Noihlan and Planton (1989) with modifications by Douville et al. 

(1995) and Noihlan and Mahfouf (1996). In their control run, total global runoff was 

27% of precipitation over land. Their sensitivity tests differed from that of Dirmeyer and 

Zeng (1999) in that they temporally redistributed all the precipitation, not just the 
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convective precipitation. The total from the 6-hour period was concentrated in the first 2 

hours of each 6-hour period. Less interception and thus less canopy evaporation 

occurred. This change increased the simulated amount of surface runoff to 29% of 

precipitation. 

A reduction in soil thickness generally ought to lead to a reduction in bare soil 

evaporation, because less water is in the layer exposed to the surface. However, in some 

areas, Dirmeyer and Zeng (1999) found that bare soil evaporation increased because the 

soil temperature of the thinner surface layer could increase rapidly. The "reduction in 

soil moisture decreased the effective heat capacity in the force-restore calculation of 

surface temperature, allowing surface temperature to rise." Water is sucked up from the 

rooting layers and also warms and evaporates. A thicker layer will act as a buffer against 

rapid drying and wanning. 

Other interesting sensitivity and model improvement studies included Pitman et 

al. (1999), Boone and Wetzel (1999), and Sud and Mocko (1999). Pitman et al. (1999) 

examined the sensitivity of simulated soil wetness and evaporation to spatial and 

temporal variably in leaf-area index (LAI). Small changes in leaf area index could lead 

to big changes in transpiration and interception loss in their LSM. Decreased LAI led to 

decreased transpiration, increased soil moisture, increased bare soil evaporation, but 

decreased total evapotranspiration. Boone and Wetzel (1999) examined the importance 

of sub-grid-scale heterogeneity, which is not an issue that will be addressed in this 

document, using the Parameterization for Land-Atmosphere-Cloud Exchange model 

(PLACE). Sud and Mocko (1999) discussed improving the snow physics model attached 
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to their land-surface scheme, a version of SSiB. Their goal was to increase the amount of 

meltwater that infiltrated, as too much was converted into surface runoff. They also 

improved the timing of soil thaw and snow melt in their model. 

3.4 Sensitivity of BATS to the diurnal distribution of downward longwave 

radiation 

At some point during the initial months of GSWP, it became evident that a 

potentially significant error existed in the downward longwave radiation data on the 

ISLSCP Initiative-1 CD-ROM. I volunteered to investigate the reason for and severity of 

this error, and determine the possible impact on GSWP products. The time series of 

downward longwave radiation appeared to have a phase error. I attributed this problem 

to an error in the formula used to calculate the values. 

BATS was used to test the sensitivity of model output to the diurnal cycle of 

downward longwave radiation. The soil model used was based on the standard BATS-IE 

soil model, with several GSWP specific modifications. In addition, background (soil) 

albedo had a fixed value for each month, rather than varying as a function of surface soil 

water content as is the standard model procedure described in Chapter 2. In addition to 

performing a run with the normal longwave radiation, two additional runs were 

performed. In the first, the longwave radiation data set was shifted 6-hours in time, so 

that it more closely resembled what it ought to be. In the second, the average daily 

radiation was used for each hour of a day. These annual and monthly results were 
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examined globally and regionally and the diumal cycles were examined at six points 

(Figure 3.6). 

In this study, which was published as Morrill et al. (1999), we concluded that: 

Changing the incoming longwave radiation cycle by shifting its diumal 
phase or using its daily average had only small effects on the large-scale 
energy and water budgets simulated by BATS. Small decreases in upward 
longwave radiation are matched by approximately equal increases to 
sensible heat flux and occasionally small changes in latent heat and soil 
heat fluxes. Changes to the soil moisture terms of the most interest to the 
GSWP are negligible, as are other changes to available water. Therefore, 
the unmodifled ISLSCP Initiative 1 data is sufflciently accurate for large-
scale monthly averages without concern about possible errors in the 
longwave radiation data set. Using a daily average would also be a simple 
alternative. 

If the reader is interested in the details of this study, text excerpts with some 

annotation, plus the flgures and tables are reprinted with permission in Appendix E. 

3.5 Sensitivity of Surface Fluxes to Soil Water Content 

I participated in one additional GSWP study. Dirmeyer et al. (2000) examine 

how sensitive the surface fluxes from three land surface schemes are to soil water 

content. Three land-surface schemes (BATS, Mosaic and the Simple Biosphere Model, 

SiB) participated in this GSWP follow-on study. At each timestep of the control 

simulation, the soil wetness index was calculated and saved for each layer. For each of 

the additional simulations, soil moisture became a model input, rather than a calculated 

value. A soil wetness value from the control simulation was adjusted to make the soil 

wetness increase or decrease by 5, 10, 25 and 50 percent for each point at each timestep. 
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In this way, the sensitivity of fluxes (such as latent and sensible heat) to the soil water 

content could be examined for each of the three schemes. 

Evaporative fraction (EF; latent heat divided by the sum of latent and sensible 

heat fluxes) was compared between and across the different models, simulations and 

vegetation types. A model was considered "sensitive" to soil moisture at a particular 

point if a specified change in soil wetness resulted in a 10% change in EF. Mosaic and 

BATS both tended to be fairly sensitive to soil moisture at arid and semi-arid regions, 

with MOSAIC being the more sensitive of the two. SSiB was overall less sensitive, but 

its areas of highest sensitivity occur in the Southern Hemisphere, where the other two 

models were less sensitive. Forested areas are the least sensitive to changes in soil 

moisture, possibly because less bare soil is exposed. This is actually good news. All 

three models are most sensitive to soil water contents in areas where soil water is easiest 

to measure remotely. Surface soil wetness can be estimated from both infrared and 

microwave measurement, but only over open areas; the signals cannot penetrate areas 

with moderate or dense vegetation. The paper concludes: 

If it can be verifled that surface heat fluxes over canopies are not sensitive 
to the wetness of the underlying soil, then the locations where remote 
sensing methods work best actually would correspond to areas where they 
are the most valuable. Similarly, ground-based observing systems could 
be concentrated in the drier, less-vegetated regions, conserving resources 
and manpower and making an operational soil moisture monitoring 
network feasible. 
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3.6 Summary 

This chapter provided an overview of the Global Soil Wetness Project, the 

ISLSCP Initiative-1 data set, and the many studies that were performed in conjunction 

with GSWP. Chapters 4 and 5 will continue with GSWP-style sensitivity studies, 

comparing different formulations of BATS using SLSM-IE and four configurations of 

TLSM. Chapter 5 also addresses the sensitivity of BATS surface fluxes to the 

distribution of precipitation and to the number of years of spin-up. 
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Table 3.1: Vegetation class by continent 
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Broadleaf Evgn 53 593 186 0 0 266 0 1098 
Brdlf Dcd. & Wood 71 44 44 31 45 51 34 320 
•Mxd Con, BD, Wood 245 38 4 328 66 69 19 769 
Conf. For. & Wood 912 2 0 340 752 10 0 2016 
H. Lat Dcd & Wood 66 0 0 40 846 0 0 952 
Wooded grassland 183 563 673 115 0 307 70 1911 
Grassland 319 97 440 219 441 341 170 2027 
Shrubs & bare gmd 81 137 190 71 58 154 344 1035 
Tundra 594 0 0 70 849 0 0 1513 
Desert & bare gmd 75 32 846 292 81 250 6 1582 
Cultivation 344 72 166 328 75 325 60 1370 

2943 1578 2549 1834 3213 1773 703 14593 

Numbers in the white cells represent the number of points common to both categories. 
Numbers in gray cells to the bottom and right represent sums of rows and columns. 

Table 3.2: Vegetation class and 2-year annual precipitation 
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Broadleaf Evgn 0 0 1 10 39 233 815 1098 
Brdlf Dcd. & Wood 2 23 47 75 100 51 22 320 
M.xd Con, BD, Wood 0 18 124 248 258 87 34 769 
Conf. For. & Wood 56 526 804 380 205 31 16 2018 
H. Lat Dcd & Wood 5 311 489 130 11 3 3 952 
Wooded grassland 5 40 64 180 612 555 455 1911 
Grassland 231 111 516 278 180 55 47 2034 
Shrubs & bare gmd 308 573 122 24 7 1 0 1035 
Tundra 309 796 332 68 21 1 1 1528 
Desert & bare gmd 1419 168 7 1 7 0 0 1602 
Cultivation 9 152 318 360 311 123 97 1370 

2344 3334 2824 1754 1751 1140 1490 14637 



Table 3.3: 2-year annual precipitation class by continent 
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0 - 0.5 mm/day 325 61 819 361 404 330 34 2334 

0.5 - 1.0 mm/day 915 108 307 101 1363 182 343 3319 

1.0 - 1.5 mm/day 654 80 244 445 1121 145 135 2824 

1.5 - 2.0 mm/day 307 85 221 602 281 172 79 1747 
2.0 - 3.0 mm/day 493 258 376 269 42 228 73 1739 
3.0 - 4.0 mm/day 152 285 365 44 2 264 28 1140 

> 4.0 mm/day 97 701 217 12 0 452 11 1490 
2943 1578 2549 1834 3213 1773 703 14593 

Table 3.4: Soil types by continent 
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Soil Type 1 1014 349 1266 385 235 231 242 3722 
Soil Type 2 159 0 177 368 22 65 259 1050 
Soil Type 3 1472 439 672 711 2470 761 103 6628 
Soil Type 4 68 61 165 210 126 347 11 988 

Soil Type 5 195 726 268 122 244 335 88 1978 
Soil Type 7 35 3 1 38 116 34 0 227 

2943 1578 2549 1834 3213 1773 703 14593 
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Table 3.5: 2-year annual precipitation class and soil type 
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0 - 0.5 mm/day 1041 221 865 70 147 0 2344 

0.5 - 1.0 mm/day 822 166 1973 129 225 19 3334 

1.0 - 1.5 mm/day 685 207 1459 126 223 124 2824 

1.5 - 2.0 mm/day 368 189 875 130 157 35 1754 

2.0 - 3.0 mm/day 435 166 626 167 339 18 1751 

3.0-4.0 mm/day 222 55 380 175 307 I 1140 
>4.0 mm/day 169 46 474 191 580 30 1490 

3742 1050 6652 988 1978 227 14637 

Table 3.6; Vegetation class and soil type 
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Broadleaf Evgn 91 11 345 184 444 23 1098 

Brdlf Dcd. & Wood 43 29 145 38 63 2 320 
M.\d Con, BD, Wood 133 43 459 55 72 7 769 

Conf. For. & Wood 517 222 968 71 132 108 2018 

H. Lat Dcd & Wood 80 12 734 64 36 26 952 
Wooded grassland 384 144 605 241 528 9 1911 

Grassland 492 112 1041 107 275 7 2034 

Shrubs & bare gmd 430 140 351 26 88 0 1035 

Tundra 473 69 903 10 33 40 1528 

Desert & bare gmd 910 169 397 49 77 0 1602 
Cultivation 189 99 704 143 230 5 1370 

3742 1050 6652 988 1978 227 14637 
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Precipitation (1987-1998) 

mm/day 

Air Temperature (1987-1998) 

degrees K 

Figure 3.1: Two-year average ISLSCP Initiative-1 precipitation and air temperature. 
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Downward Shortwave Radiation (1987-1998) 

100-

w/m^ 

Downward Longwave Radiation (1987-1998) 
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Figure 3.2: Two-year average ISLSCP Initiative-1 downward shortwave radiation and 
downward longwave radiation. 
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H.Lai Dal > Wdind 

Figure 3.3: Global maps of ISLSCP Initiative-1 land-cover classes, as used by GSWP. 
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Figure 3.4: Global maps of ISLSCP Initiative-1 soil classes, as used by GSWP. 
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N America S America Africa Europe N. Asia S. Asia Australia Greenland 

Figure 3.5: Map of the seven "continental areas". The division between Europe, Northern 
Asia and Southern Asia are somewhat arbitrary. 
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Figure 3.6: Locations of the six study points. 
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4 THE NEW TEN-LAYER SOH. MODEL AND THE BATS-IE SOIL MODEL 

COMPARED 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, offline simulations using the new Biosphere Atmosphere Transfer 

Scheme (BATS) 10-layer soil model (TLSM) are compared with those of the standard 

soil model (SLSM-IE). These two models are described in detail in Chapter 2. The 

purpose of TLSM is to improve the ability to simulate both soil water and soil 

temperature as a function of depth and the movement of water and energy into and out of 

the system. Improving the modeling of surface-atmosphere processes in LSMs should 

ultimately lead to an improved simulation of the global climate in general circulation 

models. In addition, new biogeochemical models, such as those that track nutrients or 

trace gases or pollutants through a system, also will need an accurate description of soil 

processes. 

The SLSM-IE configuration in this project is basically as described in Chapter 3 

and Appendix E for the GSWP experiments, except that the soil depths were changed 

arbitrarily so that they matched the interfaces of some of the layers in the TLSM (layers 

2, 9, and 10). The rooting fraction was also changed to reflect the TLSM default. So 

layer depth and root distribution are now constant at all points, no matter the soil or 

vegetation type (Table 4.1). This globally uniform distribution of roots and soil depths is 

not very realistic. Therefore comparisons with observation at specific sites, most of 
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which have different depths/ root distributions, may not be meaningful. This study is 

intended to be a comparison and sensitivity study between the different models only, not 

a detailed comparison between model output and observations. (Comparisons with 

observation at a few sites in the boreal forest are presented in Chapter 7). Because the 

terms which affect total albedo (fractional vegetation cover, leaf area index, soil albedo) 

are the same in the two simulations, the net solar radiation will not be different. No 

feedback between the model and these values will occur. However, if that part of the 

code were to be turned back on, each simulation could potentially be quite different. For 

example, as the soil dries out, the albedo will increase, causing soil temperature to 

decrease. 

Two simulations were performed using TLSM, with different configurations for 

vertical movement of water under frozen conditions. TLSM-Rl used the default 

configuration, which allowed vertical movement of water, including a required minimum 

gravitational drainage, under all conditions. TLSM-R2 allows no vertical movement of 

water in any layer if surface layer temperature is below freezing. Neither is a good 

approximation of reality. Robock et al. (1998) point out that observations in the former 

Soviet Union show that soil moisture varies as much in the winter as in the other seasons, 

and that the tendency of land surface models to keep soil moisture constant does not 

allow for the best simulation of wintertime or long-term soil moisture. However, the 

TLSM-Rl simulation, which did not allow inflltration but forced subsurface runoff at 

every timestep seems even less accurate than limiting transport entirely. 
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Ideally, it might be best to assume that vertical movement could occur between 

any two adjacent unfrozen layers and that subsurface drainage could occur from the 

bottommost unfrozen layer and not necessarily the bottom layer. Horizontal movement 

of water is not generally considered in this model, as there is no lateral transport and 

gravitational drainage tends to dominate in the long term. However if water moving 

downward encounters an impenetrable later, it will move laterally out of the system. If 

an ice-filled layer has open pore space, liquid water should be allowed to move into it, as 

well. The new Common Land Model allows for partially frozen layers, that is layers with 

a water-and-ice mixture. Improving the simulated movement of water under frozen 

conditions defmitely should be considered at some future time. 

The models were run with the ISLSCP Initiative-1 data (with the provided long

wave radiation, not any of the altered radiation time series). Due to the increased depth 

of the rooting layer (from 1.0-1.5 m to 2.3 m), the spin-up time was increased from 20 to 

30 years. Spin-up criteria remained unchanged; initialize soil moisture at 75% capacity 

and run until rootzone soil moisture, taken at 0000 GMT on December 31 in both years, 

changes less than 5% or 5 mm for every point. In hindsight, a lower initialization value 

might have been preferable, as the majority of the slow-to-spin-up points are trying to dry 

out, not get wetter. After 20 years, using the within 5% criteria, only 1 point has not 

converged in SLSM, 29 are not converged in TLSM-Rl and 53 are not converged in 

TLSM-R2. After 25 years, these numbers are 0, 10, and 19, respectively. After 30 years, 

there are 0, 1, and 11 unconverged points remaining. 
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Table 4.1: Fractional root distribution in the two models 

SLSE-IE TLSM 
Surface 0.08 1 0.03 

2 0.05 
Rootzone - 0.92 "3 0.08 
Surface 4 0.12 

5 0.16 
6 0.19 
7 0.18 
8 0.13 
9 0.05 

Total-Rootzone 0.66" 10 ] 0.0 i 

This chapter will primarily be concerned with describing the differences between 

the SLSM-IE and TLSM-R2 simulations on the global and regional scales, or as a 

function of precipitation, land-cover classification or soil type. Some of the reasons for 

the differences will be discussed here, but others will be deferred to Chapter 5, where the 

diurnal and seasonal cycles at individual points will be examined. 

4.2 Soil Temperature 

SLSM-IE has only two soil temperatures, a surface temperature and a subsurface 

temperature near the bottom of the rootzone layer. The ten-layer soil model calculates a 

mean temperature for each layer. 

TLSM tends to have a much greater difference between the top and bottom soil 

layer temperatures (often more than 10°K) than exists between the surface and subsurface 

temperatures in SLSM-IE. The upper layers in TLSM exhibit greater annual variability 

than do the lowest layers. As a result, even when the soil surface temperatures are similar 
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in the two models, the subsurface soil temperatures can be substantially different (Figure 

4.1). The subsurface soil temperatures in the TLSM are warmer in the winter (northern 

hemisphere DJF, southern hemisphere JJA) and colder in the summer than the subsurface 

temperature in SLSM-IE, or the surface temperature in either model. 

The surface temperatures are similar in January 1987 (within 0.5 K for all soil 

types and precipitation regimes; within 1 K average for all continents except Africa 

(1.0 K) and Australia (2.1 K) and most vegetation types (only 4 of 11 are greater than 

1 K)). Overall TLSM is very slightly wanner (0.04 K). In July 1987, over all points, 

TLSM is on average 0.05 K cooler. However, there is more scatter than there was in 

January 1987, with some difference of up to 6 degrees. To some extent, warm points got 

cooler (>290 K in South America, Africa, Europe), while cool places got warmer (< 

280 K in North America, Southern Asia), but that was not universally true (Figure 4.2). 

The surface temperature difference cannot be linked to specific soil classes or 

precipitation regimes, but does seem to be more prevalent for some vegetation classes 

than others (Figure 4.3); the wooded grassland, shrubs and bare ground, and desert and 

bare ground vegetation classes all had many points that were substantially cooler in 

TLSM. On average, the soil surface temperature for the desert and bare ground points 

was 2.6 K cooler in TLSM. 

When averaged over all land points, the difference between TLSM and SLSM-IE 

for subsurface soil temperatures was 3.7 K in January, -5.9 K in July and only -0.8 K for 

the period 1987—1988. The January difference is most noticeable in places with strong 

seasonality; subsurface temperatures are warmer in the TLSM in North America, Europe 
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and northern Asia, similar in south America and Africa and cooler in Australia. In July, 

the patterns are similar, but have opposite signs. The decrease in subsurface soil 

temperature is fairly widespread. The biggest decreases occur in Europe and northern 

Asia, where the average differences are approximately -13 K and -12 K, respectively 

(Figure 4.4). The vegetation classes associated with these geographic areas (coniferous 

forest and woodland, high latitude deciduous forest and woodland, mixed coniferous / 

broadleaf deciduous forest and tundra) also experience large decrease in July subsurface 

soil temperature between the two simulations. Almost no change occurs in South 

America (or points in the broadleaf evergreen vegetation class). More constant surface 

air temperatures year round result in less temperature variation at the surface or at depth, 

and very similar January and July temperatures. In Australia, the winter is in progress, so 

the subsurface temperatures in TLSM are slightly warmer than those in the SLSM-IE and 

in the surface layer of TLSM. 

4.3 Soil Moisture 

The TLSM tends to have a very different equilibrium soil moisture than 

SLSM-IE. When averaged globally over the two years, rootzone and total soil moisture 

are less in the TLSM by 37 mm (8%) and 118 mm (17%), respectively. However, this is 

definitely not true for all points. As discussed below, there are defmite patterns to the 

changes in soil moisture. These globally averaged differences are greater in July than in 

January (Table 4.2). Global 2-year average surface soil moisture is also slightly less in 
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Table 4.2: Rootzone soil moisture 

TLSM SLSM TLSM-
SLSM 

(TLSM-SLSM)/ 
TLSM 

TLSM/ 
SLSM 

January 1987 432 465 -33 -0.08 0.93 

January 1988 431 464 -33 -0.08 0.93 

July 1987 428 471 -43 -O.IO 0.91 

July 1988 432 474 •A2 -0.10 0.91 

1987-1988 432 469 -37 -0.08 0.92 

Table 4.3: Surface soil moisture 

TLSM SLSM TLSM-
SLSM 

(TLSM-SLSM)/ 
TLSM 

TLSM/ 
SLSM 

January 1987 8.45 7.49 0.66 0.08 1.09 

January 1988 8.43 7.73 0.70 0.08 1.09 

July 1987 lyi 8.47 -1.01 -0.15 0.87 

July 1988 7.60 8.71 -1.12 -0.15 0.87 

1987-1988 8.06 8.38 -0.32 -0.04 0.96 

TLSM (by 4%), but unlike rootzone soil moisture, this is not true year-round. In January, 

globally averaged surface soil moisture is actually higher in TLSM (Table 4.3). 

Differences in soil moisture can be clearly correlated with extreme values of 

precipitation (Figure 4.5). In areas with less than 0.5 mm/day precipitation, average 

rootzone soil moisture is reduced by half in TLSM. Almost all points are drier. In areas 

with a moderate amount of precipitation (1.5 - 3.0 mm/day) the amounts are closer, 

although there is still a great deal of spread. In areas where precipitation exceeds 

3.0 mm/day, TLSM produces higher soil moisture than SLSM-IE for the majority of the 
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points. Some areas have differences in modeled rootzone soil moisture of more than 

300 mm (Figure 4.6). Trends in vegetation classes are related to trends in precipitation 

regimes; broadleaf evergreen sites experience heavy precipitation and increased soil 

moisture in TLSM; shrubs, desert and tundra areas all experience less precipitation, 

resulting in much lower TLSM soil moisture. 

Rootzone soil moisture differences between the two simulations cannot be 

attributed to soil hydraulic properties (Figure 4.7). There seems to be little correlation 

between the difference in soil moisture as a function of soil class. All classes show a 

widespread of values. Although on average the coarse and medium textured soil have 

higher soil moistures in SLSM-IE and the fine/medium, medium and organic soils have 

higher soil moistures in TLSM, the trend is not distinct enough to draw a definite 

conclusion. 

When looked at globally, TLSM vs. SLSM-IE soil moisture scatterplots show a 

very wide spread with very little trend. However, there are interesting patterns between 

surface soil moisture and soil class (Figure 4.8) and precipitation regimes (Figure 4.9, 

Figure 4.10 with Figure 3.1). The relationship between soil moisture and soil class is 

much more distinct for surface soil moisture than is for rootzone soil moisture (Figure 

4.7). Coarser soils have higher soil moistures in SLSM-IE and finer grained and organic 

soils have higher soil moistures in TLSM. Surface soil moisture in SLSM-IE is almost 

twice as high as TLSM in areas with precipitation under 0.5 mm/day, while TLSM 

surface soil moisture is over 30% higher on average for points receiving more than 3 

mm/day precipitation. These trends are all more distinct in July than in January. 
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These changes in soil moisture are affected by and cause differences in many aspects of 

the water budget, such as bare-soil evaporation, transpiration, and mnoff. 

4.4 Total Evapotranspiration 

The global two-year average evapotranspiration, ET, is similar in the two models, 

although the average is slightly higher in the TLSM. It is also very slightly higher in 

TLSM for all soil classes, except organic. Total evapotranspiration is similar or lower in 

the TLSM in North America, Europe and Northern Asia, and lower in South America, 

Africa, Southern Asia and Australia. The greatest differences (~15%) occur in South 

America and Africa. From Figure 4.11, it is clear that although the averages for the 

points in each precipitation group are similar, there is a great deal of scatter for points 

with precipitation less than 1.5 mm/day, whereas total evapotranspiration changed very 

little between the two simulations for points with higher precipitation. 

The January global average evapotranspiration is higher in TLSM than SLSM-IE, 

while the July evap>otranspiration is lower. However, January differences tend to occur in 

mostly in areas with precipitation above l.O mm/day (Figure 4.12). Points with less 

precipitation still tend to have higher ET in the SLSM-IE. In July, the majority of the 

variation occurs in points with less than 4 mm/day precipitation (Figure 4.13). Points 

with evaporation rates greater than S mm/day (of which there are not too many) tend to 

be similar in both models, probably because they are located in areas with plenty of 

available water. Most of the decrease occurs at points with less than 1.5 mm/day, 

coincident with the largest decreases in surface soil moisture (Figure 4.8). 
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Table 4.4: Bare soil evaporation (mm/day) 

TLSM SLSM TLSM-
SLSM 

(TLSM-SLSM)/ 
TLSM 

TLSM/ 
SLSM 

January 1987 0.38 0.23 0.15 0.39 1.63 

January 1988 0.37 0.23 0.15 0.39 1.65 

July 1987 0.67 0.52 0.16 0.23 1.31 

July 1988 0.74 0.55 0.20 0.26 1.36 

1987-1988 0.51 0.35 0.16 0.31 1.45 

Although globally averaged evapotranspiration does not change much, there are 

large differences in certain areas. It will be shown below that the difference in 

evapotranspiration can be attributed to specific trends in changes of individual ET 

components. Total evapotranspiration increases in the Northern Hemisphere's mid and 

lower latitudes and in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 4.14) coincide with the increased 

bare soil evaporation component (Figure 4.15). ET decreases in the upper latitudes of the 

Northern Hemisphere as transpiration decreases (Figure 4.16). 

4.5 Bare Soil Evaporation 

Bare soil evaporation, Es, is greater in TLSM for almost all points. Globally over 

the two years, the increase is almost fifty percent. The increase in bare soil evaporation 

occurs regardless of average precipitation (Figure 4.17) and soil class (Figure 4.18). The 

largest increases occur in the tropics and in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 4.16). In 

Australia, 2-year average bare soil evaporation increased 142%; in Africa, 72%. Areas 

with little change or even decreases in bare soil evaporation of more than 0.1 mm/day 

mostly occurred in the upper latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, near the tundra. 
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However, not all points have increased bare soil evaporation all the time. In July, 

the average global increase in £, is around 30 (Table 4.4). However, there are many 

points in the Northern Hemisphere (mostly North America and Northern Asia, but also 

some place over Europe and southern Asia) where is lower in TLSM. Some of these 

areas (Europe, a small part of southern Asia, eastern Canada and eastem Asia) coincide 

with areas of high precipitation and higher TLSM surface soil moisture. The majority of 

these points are associated with the tundra land-cover class, the only class for which the 

July average Es was greater in SLSM-IE (1.08 mm/day) than in TLSM (0.86 mm/day). 

The majority of these points are associated with the high latitude. 

The question of why TLSM is evaporating too much, and how to correct it, will 

be addressed in the next chapter. One reason for the difference is that the rules limiting 

bare soil moisture at low water contents are different in the two models. TLSM will 

more readily allow water to evaporate at low water contents than will then SLSM-IE. 

Also, in the TLSM the layer that interacts directly with the atmosphere is thinner, which 

allows for a faster transfer rate. 
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Table 4.5: Global mean transpiration (mm/day) 

TLSM SLSM TLSM- (TLSM-SLSM)/TLSM TLSM/ 
SLSM SLSM 

January 1987 0.20 0.23 -0.03 -0.15 0.87 

January 1988 0.20 0.23 -0.03 -0.15 0.87 

July 1987 0.34 0.64 -0.30 -0.87 0.53 

July 1988 0.36 0.65 -0.29 -0.82 0.55 

1987-1988 0.25 0.35 -0.10 0.40 0.71 

Table 4.6: Transpiration by continent (mm/day) 

TLSM SLSM TLSM SLSM TLSM SLSM 
1987-88 1987-88 Jan 87 Jan 87 Jul 87 Jul 87 

N. America 0.16 0.29 0.05 0.05 0.33 0.74 
S. America 0.79 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.85 
Africa 0.26 0.33 0.25 0.31 0.23 0.32 
Europe 0.18 0.31 0.01 0.01 0.51 0.91 
N. Asia 0.05 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.74 
S. Asia 0.36 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.35 0.42 
Australia 0.20 0.41 0.21 0.48 0.13 0.34 

4.6 Transpiration 

Transpiration tends to be less in TLSM. This is especially true in areas with 

precipitation less than 3 mm/day. Points where the 2-year mean SLSM-IE transpiration 

was greater than 1.5 mm/day tended to have higher transpiration in TLSM, and points for 

which the 2-year mean SLSM-IE transpiration was less than 1.0 mm/day (the vast 

majority) tended have even lower transpiration in TLSM. In July, global average 

transpiration is reduced by almost 50 percent in TLSM (Table 4.5), with the majority of 
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the decrease occurring in Northern Asia, Australia, North America and Europe 

(Table 4.6), which experienced 82, 67, 55 and 44 percent reductions in transpiration, 

respectively. Many points that had high transpiration in SLSM-IE have little or no 

transpiration in TLSM (Figure 4.19). In January, transpiration is similar in the two 

models in South America and Southern Asia, but less in Australia and Africa (the four 

continental areas where significant transpiration is occurring). One reason may be that 

soil moisture (and thus available water) is lower at many points. However, the more 

likely reason for much of the difference, as will be explained further in Chapter 5, is that 

the default layer depth, whose temperature is used to calculate potential transpiration, is 

too deep, so that the "subsurface soil temperature" in TLSM is too low. As a result, many 

points seldom if ever reach the critical temperature for transpiration to occur. Root 

distribution is equivalent in the two models, so that should not be a factor. 

4.7 RunofT 

Globally averaged runoff is approximately one-third of precipitation. Over the 

two-year period, SLSM-IE total runoff is 0.51 mm/day, or 28% of the 1.81 mm/day 

precipitation. This is similar to what was observed by Douville et al (1999) using ISBA 

for their control simulation. However, TLSM-Rl and TLSM-R2 runoff is much lower. 

TLSM-R2 runoff is 0.37 mm/day, only 20% of the precipitation. The majority of the 

difference is due to a reduction in simulated surface runoff, rather than a difference in 

subsurface runoff (Table 4.7). Globally and over all continental areas except southern 

Asia, surface runoff is reduced by more than half from SLSM-IE to TLSM-R2. 
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Table 4.7: 1987-1988 surface, subsurface and total runoff (mm/day) 

Surface Surface Subsurface Subsurface Total Total 
TLSM SLSM TLSM SLSM TLSM SLSM 

N. America 0.09 0.25 0.14 0.13 0.23 0.38 
S. America 0.38 0.69 0.52 0.45 0.90 1.14 
Africa 0.09 0.20 0.14 0.20 0.22 0.40 
Europe 0.10 0.24 0.16 0.15 0.26 0.39 
N. Asia 0.05 0.17 0.05 0.02 0.10 0.19 
S. Asia 0.39 0.58 0.63 0.56 1.02 1.14 
Australia 0.04 0.14 0.06 0.10 0.10 0.24 

Global 0.15 0.31 0.22 0.20 0.37 0.51 

Subsurface runoff is similar in the two models, although slightly higher in TLSM-R2. 

Much of the difference occurs in drier areas that had small amount of runoff in SLSM-IE 

and have little or no runoff in TLSM. 

One problem with the runoff may result from taking runoff only from the very 

thin top layer. The next chapter includes results from simulations run for several 

individual points using a runoff scheme that draws water from the top three soil layers. 

As will be shown, this increases runoff at all the points studied. Another problem that 

will also be examined is the temporal distribution of precipitation, as at some of these 

points, not spreading the precipitation out equally over the 6 hours slightly increased the 

runoff. 

4.8 Sensible Heat 

The difference between TLSM-R2 and SLSM-IE for 2-year average latent and sensible 

heat fluxes is shown in Figure 4.20. For the most part, differences in latent heat were 
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matched by differences in sensible heat of equal magnitude but opposite sign. Only over 

the desert areas of Africa and Australia was TLSM sensible heat much lower than 

SLSM-IE without a corresponding increase in latent heat. It is very likely that TLSM 

soil heat flux increased in order to maintain an energy balance. The largest differences of 

sensible heat occur over Africa (-12 W/m^), Australia (-7 W/m^) and South America (-6 

W/m"). Latent heat increases in these areas, but not by as much. (+6, -f4 and +7 W/m") 

respectively. Mean values of sensible and latent hear are within 1 W/m2 for Europe and 

North America. Mean sensible heat decreases over South Asia, but a large area with 

increased sensible heat keeps the overall change from being larger than 4 W/m^. 

4.9 Conclusions 

When examined on a global/regional scale, the results show that the TLSM-R2 

tends to have much drier soils in the driest regions (mean annual precipitation < I.O 

mm/day) and wetter soils in the wettest regions (mean annual precipitation > 4.0 

mm/day) than does the SLSM-IE. Soil moisture in areas of moderate precipitation is 

similar in both models. Bare soil evaporation, transpiration, runoff and other water fluxes 

also change with this shift in the distribution of water. Changes in runoff and 

transpiration and changes in sensible and latent heat fluxes can sometimes be attributed to 

specific precipitation regimes and combinations of vegetation and soil parameters. 

However, increased bare soil evaporation occurs globally for almost all points 

In the configuration described in this chapter, TLSM-R2 has a different long-term 

water balance than SLSM-IE. These differences can be characterized as follows: 
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decreased rootzone soil moisture in areas with low precipitation; increased soil moisture 

in areas with high precipitation; increased bare soil evaporation; decreased transpiration 

in areas with low to moderate precipitation (reduced soil moisture) and in high-latitude 

areas; similar global average evapotranspiration, but with differences regionally due to 

specific changes in the bare soil evaporation and transpiration components, among others; 

and decreased runoff. 

Chapter 5 will examine what happens at six individual points when changes to the 

runoff, evaporation and transpiration codes are made. 
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Soil Temperature Differences (TLSM-R2 minus SLSM-IE) 

January Surface Soil Temp July Surface Soil Temp 

January Subsurface Soil Temp July Subsurface Soil Temp 

-10 -6 -2 2 6 10 
degrees K 

Figure 4.1: Global surface and subsurface soil temperature differences (TLSM-R2 minus 
SLSM-IE) for January 1987 and July 1987. 
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Figure 4.2: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 soil surface temperature (K) for July 1987, grouped 
by continent. The dark thick line represents the linear best-fit line. The thinner straight line 
connecting the lower left and upper right comers is the 1:1 line. The number in the upper 
left of each scatterplot in the SLSM-IE average value. The number in the lower right is the 
TLSM-R2 average. In all plots grouped by continent, the three northernmost continents 
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all move from west to east, start at the Prime Meridian. 
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Figure 4.3: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 soil surface temperature (K) for July 1987, grouped 
by vegetation class. 
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Figure 4.4: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 soil subsurface temperature (K) for July 1987, 
grouped by continent. 
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Figure 4.5: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 1987-1988 rootzone soil moisture (mm), group>ed by 
2-year average precipitation. 
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Figure 4.6: 1987-1988 average rootzone soil moisture (mm) for TLSM-R2 (top) and the 
difference between TLSM-R2 and SLSM-IE (bottom). 
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Figure 4.7: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 1987-1988 rootzone soil moisture (mm), grouped by 
soil class. 
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Figure 4.8: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 1987-1988 surface soil moisture (mm), grouped by 
soil class. 
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Figure 4.9: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 1987-1988 surface soil moisture (mm), grouped by 
2-year average precipitation. 
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Surface Soil Moisture (TLSM) 1987-1998 
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mm 

Figure 4.10: 1987-1988 average rootzone soil moisture (mm) for TLSM-R2 (top) and the 
difference between TLSM-R2 and SLSM-IE (bottom). 
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Figure 4.11: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 1987-1988 average evapotranspiration (mm/day), 
grouped by 2-year average precipitation. 
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Figure 4.12: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 January 1987 average evapotranspiration (mm/day), 
grouped by 2-year average precipitation. 
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Figure 4.13: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 July 1987 average evapotranspiration (mm/day), 
grouped by 2-year average precipitation. 
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Figure 4.14: 1987-1988 average total evapotranspiration (mm/day) for TLSM-R2 (top) 
and the difference between TLSM-R2 and SLSM-IE (bottom). 
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Bare Soil Evaporation (TLSM) 1987-1998 
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Figure 4.15: 1987-1988 average bare soil evporation (mm/day) for TLSM-R2 (top) and 
the difference between TLSM-R2 and SLSM-IE (bottom). 
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Figure 4.16: 1987-1988 transpiration (mm/day) for TLSM-R2 (top) and the difference 
between TLSM-R2 and SLSM-IE (bottom). 
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Figure 4.17: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 1987-1988 bare soil evaporation (mm/day), grouped 
by 2-year average precipitation. 
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Figure 4.18: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 1987-1988 bare soil evaporation (mm/day), grouped 
by soil class. 
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Figure 4.19: SLSM-IE vs. TLSM-R2 average transpiration (mm/day) for July 1987, 
grouped by continent. 
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A Latent Heat Flux (TLSM-R2 minus SLSM-1E) 

A Sensible Heat Flux (TLSM-R2 minus SLSM-1 E) 

w/m' 

Figure 4.20: Difference between TLSM-R2 and SLSM-IE for 1987-1988 latent heat flux 
and sensible heat flux. 
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5 MODEL MODIFICATIONS AND SENSITIVITY: A CASE STUDY AT SIX 

POINTS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter seeks to address the causes of and present some solutions to three of 

the potential problems noted in the previous chapters: 1) the underestimation of surface 

runoff, 2) the underestimation of transpiration at high latitudes and 3) the overestimation 

of bare soil evaporation. This chapter will focus on the simulated effects of these 

changes at six points, which will be described in the next section. In addition, the 

sensitivity of these six points to spin-up time and the temporal distribution of 

precipitation will be discussed in the context of the three aforementioned problems. 

As was shown in the previous chapter, global surface runoff is greatly 

underestimated in TLSM. Figure 5.1 illustrates the problem over the six points. For now 

we will focus on just the SLSM-IE and TLSM-R2 lines, as the third simulation has not 

yet been presented. Clearly the SLSM-IE surface runoff is much greater, often by 2 to 5 

times, than the TLSM-RI and TLSM-R2 surface runoff. Except at Ede and ABRACOS-

Manaus, almost all the runoff is surface runoff and not subsurface runoff. Only at these 

two points does TLSM total runoff exceed SLSM-IE total runoff, and that is due to the 

subsurface runoff components. 

Transpiration is similar at Ede, ABRACOS-Manaus and FIFE in SLSM-IE and 

TLSM-R2, but lower or out of phase in the TLSM-R2 simulation at BOREAS N, HEIFE, 

and HAPEX-Sahel (Figure 5.2). The differences at the BOREAS N and HEIFE points 
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Table 5.1: Surface, rootzone and total Soil Moisture in Ave simulations 

BOREAS EDE FIFE HEIFE ABRACOS HAPEX 
North Manaus Sahel 

Surface Soil Moisture fmm) 
TLSM-R2 12 10 7 5 16 2 
TLSM-R3 II 9 7 5 13 2 
TLSM-T3 11 9 7 5 13 2 
TLSM-E3 11 9 6 5 13 3 

Rootzone Soil Moisture fmm) 
SLSM-IE 507 439 370 481 684 305 
TLSM-R2 530 613 353 410 875 82 
TLSM-R3 509 563 337 384 639 71 
TLSM-T3 500 563 337 359 639 71 
TLSM-E3 499 567 332 365 639 149 

Total Soil Moisture (mm) 
SLSM-IE 761 1040 600 742 1123 615 
TLSM-R2 877 1074 535 704 1392 109 
TLSM-R3 848 1007 495 676 880 98 
TLSM-T3 753 1007 495 647 880 98 
TLSM-E3 748 1012 489 654 880 215 

may be due to the temperature problem (see section 5.4) while the difference at HAPEX-

Sahel are likely due to the significantly drier soils. Rootzone soil moisture in the TLSM 

simulations is less than one-third of SLSM-IE rootzone soil moisture at this point 

(Table 5.1). Bare soil evaporation is clearly greater in the TLSM-R2 simulation at all six 

points during the peak evaporation periods, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Without 

observational data, it is of course difficult to say which of these simulations produces 

transpiration and bare soil evaporation values that are closer to the truth. 

Section 5.2 briefly describes the six study points. Sections 5.3-5.7 are each self-

contained units containing a description of tlie problem, the proposed solution and/or 
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simulations addressing the problems, and the results and discussion of the sensitivity 

simulations. Table 5.1—Table 5.3 show two-year averages for all 5 simulations discussed 

in Sections 5.3—5.5. The final sections will present conclusions. 

5.2 The study points 

The GSWP validation studies generated average monthly diurnal cycles 16 

particular points chosen because of the possible availability of observed data for 

validation studies. (However, very few of the points were actually used for validation by 

any of the GSWP participants). These sixteen points fell into four basic categories based 

solely on the two-year averages of precipitation and temperature: cold and dry (5 points), 

warm and moderately dry (7), hot and dry (2), and hot and wet (2). Six points (two 

points from each of the first two categories and 1 point from each of the second two 

categories) were chosen for inclusion in this study. These points are referred in the 

GSWP documentation and in this paper as BOREAS North, HEIFE, FIFE, Ede (a city in 

the Netherlands), HAPEX-Sahel and ABRACOS-Manaus, for their corresponding study 

areas. The models did not necessarily use all the known information concerning these 

points. Certainly the soil depths of the current study are quite likely not representative of 

the study areas, and possibly some of the other soil and vegetation parameters may not fit 

what is known about some specific field sites. See Figure 3.6 for a map and Table E.l 

for specific details about these points, and the acronym list in Appendix B for an 

explanation of project acronyms. 
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Table 5.2: Energy budget terms at six points 

BOREAS EDE FIFE HEIFE ABRACOS HAPEX 
North Manaus Sahel 

Net Radiation (W/m^) 

SLSM-IE 53.1 44.9 75.2 48.1 152.7 130.5 
TLSM-R2 56.2 45.8 78.8 53.8 153.0 138.0 
TLSM-R3 56.1 45.7 78.0 53.9 152.7 137.6 
TLSM-T3 56.1 45.7 78.1 53.9 152.7 137.6 
TLSM-E3 56.0 45.6 77.0 54.5 152.7 130.5 

Heat Fluxes (as % of Net Radiation) 

Sensible Heat Flux + Soil Heat Flux r% of Net Radiation) 
SLSM-IE 29 17 37 73 14 75 
TLSM-R2 27 4 33 60 10 74 
TLSM-R3 31 6 39 61 17 76 
TLSM-T3 31 5 39 61 17 76 
TLSM-E3 30 7 38 60 17 74 

Latent Heat Flux (% of Net Radiation) 
SLSM-IE 72 83 64 28 86 25 
TLSM-R2 72 95 66 39 90 26 
TLSM-R3 68 93 60 38 84 24 
TLSM-T3 68 93 60 38 84 24 
TLSM-E3 68 93 61 38 84 26 

Most of the figures shown in this chapter will contain a plot for each of the six 

points. Western hemisphere points are on the left side of the page, eastern hemisphere 

points on the right side. The points also go from northernmost at the top of the page to 

southernmost at the bottom. Two-year mean monthly precipitation and surface air 

temperature at these points are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.S. 
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Table 5.3: Water budget terms at the six points 

Precipitation 
mm (2 years) 
mm/day 

BOREAS 
North 

1047 
1.43 

EDE 

1713 
2.34 

FIFE 

1283 
1.76 

HEIFE ABRACOS 
Manaus 

368 
0.50 

4560 
6.24 

HAPEX 
Sahel 

930 
1.27 

Other Water Terms (as % of Total Precipitation) 

Total Runoff 

SLSM-IE 8 46 11 9 23 10 
TLSM-R2 2 43 2 3 19 2 
TLSM-R3 8 42 10 8 27 9 
TLSM-T3 7 42 10 8 27 9 
TLSM-E3 7 42 9 8 27 8 

Transpiration 
SLSM-IE 19 14 39 12 23 49 
TLSM-R2 10 13 35 9 24 19 
TLSM-R3 8 13 27 9 20 15 
TLSM-T3 11 14 28 11 20 15 
TLSM-E3 9 14 24 10 20 23 

Bare Soil Evaporation 
SLSM-IE 24 19 30 58 13 14 
TLSM-R2 35 28 43 109 15 56 
TLSM-R3 32 27 40 104 13 53 
TLSM-T3 29 27 40 103 13 53 
TLSM-E3 32 25 44 106 13 47 

Total Evapotranspiration 
SLSM-IE 93 55 94 91 73 87 
TLSM-R2 95 63 101 138 76 97 
TLSM-R3 90 62 91 133 70 90 
TLSM-T3 90 62 91 134 70 90 
TLSM-E3 91 62 91 135 71 92 

Note: Total evapotranspiration includes other terms that are not shown, such as 
evaporation of intercepted precipitation and snow evaporation. 
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5.3 Runoff 

Recall that in Chapter 2, the surface runoff calculation was by Eq. (2.4S) given as: 

RS = 

where Fg is the net water at the air-surface interface and /», is the fraction of the water 

table at the surface, as given by Eq. (2.44). 

A runoff modification developed by Yang et al. (2000) for the Common Land 

Model (CLM), which had a very similar runoff parameterization, was adapted for use in 

TLSM. The weighting term/h, is recalculated as 

fwt =0.3min 
C N W 

l,exp (5.1) 

and the runoff is recalculated using a combination of the TLSM method and the 

SLSM-IE method from Eq. (2.47). The average degree of saturation in the upper three 

layers is calculated: 

3 / 3 

53=5^j,AZ,/2^AZ,- (5.2) 
1=1 / 1=1 

and surface runoff becomes; 

R, = max(0, Fg ) + max[0., ((1 - f^,) min(l, 53))] (5.3) 

So now a portion of the surface runoff is extracted from the upper three layers, not only 

the very thin first layer. 
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The new surface runoff simulation is called TLSM-R3. Figure 5.1 shows that 

surface runoff in the TLSM-R3 is much greater than the TLSM-R2 runoff. The 

TLSM-R3 surface and total runoff at these six points have increased to amounts 

comparable to those of the SLSM-IE, with almost identical values at FIFE, HEIFE, and 

at HAPEX-Sahel in 1988. The patterns are similar at BOREAS and HAPEX-Sahel, 

except the SLSM-IE spring peaks are still greater in both 1987 and 1988 at BOREAS, 

and lower in 1987 at HAPEX-Sahel. At Ede, ABRACOS Manaus and HAPEX-Sahel (in 

1987), the TLSM-R3 surface runoff is greater than that of SLSM-IE during many of the 

peak runoff months. Without validation data, it is impossible to say which, if either, of 

these simulations is more correct. 

Total runoff cycles are almost identical to surface runoff cycles, except at Ede and 

ABRACOS-Manaus, where surface runoff comprises an important part of total runoff. 

Figure 5.6 shows the surface, subsurface and total mnoff cycles for these two points. The 

contribution of the subsurface runoff to the total runoff can be clearly seen. At Ede, 

average subsurface runoff actually exceeds surface mnoff. At ABRACOS-Manaus, for 

the most part, TLSM-R2 runoff is greater than that of SLSM-IE, which is greater than 

the very small TLSM-R3 runoff. This is especially apparent in March-June of 1988, 

when TLSM-R2 subsurface runoff has a high peak, which allows TLSM-R2 total runoff 

to be greater than that of TLSM-R2 during these periods. These arc the only two points 

where runoff exceeds 10% of precipitation (42% at Ede and 27% at ABRACOS-Manaus 

in TLSM-R3). 
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TLSM-R2 and TLSM-R3 simulated surface soil moisture values are more similar 

to each other than they are to the SLSM-IE simulations (Figure 5.7). Except at 

ABRACOS-Manaus, surface soil moisture does not change very much as a result of the 

new surface runoff parameterization. SLSM-IE surface runoff follows precipitation 

pattern more closely than does the TLSM simulation. TLSM-R3 rootzone soil moisture 

is less than that of TLSM-R2 by a fairly constant amount at BOREAS N and Ede, so that 

the seasonal variation remains about the same. At FIFE, TLSM-R3 soil moisture is less 

than TLSM-R2 in 1987, but very similar in 1988. Rootzone soil moisture in all three 

simulations is lower in 1988 than 1987 because 1988 was a much drier year (Figure 5.4). 

At HAPEX-Sahel, TLSM-R2 and TLSM-R3 rootzone surface soil moisture is 

approximately equal, and only about one third that of SLSM-IE. 

TLSM-R3 transpiration has lower transpiration than TLSM-R2 during parts of 

both 1987 and 1988 at all points except for Ede and HEIFE. This is most noticeable at 

FIFE and ABRACOS-Manaus; large peaks present in TLSM-R2 and SLSM-IE are 

missing or reduced in TLSM-R3 (Figure 5.2). At many of these sites, the increase in 

runoff comes at the expense of transpiration. TLSM-R2 and TLSM-R3 bare soil 

evaporation are extremely similar at HEIFE and HAPEX-Sahel. Occasionally TLSM-R3 

values are slightly lower than TLSM-R2 at FIFE and BOREAS N, but overall they are 

fairly similar. At Ede during May 1988 and ABRACOS-Manaus during July-August 

1987 and August 1988, TLSM-R2 bare soil evaporation has high peaks when SLSM-IE 

is very low. During these few months, the TLSM-R3 bare soil evaporation follows a 

similar pattern to SLSM-IE, with lower values than during the surrounding months. For 
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the most part, however, TLSM-R3 bare soil evaporation is much more similar to TLSM-

R2 evaporation than it is to SLSM-IE evaporation. 
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Surface Runoff, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.1: Surface runoff at six points in SLSM-IE, TLSM R2 and TLSM-R3 
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Transpiration, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.2: Transpiration at six points in SLSM-IE, TLSM R2 and TLSM-R3 
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Bare Soil Evaporation, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.3: Bare soil evaporation at six points in SLSM-IE, TLSM R2 and TLSM-R3 
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Total Precipitation, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.4: Precipitation at the six points, 1987-1998 
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Surface Air Temperature, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.5: Surface air temperature at the six points, 1987-1998 
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Mean Monthly Runoff, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.6: Surface runoff, subsurface runoff and total runoff at Ede and ABRACOS-
Manaus 
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Surface Soil Moisture, 
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Figure 5.7: Surface soil moisture at six points in SLSM-IE, TLSM R2 and TLSM-R3 
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5.4 Transpiration 

Recall from Chapter 2, that the maximum possible transpiration based on the 

vegetation cover, but not taking into account soil moisture, is given by Eq. (2.54) 

^trmxveg ~ ̂ mxfveg-fseas ̂ gx ) 

where the maximum possible transpiration rate r;ttr=2.0 x 10^ mm s ' and fstaATgx) is 

given by Eq. (2.1). (See section 2.2.1). 

The problem with the model producing little or no transpiration in cold climates, 

and perhaps an underestimation of transpiration elsewhere, is the result of the depth of 

the layer where was evaluated. At some point in the coupling of the non-BATS 

TLSM into BATS, was defmed as the temperature of the eighth soil layer, Tf,%. This 

proved to be one of the subtle errors in coding that is hard to locate, because the error 

only affects some of the points some of the time, and never causes blatant errors in the 

model output. Not until total evapotranspiration was subdivided into its components and 

plotted globally and some colder points examined in detail did the problem become 

apparent. 

Figure 5.8 shows the maximum sustainable transpiration rate for typical sand and 

clay soils for SLSM and TLSM for a range of soil temperatures and surface soil water 

contents. In this example,/ve|.=0-8, so the maximum value of E,rmxveg will be 1.6 x 10"^ 

mm s ' or 0.576 mm/hour. The values of E,mvcveg are clearly very similar for a given soil 

type for each temperatures, despite slight differences in model formulation. However, the 

sand and the clay soils display very different characteristics. In the clay soil. 
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transpiration will not occur when the degree of saturation, s, is below 0.4. In a sand soil, 

when j=0.4, Etrmxveg is still fairly high. In both soils, when the soil temperature is below 

freezing, E,rmxveg=OQ mm/hour. For a fairly wet or saturated soil, where s > 0.6, 

EIRMXVCG <0.1 mm/hour when Tg = 275 K. The transpiration rate increases as ground 

temperature increases, until it reaches its maximum value at Tg = 298 K. 

TLSM allows for such a steep temperature gradient that often in northern areas 

the lower layers of the soil were at or near freezing much of the year. The eighth layer 

often never gets very warm, so even when it is above freezing, not much transpiration 

will occur. By changing the depth at which is deflned, it should be simple to increase 

potential transpiration. The layer at which the calculation takes place is ideally one that 

has an annual/seasonal cycle, but not a diurnal cycle. (Some configurations of the BATS 

model use this value to govern LAI as well, although that aspect was turned off for the 

GSWP-style simulations.) In SLSM, the bottom of the rooting layer was usually around 

1.0 m, which may have been why layer 8 was chosen in TLSM, since it is at ~ 1.0 m). 

Table 5.4 shows the soil temperature at each layer for each of the six sites for 

April, July and October 1987. In addition, the bottom row for each months shows the 

root-fraction weighted mean (RFWM) soil temperature, calculated by: 

10 
(5.4) 

1=1 

The two shaded rows mark the temperatures of layer 8 and layer 6. Recall that 

in TLSM-Rl, TLSM-R2 and TLSM R3. I propose that layer 6 is a more appropriate 
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layer to be used under the current layer depth and root distribution, for reasons described 

below. 

The RFWM represents the average temperature that all the roots are exposed to. 

For all 18 month/point combinations shown in Table 5.4, the RFWM is much closer to 

r^6 than it is to Tg%. For 17 of those cases, the RFWM is closer to Tgf, than to any of the 

other layer temperatures. Layer 6 also has a higher fraction of roots, 0.19, than any other 

single layer. The middle of the root distribution, the depth at which an equal fraction of 

roots are above and below, also occurs in this layer. 

In April and July, Tge > Tgg at all points. At HEIFE in April 1987, is above 

freezing while Tg% is below. Therefore transpiration can potentially occur if Tgx = Tg^. In 

July 1987 at BOREAS N, Tg^ is more than 7 degrees greater than Tgg, rising from near 

freezing to a temperature much more likely to maintain a moderate rate of transpiration. 

In October, at all the points except ABRACOS-Manaus and HAPEX-Sahel, the top layer 

is not the warmest layer. The soil profile is now cooling from the top downwards. At 

Ede, FIFE and HEFIE, the bottom layers are the warmest. In this month, transpiration 

calculated using = Tg6 will be lower for these points than it would have been if 

Tgs- At BOREAS N, layers 6-8 are actually warmer than the bottom layers, which have 

heated slightly over the summer period, but are still not much above freezing. As a result 

of these temperatures, a likely scenario to anticipate using the temperature from layer 6 

would be more transpiration at the sites where cold temperatures occur. Also, because of 

the slightly different seasonal cycles of temperature in the two layers, we can expect a 
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shift in the timing of transpiration, with the cycle peaking earlier in the year. Hopefully, 

the length of time over which transpiration occurs will increase. 

Figure 5.9 shows the subsurface soil temperature used to calculate the potential 

transpiration. The biggest differences between simulation with the new transpiration 

modifications, TLSM-T3. and the comparable simulation without it, TLSM-R3, occur at 

BOREAS N and HEIFE, the two points which get the coldest winter temperatures. 

Therefore it is only at these two points that much increase in transpiration is expected. At 

BOREAS N, in TLSM-R3 Tgx barely rises above freezing in August through October. In 

TLSM-T3, Tgx is above freezing in May and is several degrees warmer throughout the 

summer months. The spring rise and autumn fall in temperature are consistent in timing 

with those of the SLSM-IE simulation, although TLSM-T3 Tgx does not match either the 

maximum or minimum values of SLSM-IE. At HEIFE, peak temperatures in 

TLSM-R3 are approximately 275 K. in TLSM-T3, Tgx peaks higher at around 281 K and 

is well above freezing for more months of the year, although it still lower thatn the 

SLSM-IE peak Tgx temperatures near 290 K. 

As a result of these temperature differences, TLSM-T3 transpiration occurs at 

BOREAS N in May—June of 1987 and June of 1988, when there was none in TLSM-R3 

(Figure 5.10). However, because the temperature also decreases sooner, TLSM-T3 

transpiration is lower in August 1988. At HEIFE, TLSM-T3 transpiration begins and 

ceases one month earlier in the year than TLSM-R3. So the hypothesized phase shift has 

indeed occurred. The TLSM-T3 transpiration annual cycle is more similar to that of 

SLSM-IE than was TLSM-R3, but it still starts a month later. At ABRACOS-Manaus 
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and HAPEX-Sahel, where the minimum temperature is near or above Tgx — 298 K, we 

would expect no change in transpiration and none is observed. Other differences between 

TLSM-R3 and TLSM-T3 at BOREAS N in June-September 1988 include slightly 

decreased surface soil moisture, decreased bare soil evaporation and a larger than average 

decrease in rootzone soil moisture in TLSM-T3. Total soil moisture is almost 100 mm 

less in TLSM-T3 than TLSM-R3 for this point, although the seasonal variation remains 

the same. 
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Subsurface Soil Temperature, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.9: Subsurface soil temperatures in SLSM-IE, TLSM-R3 and TLSM-T3 
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Transpiration, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.10: Transpiration in SLSM-IE, TLSM-R3 and TLSM-T3 



Table 5.4: Soil temperatures at the six points for all layers 

BOREAS N Ede FIFE HEIFE ABRACOS HAPEX-
- Manaus Sahel 

April 1987 
1 267.2 280.1 281.9 276.6 298.3 303.0 
2 267.1 279.9 281.7 276.3 298.3 302.9 
3 266.8 279.5 281.5 275.8 298.3 302.9 
4 266.6 278.9 281.2 275.3 298.3 302.9 
5 266.2 278.0 280.7 274.5 298.2 302.8 
6 265.6 276.6 280.1 273.6 298.2 302.6 
7 264.7 274.9 279.3 272.9 298.2 302.4 
8 263.7 273.9 278.2 272.5 298.1 302.1 
9 262.8 273.7 277.3 272.2 298.1 301.6 

10 262.8 273.7 277.3 272.2 298.1 301.6 
RFWM 265.5 276.8 280.0 274.0 298.2 302.5 

July 1987 
1 286.0 288.6 297.0 287.0 298.3 308.5 
2 285.7 288.5 296.9 286.8 298.3 308.4 
3 285.2 288.4 296.7 286.5 298.3 308.4 
4 284.3 288.3 296.4 286.1 298.2 308.4 
5 283.0 288.1 295.9 285.3 298.2 308.4 
6 280.9 287.7 295.2 284.0 298.1 308.3 
7 277.5 287.0 294.2 281.9 297.9 308.0 
8 273.7 285.9 292.9 278.8 297.9 307.3 
9 272.7 284.8 291.6 275.7 297.9 306.4 

10 272.7 284.8 291.6 275.7 297.9 306.4 
RFWM 280.3 287.4 295.0 283.3 298.1 308.0 

Oct. 1987 
1 272.4 282.6 285.9 276.0 299.8 303.4 
2 272.5 282.6 286.1 276.0 299.7 303.4 
3 272.8 282.7 286.4 276.2 299.7 303.4 
4 273.1 282.9 286.8 276.6 299.6 303.5 
5 273.7 283.2 287.4 277.2 299.4 303.4 
6 274.3 283.6 288.4 278.2 299.2 303.4 
7 274.5 284.3 289.7 279.5 298.9 303.2 
8 274.2 285.2 291.5 281.1 298.6 302.9 
9 273.4 286.0 293.2 282.4 298.3 302.6 

10 273.4 286.0 293.2 282.4 298.3 302.6 
RFVVM 273.8 283.8 288.6 278.4 299.2 303.3 
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5.5 Bare Soil Evaporation 

The computation of bare soil evaporation was more complicated to change than 

either the runoff or the transpiration correction. Appendix D has a thorough description 

of the problem, with figures. There were two parts to the problem. First, the hour-long 

time step allows too much evaporation to occur, especially at low soil moistures, as a 

constant rate of evaporation is assumed throughout the hour. However, the rate of 

evaporation ought to decrease throughout the hour as soil moisture decreases. The first 

correction is supposed to capture that change in evaporation over time. The evaporation 

that would be generated if evaporation were recalculated every second can be 

approximated as: 

where 6| and Z| are the water content and the thickness of the top layer, respectively, and: 

ES = -PCOU^qg .ja/ for (5.5a) 

= (0, - )Az, / A/ for Qi<Q<Qu (5.5b) 

= pCoUa (qg,sat - (5.5c) 

(5.6a) 

~ ̂ offset g,sat (5.6b) 
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- ̂offset ~ ^ (5.6c) 

where values of Qu and 0^, are water contents above which evaporation (or condensation 

in the case of 0^.) occurs at a constant rate. The values of Qu, Qu and Qoffset will vary 

depending on the atmospheric conditions and ground temperature and soil properties. 

The second part of the problem relates to soil temperature (see section 2.5.6). A 

term representing the derivative of latent heat with respect to soil temperature also needs 

to be recalculated to be used in updating the fluxes following the soil temperature 

calculations. 

_ ^offset Azi 1 Q 
8r„ ~ dT„ At ~ B 

1 1 dq g.sal ^1 
A/ 

(5.7) 

This will be used to modify Eq (2.60) 

dE 

ar. 
g_ _ p ^1g,sat 

g dT. g 

(k^+kJic 

K ^ + K ^ + K ^  
+ (l-/veJCoi/, 

which becomes 

d£ 

dT. 
g sat 

g dT. g 

(k^+KJK 

Kfl + + KY 
DE. 
dr„ 

(5.8) 

This calculation is required to conserve energy and fortunately succeeds in preventing 

soil water content in TLSM from going negative. 

The fix for water content described by Eqs. (2.65-2.67) is no longer necessary. 
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The run with the new evaporation is TLSM-E3. This run contains the new runoff 

modifications and the new transpiration code. Because of the configuration, the soil 

evaporation parameterization should have the greatest effect at low soil water contents. 

The TLSM-E3 simulations did not display quite the large decrease in bare soil 

evaporation that had been hoped for, but some of the results were interesting. The most 

obvious changes occurred at HAPEX-Sahel, the hottest, driest point. Here soil 

subsurface temperatures increased several degrees during October-May (becoming very 

similar to those produced in SLSM-IE). Sensible heat flux also increases during these 

times, latent heat flux changes very little, and soil heat flux drops dramatically (Figure 

5.11). The heat entering the soil system is being retained, raising the soil temperature, 

and not leaving as upward soil heat flux. Transpiration in TLSM-E3 has a longer annual 

cycle with higher peaks than did TLSM-T3 and TLSM-R3, probably because there is 

more available water in the surface, rootzone and total soil proHle, especially during the 

dry months. At HAPEX-Sahel, the TLSM-E3 rootzone soil moisture is usually to 3 times 

greater than the TLSM-T3 and TLSM-R3 rootzone soil moisture (Figure 5.12). 

The second hottest point, FIFE, also experiences a very small increase in 

subsurface temperature during the warmest months. At all points except Ede and HEIFE, 

a decrease in soil heat flux is accompanied by an increase in sensible heat flux in TLSM-

E3. As is shown in Figure S.I3, bare soil evaporation increases at peak times at 

BOREAS N in 1987, Fife and HAPEX-Sahel in 1988, but decreases at Ede and 

BOREAS N in 1988 and at HAPEX-Sahel. The decreased bare soil evaporation may 

result in the observed small increase in soil moisture at Ede during those times. 
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Sensible Heat Flux, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.11: Sensible heat flux in TLSM-R3, TLSM-T3 and TLSM-E3 
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Rootzone Soil Moisture, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.12: Rootzone soil moisture in SLSM-IE, TLSM-R3 and TLSM-T3 
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Bare Soil Evaporation, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.13: Bare soil evaporation in TLSM-R3, TLSM-T3 and TLSM-E3 
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5.6 Spin-Up Considerations 

Is 30 years of spin-up too much? How many years does it really take different 

points to reach equilibrium in rootzone soil moisture? Is stability in rootzone soil 

moisture necessary to have stability in surface fluxes? In an attempt to address these 

questions, I looked at the two-year annual cycles following 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 years 

of spin-up using the 1987 data. 

Surface soil moisture: Ede, ABRACOS-Manaus and HAPEX-Sahel soil moistures 

are spun-up after five years (Figure 5.14). (By spun-up, I mean that the values of soil 

moisture have converged, so that there is no change from one year to the next. If there is 

only one line on a graph, than equilibrium between years has been attained.) BOREAS 

and HEIFE are extremely close to being spun-up. At FIFE, winter surface soil moisture 

stabilizes around year 15. 

Rootzone soil moisture: As with surface soil moisture, Ede, ABRACOS-Manaus 

and HAPEX-Sahel rootzone soil moisture have virtually equilibrated after five years. 

FIFE takes 10 years (Figure 5.15). Except for small difference in May 1988, BOREAS 

rootzone soil moisture is also stable after 10 years. HEIFE rootzone soil moisture 

continues to decrease every year and is still not converged after 25 years. 

Total soil moisture: Figure 5.16 shows that Ede, the wettest point, has consistent 

total soil moisture after 5 years. ABRACOS-Manaus, the second wettest point, is stable 

by year 15. HAPEX-Sahel, which has a low equilibrium soil moisture, also is practically 
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spun-up by year 15 as well. FIFE total soil moisture is not spun up until year 25 (Figure 

5.17). The two coldest points, BOREAS and HEIFE both have total soil moistures which 

are still dropping between year 25 and year 30, although the rate of the decrease lessens. 

At HEIFE, as the soil moisture drops, subsurface soil temperature increases in the 

summer and decreases in the winter. Soil heat flux has the opposite pattern. Runoff, 

total evapotranspiration, bare soil evaporation and transpiration all decrease as well, 

because less water is available. Total sensible heat flux decreases to balance out the 

increase in total latent heat, so that net radiation remains constant. However all these 

changes are very small. The reason for the continued decrease at HEIFE is apparent. 

Table 5.3 shows that bare soil evaporation alone is more than 100% of precipitation in all 

the various TLSM simulations. Total evapotranspiration is more than 130% of 

precipitation. Despite the decreasing rootzone and soil moisture, surface water and 

energy fluxes at these six points show very little change after year 10 or year 15. So 

quite likely, the 30 years of spin-up are unnecessary just for the purpose of modeling 

surface fluxes. One implication is that at some range of soil moistures, the model 

demonstrates a certain insensitivity of the surface fluxes to soil moisture. 
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Surface Soil Moisture, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.14: Surface soil moisture after 5, 10, 15 and 30 years of spin-up 
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Rootzone Soil Moisture, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.15: Rootzone soil moisture after 5, 10, 15 and 30 years of spin-up 
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Total Soil Moisture, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.16: Total soil moisture after 5, 10, 15 and 30 years of spin-up 
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Total Soil Moisture, Annual Cycle, 1987-1988 
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Figure 5.17: Total soil moisture after 15, 20, 25 and 30 years of spin-up 
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5.7 Precipitation Distribution — Is Slow and Steady Bad? 

As mentioned previously, Douville et al. (1999) commented on the problem of 

underestimating runoff and overestimating evaporation from intercepted precipitation 

associated with the even distribution of precipitation over an entire 6-hour block. To 

determine the sensitivity of BATS to this problem, I performed the following 

simulations: 

• PREC 0: the control run, identical to TLSM-E3. 

• PREC 1: all precipitation occurs during the first hour of each 6-hour block. 

• PREC 2: all precipitation occurs during the fourth hour of each 6-hour block. 

• PREC 3: half the precipitation occurs during each of the first two hours of 

each 6-hour block. 

• PREC 4: half the precipitation occurs during the first hour and the fourth hour 

of each 6-hour block 

First, let us consider the matter over an average diumal cycle. The mean monthly 

diumal precipitation patterns for July 1987 are shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19. 

For most of the sites, precipitation occurs during multiple six-hour periods. At BOREAS, 

Ede, FIFE and HEBFE, for all five simulations the diumal mnoff cycle pattem imitate the 

precipitation cycle, only at greatly reduced amplitude. Figure 5.20 shows the results for 

PREC 0, PREC I and PREC 2. At ABRACOS-Manaus, the surface runoff diumal 

pattem is similar in all the simulations, and only loosely follows the precipitation. 
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At HAPEX-Sahel, however, all the precipitation occurs from 050Q-1100 LST. As 

a result, in the PREC 1 simulation, all the precipitation occurs at 0500, when it is 

relatively cool (only 300 K) and there is very little incoming radiation. In PREC 2, the 

precipitation occurs when it is hotter. The differences between simulations most likely 

result from radiation/temperature differences at the time of precipitation and in the hours 

following. At HAPEX-Sahel in PREC 0, the majority of runoff occurred during 0900-

1100 LST, reaching a peak of 6.0 mm/day (or 0.25 mm/hour). In PREC 1 and PREC 2, 

the hour of precipitation results in only about one-sixth that amount. In PREC 2, the 

precipitation occurs when it is hotter. The PREC 3 and PREC 4 simulations have about 

as much surface runoff as PREC 1 and PREC 2 combined, but still not nearly as much as 

the control run. 

Of surprisingly more interest than the change in runoff is the change in 

transpiration. In July 1987, at BOREAS N, Ede, and HEIFE all four sensitivity runs 

result in higher transpiration rates, and more accumulated transpiration over the course of 

a day (Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22). At FIFE, the mean daily transpiration is slightly 

larger in the PREC 1—4 runs, but due to the spiky pattern of transpiration resulting from 

the spiky input, transpiration is not higher at every hour. At FIFE and ABRACOS-

Manaus, the transpiration rate goes down, though not evenly. At HAPEX-Sahel, 

transpiration is much lower in the PREC 1 and PREC 2 runs, but greater or 

approximately equal in the PREC 3 and PREC 4 runs. 

Obviously precipitation timing as well as amount is important in influencing 

transpiration. At BOREAS N, PREC 2 transpiration, though of an admittedly small 
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magnitude, was greater than PREC 1 transpiration. At HElht and Ede, they were 

similar. Two different processes are acting against each other. Because transpiration will 

only occur from non-wet portions of foliage, a non-steady rain will give the plants a 

change to dry out between precipitation events and transpire some of the accumulated 

water. However, it is also important for water to be readily available during the hours of 

the day when transpiration demand is peaking. If precipitation occurs too early or too 

late in the day, it may run off, evaporate or infiltrate before the plants have the 

opportunity to use it. This problem is what is limiting transpiration at HAPEX-Sahel in 

PREC 1 and PREC 2. 

Over a two-year period, many of the changes are fairly predictable. Tables 5.5-

5.7 show 2-year averages and changes for many of the water balance terms. Intercepted 

precipitation drops dramatically, with the decrease being greater in the PREC 1 and 

PREC 2 runs than the PREC 3 and PREC 4 runs. Because more water falls on the foliage 

during a single hour, leaf drip increases, as the amount that a plant can hold at any one 

time does not change. As a result of the increased leaf drip, infiltration and bare soil 

evaporation also increase. The plants are no longer wet as much of the time, so leaf 

evaporation decreases and transpiration generally increases. The effect on surface runoff 

is the most unpredictable. Surface runoff increases at BOREAS, Ede, and ABRACOS-

Manaus and is similar at FIFE and HEIFE. Runoff decrease in all 4 sensitivity 

simulations at HAPEX-Sahel, largely due to the greatly decreased surface runoff in June-

August 1987. 
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Table 5.5: Surface, rootzone and total soil moisture in the PREC simulations 

BOREAS EDE FIFE HEIFE ABRACOS HAPEX 
North Manaus Sahel 

Surface Soil Moisture 
PREC 0 (mm) 11 9 6 5 13 3 
PREC 1 (% change) 2 4 -1 4 3 -19 
PREC 2( % change) 2 5 -4 3 3 -16 
PREC 3 (% change) 3 3 1 2 1 0 
PREC 4 (% change) 1 2 -1 2 2 -4 

Rootzone Soil Moisture 
PREC 0 (mm) 499 567 332 365 639 149 
PREC 1 (% change) 1 3 -1 5 -3 -22 
PREC 2( % change) 0 3 -1 4 -3 -14 
PREC 3 (% change) 0 2 0 3 -5 0 
PREC 4 (% change) 0 2 -1 2 -4 -3 

Total Soil Moisture 
PREC 0 (mm) 748 1012 489 654 880 215 
PREC 1 (% change) 1 2 -1 3 -2 -17 
PREC 2( % change) 1 3 -1 2 -2 -11 
PREC 3 (% change) 0 2 0 2 -4 0 
PREC 4 (% change) 0 1 -1 1 -3 -2 

The amount of frozen precipitation also changes, since more precipitation may 

occur during above-freezing or below-freezing hours. This may affect the energy 

distribution since either more energy will be required to melt the additional snow, or 

more may be available to be used elsewhere in the system. HEIFE, for example, 

experiences an increase in snow evaporation during the four sensitivity simulations. 
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Table 5.6: Water budget terms in the 

BOREAS EDE 
North 

Precipitation 
mm (2 years) 1047 1713 
mm/day 1.43 2.34 

simulations 

FIFE HEIFE ABRACOS HAPEX 
Manaus Sahel 

1283 368 4560 930 
1.76 0.50 6.24 1.27 

Other Water Terms (as % of Total Precipitation) 

Precipitation on Canopy 

66 
Intercepted Precipitation 

75 80 73 90 

PRECO 45 22 23 18 36 
PREC 1 28 11 8 8 13 
PREC 2 28 11 8 8 13 
PREC 3 33 13 11 10 20 
PREC 4 37 16 12 12 21 

Leaf Drip 
PRECO 22 54 56 55 54 
PREC 1 38 64 72 64 77 
PREC 2 37 65 72 65 77 
PREC 3 33 61 69 63 70 
PREC 4 30 60 67 62 69 

Infiltration 
PRECO 11 52 17 -116 47 
PREC 1 26 62 31 -107 68 
PREC 2 26 61 30 -108 68 
PREC 3 22 60 28 -109 62 
PREC 4 18 58 27 -110 61 

Total Runoff 
PRECO 7 42 9 8 27 
PREC 1 10 50 9 8 34 
PREC 2 10 50 9 8 34 
PREC 3 9 48 10 9 33 
PREC 4 8 47 10 8 32 

80 

22 
7 
7 
9 

1 1  

58 
73 
73 
71 
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Table 5.7: Evaporation budget terms in 

BOREAS EDE 
North 

Precipitation 
mm (2 years) 1047 1713 
mm/day 1.43 2.34 

the PREC simulations 

FIFE HEIFE ABRACOS HAPEX 
Manaus Sahel 

1283 368 4560 930 
1.76 0.50 6.24 1.27 

Other Water Terms (as % of Total Precipitation) 

Leaf Evaporation (should equal Transpiration plus Intercepted Precipitation) 

PRECO 55 36 47 29 57 45 
PREC 1 43 27 38 19 47 23 
PREC 2 44 27 38 19 47 25 
PREC 3 47 29 41 21 49 34 
PREC 4 50 31 41 22 50 35 

Transpiration 
PRECO 9 14 24 10 20 23 
PREC 1 15 17 31 11 33 16 
PREC 2 16 16 30 11 34 18 
PREC 3 13 16 31 11 29 25 
PREC 4 13 15 29 11 29 23 

Bare Soil Evaporation 
PRECO 32 25 44 106 13 47 
PREC 1 38 27 53 115 17 72 
PREC 2 36 27 52 113 17 71 
PREC 3 35 27 49 112 16 58 
PREC 4 33 26 49 111 16 60 

Total Evapotranspiration 
PRECO 91 62 91 135 71 92 
PREC 1 86 55 91 135 64 95 
PREC 2 85 56 90 132 64 95 
PREC 3 86 57 90 134 65 93 
PREC 4 87 58 90 134 66 94 
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Total Precipitation, July 1987 
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Figure 5.18: Mean diumal cycle of precipitation for July 1987 at six points for PREC 0, 
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Total Precipitation, July 1987 
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Surface Runoff. July 1987 
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Figure 5.20: Mean diumal cycle of surface runoff for July 1987 at six points for PREC 0, 
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Transpiration, July 1987 
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Figure 5.21: Transpiration for July 1987 at six points for PREC 0, PREC 1 and PREC 2 
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Transpiration, July 1987 
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Figure 5.22: Transpiration for July 1987 at six points for PREC 0, PREC 3 and PREC 4 
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5.8 Summary 

Several modifications to TLSM were performed and tested over 6 points. Surface 

runoff increased when runoff was taken from the top three layers of the soil rather than 

just the thin topmost layer. Defining a realistic "depth" from which to extract runoff will 

obviously be important as modelers start altering the depth distribution of the different 

layers, which will be necessary in many scenarios. The current depth/root profile is not 

representative of all areas. Using a more realistic value of subsurface temperature for 

calculating potential transpiration had a noticeable impact of actual transpiration in cold 

regions where the prior temperatures had been too cold. For this configuration of depths 

and roots, TLSM soil layer 6 seemed to have the best temperature. For another 

configuration, a different layer might be more appropriate. It is possible that the root 

fraction weighted mean might be the most useful in the long run, as it most accurately 

represents those temperatures that the roots in the system are experiencing. It is also easy 

to program and would not require modification as the depths and root fractions are 

altered. 

The bare soil evaporation and condensation at low soil moistures was also 

recalculated. It now includes a simple approximation of what would happen if bare soil 

evaporation were to be recalculated every second during an hour-long time-step. This 

modification also included a necessary modiHcation to the soil temperature routine so 

that the demands of the radiation balance could not force excess evaporation to occur. 

Instead the energy must be distributed elsewhere. Although bare soil evaporation was not 
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actually reduced much in most places, these changes did limit bare soil evaporation to a 

physically possible amount. As a result, sometimes more soil water was available in 

subsequent timesteps, so that total bare soil evaporation increased over some time 

periods. 

For all points except the cold, dry points, IS years of spin up seemed sufficient for 

rootzone soil moisture to equilibrate. At the two points where equilibrium was not 

achieved, the lowering soil moisture in the second 15 years did not noticeably alter the 

surface fluxes. An option might be to initialize soil moisture in these cold, arid regions at 

a much lower starting amount prior to spin-up. The hot dry site has no problem 

achieving its dry equilibrium 

Intercepted precipitation and its subsequent evaporation, infiltration, transpiration, 

bare soil evaporation and runoff are all affected by changes in the temporal distribution of 

precipitation. The current GSWP distribution of equal precipitation over a 6-hour period 

may be having unanticipated effects on the water budget at these sites. Some sort of 

statistical distribution, which is not the same every day, may be necessary in the next 

GSWP phase. Making all the rain occur in the same hour(s) every time block resulted in 

very spiky diurnal cycle of the other water balance components. 

What remains now is to test these modifications against observational data, to 

determine how well this new version of the model performs. Chapter 6 will introduce 

one last addition, then Chapter 7 will include some model validation at some field sites in 

the BOREAS research area. 
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6 MODELING WATER FLOW IN HETEROGENEOUS SOILS 

6.1 Introduction 

As part of our effort to model the effects of a moss layer in the boreal forest, to be 

presented in the following chapter, K. J. Schaudt and I realized that we needed a 

heterogeneous soil model. Unfortunately, TLSM uses the water-content based version of 

Richards equation. Basic soil physics textbooks considered it to be inappropriate for use 

with mixed soils. So I researched the literature, trying to determine what models of water 

flow in heterogeneous layered soils would be most appropriate for our use. We needed to 

find or develop equations for water flow in mixed media that would 1) be possible to 

work into the existing code in a fairly straightforward fashion and 2) be appropriate for 

use in a land-surface model with large time-steps. 

6.2 Previous Studies 

Nearly seventy yeas ago, Richards (1931) introduced an equation for describing 

the flow of liquid in unsaturated porous mediums by means of capillary conduction. He 

combined the Darcy-Buckingham equation, which governs the flow of liquids in 

saturated mediums, with the mass conservation equation. However, to be able to solve 

the equation, one must somehow relate changes in water content 6 to changes in capillary 

(matric) potential y for the given soil. This relationship is highly non-linear. 

There are three versions of Richards equation (RE) commonly used today: 

The mixed form is 
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— = V  •  A : ( v ) V Y  
at dz 

(6.1) 

The water content or 6-based form is 

^ = VD(0)Ve+^^|^ 
dt dz 

(6.2) 

The pressure or head based form (y-based or A-based) form is 

C(\|/)^=V • A:(y)VV 
at dz 

(6.3) 

Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. The \|/-based RE can be 

used in both saturated and unsaturated conditions, and for layered soils. However, it has 

problems when infiltration is occurring into very dry soils, often requiring very small 

time-steps to maintain model stability. Many techniques using the \)f-based RE also had 

mass conservation errors. The 0-based method does not have the mass conservation 

problems, converges faster, and performs better under dry conditions as water content 

varies less across a wetting front than pressure head. However, the 0-based RE was not 

believed to be valid under saturated conditions, since D approaches infmity. Nor was it 

considered valid for most heterogeneous soil, due to the discontinuities in 0. Certainly 

RE should not be applied indiscriminately in heterogeneous soil due to the discontinuity 

in 0 that can occur at the interface between different soil types. 

The relationships between \{r, 0, and K are nonlinear. Consequently analytical 

solutions to RE are not possible, except under special conditions. Instead a variety of 
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numerical approximation techniques combined with different iteration procedures have 

been used to solve the various forms of Richards equation. It is the various combinations 

of approximation techniques (such as implicit or explicit finite difference or fmite 

element) and iteration procedures (such as Picard or Newton-Raphson) that lead to some 

of the problems mentioned above. I do not propose to describe all of the numerical 

studies in this chapter, but will mention some of them briefly. A description of most of 

the different iteration methods and approximation schemes can be found in Huyakom and 

Pinder (1983). Table 6.1 gives a partial list of some of the studies dealing with different 

ways of solving RE. 

Haverkamp et al. (1977) compared six ways of discretizing RE using the finite 

difference method in terms of accuracy, execution time, and ease of programming. All 

produced similar numerical results. They concluded that an implicit fmite difference 

approximation with either implicit or explicit evaluation of hydraulic conductivity and 

water capacity was the most efficient in terms of computer time and model stability, and 

was most widely applicable for modeling mixed saturate-unsaturated areas, but that 

explicit models are easiest to program. One of the numerical schemes used a Kirchoff 

transformation, which did not prove to produce any better results than the implicit model. 

Moreover, it required significant CPU time, although some numerical interpolation 

methods to speed up its performance were developed by Ross (1990). Ross and Bristow 

(1990) develop it further for layered and gradational soil by computing fiow separately 

within each layer. 
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Paniconi et ai. (1991) evaluated several iterative and non-iterative methods for 

solving RE, using the Galerkin Hnite element scheme for the spatial discretization and a 

finite different method for the time discretization. Paniconi and Puti (1994) compared 

the Picard and Newton-Raphson iteration schemes under a variety of conditions for 

multidimensional flow. 

Celia et al. (1990) stated that "solutions using /i-based formulation with a 

backward Euler time discretization [produces] unacceptably large mass balance errors for 

many example calculations," for any iteration method, and for both finite element and 

fmite difference approximations. Erroneous estimates of infiltration depth can also be a 

problem. Rathfelfer and Abriola (1994) presented a different method of expanding and 

discretizing the storage term, which eliminates the mass-balance errors. Liedl et al. 

(1996) and Rathfelfer and Abriola (1996) discussed this method further. Tocci et al. 

(1997) used a differential algebraic equation with the method of lines to solve the 

\|/-based RE. 

Celia et al. (1990) proposed using the mixed form of RE with a fully implicit 

(backward Euler) time approximation. Mass balance errors are eliminated, but accurate 

solutions were found to require use of a diagonal time matrix. One drawback to this 

approach is that it may require very small time-steps to get convergent solutions for very 

dry media (Pan and Wierenga, 1997). Huang et al. (1996) added a new convergence 

criterion to the mixed RE algorithm of Celia et al. (1990), for the purpose of improving 

its computational efficiency. 
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Hills et al. (1989a, 1989b) developed a water-content-based algorithm for 

modeling one-dimensional infiltration into very dry heterogeneous soils. The CPU time 

needed under dry initial conditions was 1 to 3 orders of magnitude less than that required 

by the \j/-based finite difference algorithms. They got around the problem of the water 

content discontinuity at the layer interfaces by introducing a source term into their fmite 

difference algorithm. Kirkland et al. (1992) continued developing the algorithm of Hills 

et al. (1989a). They sought to address the major shortcoming of the water-based 

algorithm: that it cannot be used for areas containing saturated regions, since the soil 

water diffusivity term causes problems. Near saturation, the gradient in 6 becomes very 

small. The diffusivity term D then must become unrealistically large in order to maintain 

a small flux. This causes the 6-based model to fail at close to saturation. Kirkland et al. 

(1992) used the variable (p to represent a linear transform of pressure head and moisture 

content. It combined the water-content-based method for the unsaturated regions with 

the pressure-head based method in or near saturation, was much faster than the mixed 

form of RE using the modified Picard iteration (such as Celia et al, 1990), and was mass-

conservative. 

Pan and Wierenga (1995) developed a more efficient transformation of the mixed 

form of RE, which they refer to as the Prbased transformation, for one-dimensional 

infiltration into very dry porous media, which was later expanded to two-dimensions (Pan 

and Wierenga, 1997). The non-linear transformed pressure, /*/, was used in conjunction 

with the modified Picard method. One advantage of this method is that it does not 

require some of the correction terms of other methods, such as those described by 
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Haverkamp et al, (1977), Hills et al, (1989) and Kirkland et al (1992). It proved to be 

numerically robust for variably saturated, heterogeneous media and easy to incorporate 

into existing \|f-based codes. 

Other studies investigate the appropriate way to approximate or calculate the 

model parameters such as hydraulic conductivity (Haverkamp and Vauclin, 1979, 

Warrick, 1991; 2Iaidel and Russo, 1992; Romano et al., 1998). Understanding and 

accurately representing capillary pressure-saturation-relative permeability relationships 

are extremely important. The most widely used approaches by soil physicists are those of 

Brooks and Corey (1966), Mualem (1976) and van Genuchten (1980). Land surface 

modelers tend to prefer the method of Clapp and Homberger (1978). Miller et al. 

(1998b) discusses problems in both the standard arithmetic averaging of interblock 

permeability and the standard Picard iteration method; they propose an interpolation 

method using Hermite spline interpolation. 

The early finite-element forms solutions of RE needed to be extremely time-

consumptive in order to conserve mass (Milly, 1985). Ju and Kung (1997) re-explore 

using finite element methods to solve the mixed form of RE, promoting an implicit finite-

element method with lumped mass and linear elements, with a time-step that can be 

increased and decreased with need. Baca et al. (1997) also used the mixed form of RE in 

developing their "mixed transform finite element method", which combined a simple 

Galerkin finite element function with a transformed mixed RE. This method converged 

faster than the modified Picard method in some of the test cases and could reproduce the 

steep pressure head and moisture contents associated with very dry soils. Berg (1999) 
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adapts the finite-element methods proposed by Cooley (1983) and Milly (1985), into 

control volume approach. 

Williams and Miller (1999) evaluated a temporally adaptive time-stepping 

method of a transformed RE. Ju and King (1997) also allowed for a changing time-step. 

However, models that require changing time-step may not be practical for easy 

integration use with fixed time-step land-surface models. 

Some researchers have also investigated using analytical solutions to RE, which is 

generally not done. For example, Rockhold at al. (1997) developed an analytical solution 

for one-dimensional steadv state water flow in layered soils. Marinelli and Dumford 

(1998) proposes a "semianalytical' solution to RE in layered porous media, using the 

Runge-Kutta method of Press et al. (1992) to solve a sequence of equations (rather than 

solving many equations simultaneously, as is generally required by the finite element and 

finite difference methods). 

Many of these studies focused on one-dimensional infiltration in dry or 

heterogeneous soil. A few dealt with model water flow in two-dimensions (Kiridand et 

al, 1992, Forsyth et al, 1995). Other studies are available which discuss the problems 

associated with multiphase flow (Celia and Binning, 1992; Paniconi and Puti, 1994; and 

Forsyth et al, 1995) and solute transport. Miller at al. (1998a) present an excellent review 

paper on modeling multiphase transport, particularly in heterogeneous porous media. 

Although I was particularly interested in how the models dealt with dry soils, several 

studies also dealt specifically with the issue of ponding (Ross and Bristow, 1990; 

El-Hames, 1995; Parlange et al., 1999). In addition to the deterministic model mentioned 
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above, there are some researches that prefer a more stochastic approach (Serrano, 1990; 

Russo, 1991). 

6.3 Unsaturated vertical flow in heterogeneousiy-layered soils using a water-

content based model 

As I researched the problem of modeling flow in heterogeneous soil (discussed 

above), I found a number of methods which looked feasible, but convoluted and difficult 

to program. Many were just not applicable to climate models, needing too short a 

timestep or requiring extremely fine vertical resolution. I performed a fairly extensive 

literature search on the subject. [I had initially contemplated incorporating the method of 

Berg (1999), as this method was 1) developed for long-term simulations with long time 

steps and 2) fairly similar in structure, despite the different approximation scheme, to 

some of the TLSM code.] As K. Schaudt and I discussed them, she was the one to 

challenge the assumptions that were made about the water-content based form of 

Richards equation. She developed and coded the heterogeneous soil model and tested it 

using a bare-soil surface and a range of fixed atmospheric conditions. I helped design 

some of the configurations of the model used to test it under a wide range of conditions. 

The theory behind the model and the results of these tests are described in Appendix F. 

After the model had been developed and tested, my main programming contribution 

came as I incorporated it into the full version of BATS/TLSM, complete with vegetation 

cover, and adapted it for use in our boreal forest model (Chapter 7). 
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I will briefly describe the model concept and one similar study below, but direct 

the reader to Appendix F for the bulk of the technical details and illustrations of the 

model configuration. 

In the new heterogeneous soil model, soil water content can be discontinuous at 

the interface between layers, but soil water flux and soil matric potential must be 

continuous. Using the requirement of continuity of soil matric potential and the Clapp 

and Homberger relationship, we have: 

H' S.J 

-B j  f \  

1 ®' 1 
J 

-B  7>1 
(6.4) 

where the j subscript denotes the values for the layer above the interface and the j + I 

denotes the values for the layer above the interface and where 6u is the water content just 

above the interface and 0/ is the water content just below the interface (Figure F.l). 

Continuity of water fluxes requires that the following be true; 

30U dz 

/+i(Q/)96f 

90/ dz 
+ 1 (6.5) 

Solving Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) simultaneously allows 0„ and 0/ to be found (numerically) in 

terms of 0, and 0,+i (the two adjacent water content values). Physically, the result is 

continuity in 4^ over the boundary, but a discontinuity in 0 and the spatial derivatives of 

and q (i.e., a change the slope of 4* and Q in the vertical profile). The current 

convergence criterion is a no more than 0.1% difference between the two fluxes. 
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The flux across the interface may be expressed in terms of both the values above 

and below the interface as: 

er=e.=(2,=-i(e,+e,) 

3*(e.)39. 
9e„ Bz 

+I 
94^(6,) 36, 

30, dz 
+ 1 

y-i 

(6.6) 

These recalculated fluxes are then used to calculate the correct values of the tri-diagonal 

coefficients: a,, hi, c, and r, from Eq. (C.23), as shown in Table F.l. [For those interested 

in more details, Eq. (6.4) - (6.6) are equivalent to Eq. (F.7) - (F.9)]. 

Although our model was developed independently, I recently found that it bears 

some similarity to the model developed by Hills et al (1989a). Both our model and the 

Hills' et al (1989) model (H89) use the 0-based RE and solve equations based on the 

continuity soil water flux and matric potential. However, several significant differences 

exist. H89 requires layers of equal depth; ours can have unequal layers. H89 calculates 

the difference in water content across the interface (equivalent to 6^-6/) and attributes half 

of this difference equally to each layer on either side of the interface. We believe this to 

be an incorrect method. H89 approximates \{r at the interface, based on relationships, 

then solves for 0(v). Also it averages the soil diffiisivity D across the interface. As D is 

a nonlinear function of 0, this is not a good assumption. In our model, Q and X|f are 

equated at the interface with no averaging or gradation of the soil properties used in some 

other heterogeneous models. All 0-dependent variables {K, \|f) are calculated using only 

the water content and the soil properties on one side of the interface. Also we solve 
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simultaneously for 6^ and 6/, rather than solving for \|f. Therefore, our model contains a 

solution with at least one less step, and is physically correct. 

6.4 Summary 

Having decided that none of the existing techniques for solving Richards equation 

in heterogeneous layered soil suited, K. J. Schaudt and I developed our own routine. 

Most of the existing routines required time steps that were too short or had too many thin 

layers to be efficient in a multi-year land-surface model simulation. The most suitable 

remaining studies had solutions that seemed unnecessarily complicated. Our new model 

uses the water-content based form of Richards equation for modeling one-dimensional 

unsaturated flow in heterogeneous soils. The interface between difference soil types is 

treated at a boundary over which flux and head must be conserved, but water content may 

be discontinuous. No smearing or averaging of any soil properties within a soil layer 

occurs, nor are any calculations performed across the interface. Chapter 7 contains a 

practical application of this new model, over several different vegetation areas in the 

boreal forest. 
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Table 6.1: List of some papers on solving Richards equation. 

Paper Year Methods Mathematics Het. Dry Infil. 

Haverkamp et al. 1977 \|r-based 
mixed 

compares six finite difference 
method discretizations 

yes 

Milly 1985 <|r-based finite element 
Hills et ai. 1989 0-based transform yes yes 
Celia et al. 1990 mixed modified Picard method yes 
Ross 1990 mixed finite difference, hyperbolic sine 

transform of 
yes yes 

Ross and Bristow 1990 mixed Kirchoff transformation of v yes yes 
Paniconi et al. 1991 compares iterative and non-

iterative methods for solving RE 
Paniconi and Puti 1994 Newton-Raphson 

(compares with Picard method) 
Rathfelder and 
Abriola 

1994 iff-based 
mixed 

finite difference and Tmite 
element 

El-Hames and 
Richards 

1995 «)f-based Crank-Nicholson implicit scheme yes 

Forsyth et al. 1995 \|r-based finite element; backward Euler yes yes 
Pan and Wierenga 1995 pressure-based transformation yes yes 
Huang et al. 1996 mixed modified Picard method, with 

new convergence criterion 
yes yes 

Baca et al. 1997 mixed mixed transform finite element yes yes 
Ju and Kung 1997 mixed mass type and finite element 

solutions 
Pan and Wierenga 1997 pressure-based transformation yes yes 
Rockhold 1997 Analytical yes yes 
Tocci et al. 1997 \/-based method of lines 
Marinelli and 
Dumforld 

1998 Semi-analytical yes 

Miller at al., 1998b 1998 (/-based 
mixed 

variable time step Newton 
method; Hermite polynomial 
method for estimating 
permeability 

yes 

Romano et al. 1998 V-based implicit Crank-Nicholson finite 
difference 
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7 TESTING BATS/TLSM IN THE BOREAL FOREST OF CANADA 

7.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is twofold: first, to introduce a plan to model the 

effects of moss and lichen on the energy and water balance in the boreal forest; and 

second, to compare some of our BATS/TLSM simulations to observations at two study 

areas. 

The boreal forest is an important biome, covering over 11% of the earth's land 

surface area (almost 15 million km") (Bonan and Shugart, 1992). A mixture of 

coniferous and deciduous trees, it circles the northern polar region in North America, 

northern Europe and northern Asia. Since the boreal forest environment may have 

significant influence on the dynamics of energy and carbon in the global atmosphere, 

being able to understand and model the large-scale boreal forest interactions is important. 

There is much more to the boreal forest than just trees. The presence of permafrost, 

forest bogs and an unusual forest floor organic layer, combined with cold temperatures 

and a short growing season, make this ecosystem unique. 

The last twenty years have seen an increasing amount of interest in and research 

into the boreal forest. Recently research has begun to focus on the importance of the 

ecosystem as a whole, and also begun to establish the importance of the surface organic 

layer, the mosses and lichens, which carpet much of the forest floor. In many areas the 

mosses and lichens may contribute more to the total aboveground biomass than do the 

surrounding trees (Bonan and Shugart, 1992). Moss and lichen have been recognized as 
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being important to the carbon balance (Skre and Oechel, 1979; Longton, 1992; 

Sveinbjomsson and Oechel, 1992). Their role in the succession of plants that grow as the 

land recovers from fire has also been well-documented GDryness and Norum, 1983; 

Bonan, 1989b; Bonan and Kortzukhin, 1989; Payette, 1992; Bonan, 1992b). The thick 

moss layer in much of the mature coniferous boreal forests is responsible for encouraging 

the creation and maintaining of much of the permafrost (Larsen, 1980). The boreal forest 

is also generally believed to be an important sink for carbon dioxide in the high latitudes 

(Tans et al, 1990; Dai and Fung, 1993; Keeling et al, 1996 ), although some disagreement 

exists (Houghton, 1993). MacKenzie (1993) suggests that while the boreal forest was a 

sink, the forest may no longer by absorbing as much, if any, excess CO2. 

With the establishment of the Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (the 

BOREAS research program) in 1993, intense research began at two study areas in the 

Canadian boreal forest (Sellers et al., 1995b). Observations taken during the 1994 

BOREAS summer Intensive Field Campaigns (IFCs) revealed that the presence of moss 

or lichen, which covers most exposed soil surfaces in the conifer sites, has a profound 

effect on the surface energy balance. This, in turn, affects some of the biological 

processes (such as transpiration rate) in the boreal forest. The 1994 summer BOREAS 

IFCs led to the following observations of the effects of moss and lichen: 

1) Moss and lichen greatly reduce the surface evaporation. This results in 

lower latent heats and higher sensible heats (i.e. the presence of moss or lichen makes the 

air drier and hotter). This leads to the following consequences. 
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a) The soil and peat beneath the moss or lichen have a considerably higher 

moisture content than would bare soil, subject to the same conditions. 

b) The near-surface relative humidity is greatly reduced. This reduction in 

relative humidity coupled with the increase in sensible heat creates very 

high vapor pressure deficits especially during clear, mid-summer 

afternoons. This high vapor pressure deficit in turn causes the trees to 

greatly reduce their transpiration even though the soil moisture is well 

above the wilting point. 

2) Moss acts as a thermal barrier to the transfer of heat between the atmosphere and 

the soil. This barrier results in cooler summer soil temperatures than bare soil 

subject to identical atmospheric conditions. This insulating effect may also lead 

to an increase in the amount of permafrost present, because the soil remains 

cooler. 

3) Moss and lichen change the "soil" (background) albedo, especially the near 

infrared albedo. This affects the combined soil-canopy albedo, which affects the 

surface energy balance. 

4) Moss and lichen themselves transpire, which affects the carbon balance. Under 

some conditions the moss may be more productive (be a larger sink for carbon) 

than the surrounding trees. 

5) In the wet conifer forests, the majority of the roots of the trees lie in the 

decomposing moss (the peat) layer, rather than in the deeper mineral-soil layer. 
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7.1.1 Research Objectives 

The boreal forest research performed at the University of Arizona (by myself and 

K. J. Schaudt) is concerned primarily with modeling the role moss and lichen have on the 

thermal and water transport within the soil as well as the changes moss and lichen 

produce in the surface albedo. Our goal was to alter the hydrologic and thermal 

components of the soil model in the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS) to 

produce results which realistically simulated field observations. The model will not 

incorporate the effects the moss and lichen have on the carbon cycle or nutrient storage. 

7.1.2 Boreal lichen and moss ecology 

Many books and articles discuss in detail the ecology of lichen and/or moss, and 

the important effect they have on their environment (e.g., Ahti, 1977; Pruit, 1978; Larsen, 

1980, 1989; Richardson, 1981; Bonan and Shugart, 1989; Bonan, 1992a; and Bates and 

Farmer, 1992; the last volume contains During, 1992; Longton, 1992; and Sveinbjomsson 

and Oechel, 1992). 

Boreal forest lichen and mosses have many similarities including a high water 

capacity (650-1700 per cent of dry weight) and relatively low osmotic potentials (1-10 

MPa) (During, 1992). When the water potential drops below a certain threshold value, 

both bryophytes and lichens tend to desiccate rapidly. They are both poikilohydric, 

meaning the plants dry almost as rapidly as their surrounding environment, but can 

resume normal metabolic activity (growth and respiration) upon rewetting (Richardson, 

1981). Neither mosses nor lichens have roots or stomata. Because water (and nutrients) 
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are absorbed over the entire surface of the plant, they are very susceptible to 

environmental pollution. 

Lichens are not individual organisms, but rather leafless plants that result from a 

symbiotic association between fungus and alga (Richardson, 1981). In the boreal forests, 

lichens often form extensive mats on the forest floors. Because lichens lack the ability to 

compete with faster-growing species, these lichen covers tend to be found in areas where 

competition from higher-order plants is limited. Lichen mats are often associated with 

dry, sandy acidic nutrient poor soils (such as the BOREAS Old Jack Pine sites), but can 

also be found in wetter woodlands with acidic peat-rich soils (Bonan and Shugart, 1989). 

Lichens tend to be grayish rather than green, giving them a much higher 

reflectivity than both the material they cover and most other plants. This high reflectivity 

combined with a low thermal conductivity allows a lichen mat to act as an insulator, 

hindering the flux of heat into the underlying soil (Bonan and Shugart, 1989) and 

resulting in lower soil temperatures than would otherwise be observed. 

The lichen mat also "maintains soil moisture at or near Held capacity throughout 

the growing season, reducing moisture stress and allowing growth on soils that otherwise 

would be too dry to support tree growth" (Bonan and Shugart, 1989). 

Mosses have similar effects on the thermal and soil moisture regime. Like lichen, 

mosses have a low thermal conductivity. Although moss reflectivity is not as high as that 

of lichens, it is still higher than that of the soil, especially in the near-infrared range. 

Mosses also have a high water-absorbing capacity, able to hold water much like a sponge. 

In some species (including the boreal feather mosses Pleurozium screberi and Hylocium 
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splendens) 80-90% of the water in saturated moss can be held externally (Busby and 

Whitfield, 1978; Larsen, 1980). These factors enable a thick moss-organic layer to lower 

soil temperatures and maintain high soil moisture contents (Bonan, 1992b). 

Unlike lichens, which prefer open woodlands with a fair amount of sunlight, the 

circumboreal feather mosses prefer well-drained shady forests (Larsen, 1980). They are 

commonly associated with forests of Picea mariana (black spruce) or Picea glauca 

(white spruce). According to Bonan and Shugart (1989), "Mosses thrive and form a 

continuous cover where conditions are both moist and shady. In cold, wet Picea marina 

stands, up to 80-90% of the aboveground biomass may be contained in the moss layer 

and annual moss production may be twice that of annual foliage production and almost 

the same as total aboveground tree production. Moss establishment and productivity are 

apparently promoted by the low temperature, high water content, and poor nutrient status 

of Picea marina soils." 

The spmce forests are often found in association with permafrost. Larsen (1980) 

wrote "Only the annual spring and summer thawing of a shallow surface active layer 

makes possible the growth of vegetation in regions where permafrost is found. ... The 

shallow root systems of Picea mariana and Picea glauca permit growth of these species 

on sites with an active layer so shallow that it excludes species possessing tap roots, such 

as Pinus banksiana, and most if not all deciduous trees." The thick moss layer, by 

keeping the soil moist and cool during the summer months, aids in the maintenance of the 

permafrost layer. 
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In the context of global change, understanding and being able to model the 

relationship between the moss-carpeted spruce forest and the permafrost is important. 

Sveinbjomsson. and Oechel (1992) wrote: 

Bryophytes are particularly important in the development and functioning 
of northern ecosystems which are systems likely to be affected by global 
change. These systems are potentially sensitive to global change for 
several reasons including the fact that they are also permafrost dominated, 
that permafrost development interacts with moss development and 
abundance, that the presence of permafrost affects many environmental 
and ecosystem variables, that with increasing CO2 levels northern 
ecosystems are expected to undergo the largest increase in temperature of 
all the terrestrial regions, and that the anticipated temperature rise is 
sufficient to cause the deepening or eventual loss of permafrost over large 
areas. 

In our model, we use the high reflectivity, low thermal conductivity, and changes 

in the hydraulic properties in an attempt to simulate the lower soil temperatures and 

increased soil moisture during the growing season. 

7.1.3 Previous modeling of boreal forests and ecosvstems. 

Prior to the mid-1990s, most modeling efforts studied forest dynamics, forest 

biomass, and the carbon balance, rather than primarily focusing on the exchange of 

energy and water fluxes between the biosphere and the atmosphere. 

Gordon Bonan performed many of these modeling studies, in addition to his other 

boreal research. Bonan and Krozukin (1989) examined the relationship among trees, the 

moss layer on the ground, and the conditions of the site (i.e. light exposure, soil 

chemistry, and nutrient availability). Using a model of forest dynamics, they studied the 

interactions between the trees, the moss layer, and their environment, and discussed how 

these interactions affect forest succession. Bonan (1989a) used a model to study "the 
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interactions among solar radiation, soil moisture, soil freezing and thawing, the forest 

floor organic layer, and forest fires." The model was capable of reproducing local 

patterns of solar radiation, soil moisture and freeze/thaw depths for various boreal forest 

sites in Alaska. Using an individual tree model of forest dynamics, Bonan (1989b) 

described how forest vegetation patterns in several forest types (conifer, hardwood and 

mixed) were affected by various environmental factors. Bonan et al. (1990) used a gap 

model to study the effects the presence/absence of permafrost had on the sensitivity of 

various sites to changes in air temperature and precipitation. The effects that global 

climate changes might have on permafrost are of considerable interest to many in the 

global change/climate modeling community. 

Others researchers have been involved with boreal forest modeling as well. 

Korzukhin and Antonovskii (1992) described different aspects of population-level 

models of forest dynamics that can be applied in the boreal forest and other areas. This 

includes a description on the modeling of moss dynamics, in terms of biomass and the 

carbon balance. Antonovskii et al. (1992) modeled forest-fire dynamics and the post-fire 

succession stages of vegetation cover. Leemans (1992) considered some of the ways that 

the biological components of boreal forest dynamics differ from that of other models with 

traditional gap-phase dynamics. Duniker et al. (1992) discussed the use of stand 

simulation models to examine forest response to environmental in the context of forest 

management. 

With the collection and distribution of the BORIS data, however, land-surface 

modelers fmally had an opportunity to look at energy, water, carbon and nutrient 
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exchanges on a variety of temporal and spatial scales. Two BOREAS special issues of 

the Journal of Geophysical Research were released in December 1997 and November 

1999. Several studies validated model output against observational data collected during 

the IFCs. Bonan et al. (1997) used the NCAR land surface model to compare the 

modeled average diumal cycle of surface fluxes with observations. The model simulated 

the diumal cycle of net radiation, latent heat and sensible heat fairy well at the Southem 

study Area (SSA) old jack pine (OJP) and old aspen (OA) sites, but overestimated 

midday latent heat flux at the Northern Study Area (NSA) OJP site. Pauwels and Wood 

(1999a,b) described and validated a SVAT model at jack pine, black spmce, aspen and 

fen sites. Their model included a representation of the moss/organic layer. Average 

fluxes over the period of IFCs were well simulated, but phase shifts at diumal timescales 

were noticeable between the observed and simulated values, particularly net radiation and 

sensible heat flux. Some of the observed energy fluxes from the tower had closure errors 

(that is, observed net radiation did not equal the sum of the observed latent heat flux and 

soil heat flux), which were closely related to differences between the model and the 

observation. [Although some errors seem to exist in the validation data, I do not mean to 

imply the data set is poor. Each of the validation fields was calibrated and measured 

independently. Some fluxes were much harder to measure than others, and some 

instrument readings are more reliable under certain conditions or at certain times. 

Modelers are grateful to have field measurements, both of input data and validation data, 

but we would not be good scientists if we did not examine the possible problems in both.] 
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Other studies focused on cold-season processes. Levine and Knox (1997) 

modeled snow dynamics and soil temperature in OJP and black spruce forests, and were 

able to capture the observed formation and decay of ice lenses with the soil of black 

spruce forest. These simulations had the permafrost layer forming at around 0.8 m. Link 

and Marks (1999) modeled snowpack deposition and ablation at six study sites. Their 

model worked equally well at simulating development and depth of the snowpack, and 

the rate and timing of snowmelt, under a variety canopy types. Below-canopy radiation 

data were used to developed algorithms that could then be applied to above-canopy 

meteorological data to drive snow cover in energy balance models. Incorporating a better 

representation of cold-season processes into our model, including the capacity for mixed 

ice/water in the soils, is something that still needs to be done. 

7.1.4 The BOREAS Sites 

The boreal forest in the BOREAS Study Areas includes several different 

subsystems, among them: 

1) Wet coniferous forests — the old black spruce (OBS) sites. These have a 

vegetation canopy cover consisting largely of black spruce {Picea mariana) 

and a ground cover of feather mosses (Pleurozium screberi and Hylocium 

splendens). Above the mineral soil there is usually a thick (up to 4 m) 

organic-rich layer of peat from decomposing feather and/or sphagnum mosses. 

2) Dry coniferous forests — the old iack pine fOJP) sites. Here the vegetation 

canopy consists primarily of jack pine (Pinus banksiana) with an underlying 
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sandy, acidic, nutrient-poor soil. The sand is covered with a relatively thin 

layer of lichen (Cladonia (Cladinia) mitis, C. Stellaris). 

3) E)eciduous forests - the old aspen (OA) sites. In the BOREAS study area, the 

deciduous forest has a two-layer canopy, the overstory consisting almost 

exclusively of aspen (Populus tremuloides) and the understory consisting 

largely of hazel {Corylus comuta). The clay-rich soil in this area is not 

covered by significant amounts of moss or lichen. 

4) Fens and bops. These are very complex systems with slowly running water 

covering much of the fens and with stagnate or intermittent water present in 

the bogs. Both contain thick layers of sphagnum mosses (Sphagnum fuscuni, 

S. capillifolium) and other small shrubs. 

These vegetation classes and their dominant vegetation types are summarized in 

Table 7.1. As fens and bogs usually have standing water and no trees, the evaporation 

mechanisms differ from forested land. The research presented here is limited by BATS 

to canopy-covered land surfaces, and does not address the effects of moss on the fens and 

bogs. 
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Table 7.1: Dominant vegetation species of the BOREAS study area 

Site Location Common Name Scientific Name 
OBS canopy 
OJP canopy 
OBS on ground 
OJP on ground 
OA main canopy 
OA understory 
FEN on ground 

black spruce 
jack pine 
feather mosses 
lichens 
trembling aspen 
hazel 
peat moss 

Picea mariana 
Pinus banksiana 
Pleurozium screberi, Hylocium splendens 
Cladonia (Cladinia) mitis, C. Stellaris 
Populus tremuloides 
Corylus comuta 
Sphagnum fiiscum, S. capillifolium 

7.2 Representing Moss and Lichen in the BATS Model 

7.2.1 BATS/TLSM model description 

The model I use in this study is a modified version of the off-line Biosphere 

Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS), using the new lO-layer soil model (TLSM) 

(Chapter 2 and Appendix C) with our new heterogeneous layer additions, described in 

Chapter 6. Moss and lichen layers will be added and assigned certain "soil" parameters. 

The use of the off-line version of BATS does not allow for all the observed effects of 

moss and lichen to be modeled. In particular, it cannot simulate the reduction in the near-

surface relative humidity and the subsequent reduction in the transpiration rate, because 

relative humidity is a function of certain forcing variables in the off-line version. 

However, BATS/TLSM should be able to 1) simulate an increase in the sub-surface soil 

moisture with respect to surface soil moisture; 2) simulate the insulating effects of the 

moss and lichen; and 3) incorporate a more realistic surface albedo. This version of 
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Table 7.2: Constant vegetation parameters 

NSA-OBS SSA-OA 
Canopy Height (m) 10 20 
Maximum LAI 2.5 4.5 
Minimum LAI 2.0 3.0 
Maximum fractional vegetation cover 0.8 0.8 
Minimum fractional vegetation cover 0.7 0.5 
Aerodynamic roughness length (m) 1.0 0.8 
Stem area index 2.0 2.0 
Vegetation albedo VIS 0.07 0.11 
Vegetation albedo NIR 0.11 0.16 
Sources: Coughlan and Running (1994) and Dickinson et al. (1993) 

BATS does not currently have a carbon model adequate for capturing the influence of 

moss and lichen on the carbon balance. 

The majority of the values for soil (loam, peat, sand and clay) and vegetation 

parameters for the two sites and various vegetation classes come from Coughlan and 

Running (1994), although Running (personal communication) admits that some of these 

values may have been educated guesses from field personnel, rather than measurements. 

Observations from Bubier et al. (1997) are used to obtain values for the moss and lichen 

albedos. The soil surface albedo was replaced by moss and lichen albedo when 

appropriate. BATS then used these modified values of albedo in its calculations of (total) 

surface albedo, which in turn affects the (total) surface energy balance. Many of the 

remaining parameters are standard BATS parameters, as other sources of observations 

could not be found. Table 7.2 gives some of the important vegetation characteristics used 

in BATS for the two sites discussed in this chapter. Table 7.3 lists soil parameters that 

depend on soil type. 
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Table 7.3: Soil parameters that vary with soil type and surface cover. 

Soil Type <|) \if Ks b otsv V 
(mm) 

Ks 
(mm/s) (mm/s) 

Otsn 

Loam 
Peat 
Sand 
Clay 
Moss surface 
Lichen surface 

0.40 
0.80 
0.40 
0.40 
0.80 
0.80 

85 
120 
120 
150 
120 
120 

0.0063 
0.02 
0.02 
0.00217 
0.01 
0.01 

7 
4 
4 
10 
2 
2 

8.20e-5 
4.61e-5 
1.52e-4 
I.05e-4 
3.07e-5 
8.20e-5 

0.08 
0.05 
0.11 
0.05 
0.12 
0.30 

0.16 
0.10 
0.22 
0.10 
0.31 
0.55 

Sources; Cough an and Running (1994), Dickinson et al. (1993) and Bubier (1997). 

Table 7.4 gives information on the soil depths used in the 10-layer model. These 

values are the default 10-layer values. Table 7.5 shows the make-up by "soil" type of the 

10 layers for the six OBS simulations performed the northern and southern study areas. 

Note that here there are true moss and lichen layers present within the "soil". The loam, 

peat, and moss are all used exclusively in OBS sites. The SSA OA site used a 

homogenous clay soil. 

7.2.2 Atmospheric forcing data 

The near-surface atmospheric data used to force BATS comes from the Phase 1 

datasets compiled by V. Pauwels for use in the BOREAS follow-on study, which is just 

finishing this year. The data are available for a 35-month period, from January 1994 

through November 1996, at hourly timesteps. 

Validation data can be attained from the BOREAS CD-ROM set of Newcomber 

et al (2000). Volumetric soil moisture measurements were made Hydrology Team 1 

(HYD-01). The lead investigator was R. H. Cuenca. The 1995 measurements were 
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attained by automated time-domain reflectrometry (TDR) probes. Tower flux 

measurements from the SSA OA site were taken at site TF-02 by Gerry den Hartog, 

Harold Neumann, Robert Mickle and Ralf Staebler. Steven Wofsy, Mike Goulden and 

Doug Sutton took the tower flux measurements at the NSA-OBS TF-03 site. For 

description of the data, the instrumentation, the collection methods and other references, 

please see Cuenca et al (2000), den Hartog et al (2000) and Wofsy et al. (2(X)0). Mean 

monthly, mean daily, and mean monthly diurnal cycle data were processed from selected 

fields for the TF-02 and TF-03 sites by Alan K. Betts. It is a subset of this pre-averaged 

data that I am using for radiation and soil temperature validation data. 
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Table 7.4: Layer thickness, depth and root fraction 

Midpoint of layer Layer Thickness Bottom of layer Root fraction 
(mm) (mm) (m) 

1 12.9 24.6 25.2 0 
2 37.5 30.6 55.8 0.015 
3 74.2 45.7 101 0.035 
4 129 68.1 170 0.1 
5 210 102 271 0.2 
6 332 152 423 0.3 
7 514 226 649 0.2 
8 784 337 986 0.1 
9 1190 503 1490 0.035 
10 1790 603 2090 0.015 

Table 7.5: Soil type with depth for each of the six OBS simulations 

LOAM PEAT Peat on 
Loan 

Moss on 
Loam 

Moss on 
Peat 

Moss on 
Peat on 
Loam 

1 A Loam Peat Peat MOSS MOSS MOSS 
2 A Loam Peat Peat MOSS MOSS MOSS 
3 A Loam Peat Peat MOSS MOSS MOSS 
4 B Loam Peat Peat Loam Peat Peat 
5 B Loam Peat Peat Loam Peat Peat 
6 B Loam Peat Peat Loam Peat Peat 
7 B Loam Peat Peat Loam Peat Peat 
8 C Loam Peat Loam Loam Peat Loam 
9 C Loam Peat Loam Loam Peat Loam 
10 C Loam Peat Loam Loam Peat Loam 

7.3 Results and Discussion 

7.3.1 Radiation Balance at NSA-OBS and SSA-QA 

The true test of a land-surface model is ultimately its ability to reproduce 

observed energy and water fluxes (and fluxes of whatever other constituents are being 
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modeled). In this section, I will compare the simulated energy fluxes with observations 

for June, July, August and September of all three years at NSA-OBS and for June, 

August and September of 1994 at SSA-OA. Figure 7.1-Figure 7.9 show scatterplots of 

the daily average values. All observational data points with fewer than 35 of the 48 

sample periods were recorded. 

Two values for simulated sensible heat are shown as well. The first value is the 

initial sensible heat flux calculated by the model. The second sensible heat flux is the 

sum of the initial soil heat flux plus the energy taken away from latent heat flux when the 

evaporation is limited in the water subroutines (after the heat fluxes are calculated). 

[This deduction is a part of the original TLSM, not just a part of our new evaporation 

code. However, our change to evaporation will be incorporated into this term]. One 

concern I had was what to do with this leftover flux, which can sometimes be a 

significant part of the energy balance. The logical solution was to add it to the sensible 

heat flux, since the energy needed to go somewhere maintain the energy balance. So the 

sum of sensible heat flux and the energy that no longer contributes to evaporation will be 

referred to as the "adjusted" sensible heat flux. 

Figure 7.1 shows that the simulated and observed net radiation at SSA-OA is very 

similar. The slope of the regression line between the simulated values and the 

observation from the second radiometer (Observed 2) is 1.00, with an offset of 5.10 

W/m", and a coefficient of determination (R^) of 0.95. Unfortunately, the partitioning of 

energy into the sensible and latent heat components is not as accurate. Sensible heat 

shows a vast amount of scatter, with extremely low slopes and R^-values (Figure 7.2). 
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The adjusted sensible heat flux is slightly better than the unadjusted sensible heat. 

Simulated latent heat flux is clearly higher than the observed for the majority of the days 

(Figure 7.3). However the trend is extremely similar (the slope is 0.95). The offset is 

almost 24 W/m^, but some of the differences on individual days are over 60 W/m^. 

Figure 7.4 compares the simulated soil heat flux with the balance of the observed energy 

terms (net radiation less sensible and latent heat fluxes), which ought to be representative 

of the soil heat flux. Although these numbers do not correlate well, that does not 

necessarily mean that the simulated soil heat flux is wrong. 

Two of the six NSA-OBS simulations are shown for NSA-OBS, the LOAM 

simulation and the moss-on-peat (MoP) simulation. I chose these two because they 

seemed to represent the range of simulated radiative flux values. The net radiation for the 

NSA simulations is not as close to the observed values as it was at the SSA-OA site 

(Figure 7.5). Many points are very similar, but there are some large outliers in both 

directions. For the most part, the outliers are similar in both simulations. 

As was the case at SSA-OA, NSA-OBS simulated latent heat flux is much greater 

than the observed values (Figure 7.6). Most of the observed latent heat fluxes range from 

0-100 W/m^ as simulated fluxes range from 0-180 W/m^. Sensible and adjusted sensible 

heat fluxes are shown in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8. Again the adjusted sensible heat flux 

has better slopes and R^-values than the unadjusted values. The LOAM simulation 

adjusted sensible heat values are overall closer to the observed values than the MoP 

simulated values. Figure 7.9 shows that there is no correlation between the simulated soil 

heat flux and the balance of the observed fluxes. (R^=0.00 !) 
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7.3.2 Evaporation and Precipitation 

Over the course of the three years, for a variety of simulations, the evaporation is 

approximately equal to the precipitation at both the sites. The evaporative demand under 

the current model paramerization and forcing conditions is very high. The three moss 

simulations tend to reduce the total evaporation somewhat over the no-moss simulations 

(Table 7.6), but not by as large an amount as probably occurs. (Pauwels and Wood, 

1999b) used an evaporative resistance to simulate the effect of moss on evaporation. I 

have contemplated doing something similar, as it is beginning to look as if no other 

method will work to reduce evaporation. Reducing the Clapp and Homberger B 

parameter will produce a much lower evaporation, but unfortunately it compromises the 

soil water model, which is not designed for small B. 

Figure 7.10 shows what occurs if every precipitation value is multiplied by a 

factor of 0.25, 0.5, 2, 4, and 8, while keeping all other inputs the same. Frequency of 

precipitation is not altered, only the magnitude. The NSA-OBS LOAM and the SSA-OA 

simulations both show the normal simulated value of 3-year evaporation E approximately 

equals precipitation, P. But will E always equal PI. At lower values of 3-year P, E > P. 

However, at 2 and 4 times the current P, the evaporation is approximately the same in 

both runs, at -1600 mm/ 3-years. The range is probably at about the maximum amount 

the model can sustain. 
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Table 7.6: Accumulative precipitation, evaporation and runoff in 16 simulations 

3-Year Precip. 3-Year 3-Year Runoff Simulation New New 
(mm) Evap (mm) (mm) Evaporation. Transp. T 
1326 1116 258 MoPoL Yes No 
1326 1217 254 MoP Yes No 
1326 1258 261 MoPoL Yes Yes 
1326 1276 178 PoL Yes No 
1326 1282 225 LOAM Yes No 
1326 1338 225 LOAM Yes Yes 
1326 1341 288 MoL Yes No 
1326 1385 178 PoL Yes Yes 
1326 1388 194 PEAT Yes No 
1326 1473 255 MoP Yes Yes 
1326 1494 242 MoL Yes Yes 
1326 158! 194 PEAT Yes Yes 

1396 1265 539 OA No No 
1396 1265 539 OA Yes No 
1396 1344 539 OA No Yes 
1396 1379 504 OA Yes Yes 
Note: The top 12 simulations are NSA-OBS simulations, the bottom four are SSA-OA 
simulations. The two columns on the right indicate whether they use the new evaporation 
limit and the new root-weighted mean temperature for calculating transpiration. 

7.3.3 Water Content 

How does simulated water content compare with observed water content over the 

soil profile? I took the HYD-01 soil moisture data. For all points for which there was 

data, I computed the mean monthly averages for July, August and September 1995 and 

compared them to the simulated values over the OBS site. In July, the observed value is 

around 30% saturation at 75 mm, peaks at around 50% at 225 mm, and then decreases to 

approximately 20% at 1010 mm. None of the pure standard soils (LOAM, PEAT, PoL) 

capture the high water content at 225 mm (Figure 7.11). The moss simulations (MoL, 
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MoP, MoPoL) better reproduce the high value, but only the MoL simulation shows a 

moisture that decreases with depth, and even then it does not do so at a shallow enough 

depth. Soil water content is constant in the peat portion of the MoP simulation. The 

"jump" in the MoPoL occurs because the porosity of the LOAM is only half that of the 

PEAT, so an equal amount of water will take up more pore space in the in a give volume. 

Therefore the MoPoL simulation will probably not capture what was measured in the 

field, as the data does not reflect a soil profile change at that depth at that location. 

In August, the LOAM soil captures the subsurface highs and decreasing lows very 

well, but overestimates the surface low (Figure 7.12). The moss simulations capture the 

surface lows and are in the vicinity of the subsurface high values, but do not decrease fast 

enough with depth. In September, the LOAM soil captures the lower value but misses 

the high value at 225 mm, while the MoL simulation captures the high value, but still 

overestimates the drier values deeper in the profile, although it does decrease to the 

correct low value (Figure 7.13). None of the simulations is clearly the best at capturing 

all the aspects of the observed soil moisture profile, but the LOAM and MoL simulations 

each seem better at capturing certain aspects than the other four simulations. 
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Table 7.7: Bare soil evaporation, transpiration, leaf evaporation and other 
evaporation as percents of total evaporation. 

Bare Soil 
Evaporation 

Snow Transpiration 
Evaporation and 
Below Canopy 
Evaporation 

Leaf 
Evaporation 

fscasCTgx), where T gx= Tg8 
LOAM 56 6 25 13 
PEAT 56 6 23 15 
PoL 63 6 18 12 
MoL 49 6 29 16 
MoP 56 7 20 17 

MoPoL 62 8 15 14 
SSA-OA 54 4 31 11 

fseas(Tgx), where Tgx— RFWMT 
LOAM 53 6 28 12 
PEAT 49 5 33 13 
PoL 58 6 25 11 
MoL 45 5 35 14 
MoP 47 6 34 14 

MoPoL 55 7 26 12 
SSA-OA 52 4 34 11 

7.3.4 Evapotranspiration Components 

Table 7.7 shows the breakdown of total evaporation into its four primary 

components: bare soil evaporation, other surface evaporation (snow evaporation and 

beneath canopy evaporation), transpiration and leaf evaporation (evaporation of dew and 

intercepted precipitation, not transpiration). The top seven simulations (six at NSA-OBS 

and one at SSA-OA) use the old method to calculate fseas(Tgx) [see chapters 2 and 5 for 

the description of this problem], while the lower seven use the root-fraction weighted 

mean temperature proposed as Eq (5.4). The amount of evapotranspiration due to 
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transpiration increases by 3-14% when the new temperatures are used. Figure 7.14 

shows the annual cycle of transpiration for the NSA-OBS simulations. Transpiration 

with the old temperature clearly starts 1-2 months later and sometimes does not peak as 

high. As a result, accumulative transpiration was much less in the initial simulations. 

The largest differences occur in the MoP and MoPoL simulations. The insulating effect 

of the moss layer keeps the subsurface soil temperature colder than it would otherwise 

have been, although the upper layers are obviously warm enough to allow transpiration to 

occur. 

Clearly bare soil evaporation is by far the largest component of evaporation. In 

the second set of runs (which the remainder of this section will focus on), bare soil 

evaporation comprises 45-58% of total evapotranspiration. These numbers are similar to 

those reported by Nijssen et al. (1997), who found that about 50% of their modeled 

evapotranspiration came from direct soil evaporation. Transpiration is the second largest 

component (25—35%), with leaf evaporation (11—14%) and other surface evaporation 

making up the remainder (4-7%). Although the presence of moss did not always lead to a 

decrease in the magnitude of total evapotranspiration (Table 7.6), it did always lead to a 

decrease in the amount of evaporation coming from bare soil evaporation. The bare soil 

evaporation contribution dropped by 3-8% with the addition of a moss layer, while the 

transpiration and leaf evaporation contributions increased by 1—7% and 1-2%, 

respectively. The largest changes occurred between the LOAM and the MoL 

simulations. 
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7.3.5 Soil Temperature 

Figure 7.15 shows observed soil temperatures at 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 mm 

against four simulations at NSA-OBS for 1995-1996 May, 1994-1996 July and 1994-

1996 September. The insulating effects of the moss can be seen clearly as the seven 

layers beneath the three moss layers are always colder at the same depths than the no-

moss simulations. In May, all four simulations show similar profiles, although the 

LOAM simulation is closest to the observed. 

Note that the deepest observed temperature, at I m, is below or near freezing from 

May through September. This depth is probably very near to the top of the permafrost 

layer. The lowest two layers of the soil remain frozen in the PEAT and MoP simulations, 

which both match the observed profiles quite well. However, in the LOAM and MoL 

simulations, the deeper layers thaw and warm quite rapidly. In September, the lowest 

layers are 285 K and 283 K, respectively, warmer than the surface temperature of 281 K. 

The lower thermal conductivity of the peat is obviously essential for the model to keep 

the subsurface layers cold. 

7.4 Summary 

The boreal region may play a key role in maintaining the atmospheric CO2 levels. 

Destruction of the forests through deforestation and thawing of the permafrost may have 

profound effects on not just the boreal forest but the whole globe. It is essential that we 

are able to understand how this systems works in order to protect it. In order to 
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accurately predict future behavior of CO2 fluxes, we need accurate estimations of soil 

water and soil temperatures. 

I used a heterogeneous soil model coupled to BATS to examine the effects of the 

addition of a moss layer onto loam, peat, and combined peat/loam soils at the Northern 

Study Area old black spruce site. The thick moss layer has been observed to have a 

significant effect on the water and energy exchanges in the boreal forest. The model 

succeeded in reproducing some of the observed effects; the soil layers beneath the moss 

are wetter than without the moss, and the lower soil layers beneath the moss stay colder 

in the summer months. 

Energy balances were also examined at both the NSA-OBS site and the Southern 

Study Area old aspen site. Simulated net radiation is good at the NSA-OBS site and 

excellent as the SSA-OA, but latent heat is overestimated in both regions. The model 

partitioning of energy between latent heat flux, sensible heat flux and soil heat flux does 

not seem to work in this fairly dry region. Some other method to adequately limit 

evaporation is needed. It is also possible that runoff is too low, and that the 

runoff/precipitation ratio is wrong. Increasing the runoff might lead to a decrease in 

evaporation if less water is available, although the model is quite capable of maintaining 

high evaporation rates at very low soil moistures. 
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Figure 7.1: Simulated versus observed net radiation at SSA-OA. Two sets of net 
radiation measurements were made. Each point represents a daily average for June, 
August or September1994. Solid lines are regression lines. 
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Figure 7.2: Simulated versus observed sensible heat flux at SSA-OA. Pluses (+) 
indicate the standard sensible heat flux, squares the adjusted sensible heat flux. 
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Figure 7.3: Simulated versus observed latent heat flux at SSA-OA. 
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Figure 7.4; Simulated soil heat flux versus the balance of the observed fluxes at SSA-
OA. Balance of observed fluxes equal net radiation less the sensible and latent heat 
fluxes. 
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Figure 7.5: Simulated versus observed net radiation at NSA-OBS. Two different 
simulations, the pure loam (circle) and the moss-on-peat (x), are shown. Values are daily 
averages for June-September, 1994-1996. 
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Figure 7.6: Simulated versus observed latent heat flux at NSA-OBS. 
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Figure 7.7: Simulated versus observed sensible heat flux at NSA-OBS. 
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Figure 7.8: Simulated adjusted sensible heat flux versus observed sensible heat flux at 
NSA-OBS. 
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Figure 7.9: Simulated soil heat flux versus the balance of the observed fluxes at NSA-
OBS. Balance of observed fluxes equal net radiation less the sensible and latent heat 
fluxes. 
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Figure 7.10: Simulated evaporation at SSA-OA and NSA-OBS when precipitation is 
25%, 50%, 100%, 200%, 400% or 800% of its normal amount. 
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Figure 7.11: Simulated and observed water content as various depths for the NSA-OBS 
site during July, 1995. 
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Figure 7.12: Simulated and observed water contcnt as various depths for the NSA-OBS 
site during August, 1995. 
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Observed and Simulated Percent Saturatation, NSA-OBS 
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Figure 7.13: Simulated and observed water content as various depths for the NSA-OBS 
site during September, 1995. 
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May Soil Tamparatura Profilaa at NSA-OBS 
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Figure 7.15: May, July and 
September soil temperature 
profiles at NSA-OBS for 
four simulations, with 
measured values shown as 
dots. Measurements are at 
50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 
mm. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

Improvements to land-surface models ought to produce more realistic simulations 

of energy and water exchanges between soil, plants and the atmosphere. The 

performance of a recently developed ten-layer soil-water transport model is analyzed. 

Several potential problems are identified in the runoff, evaporation and potential 

transpiration codes. Fixes to some of these problems are developed and implemented. In 

addition, a new method for modeling the flow of water in layered heterogeneous soil is 

described and integrated with the improved ten-layer soil model. This new model is then 

compared with observations at two sites in the boreal forest study area. 

The new ten-layer soil model (TLSM) attached to the Biosphere-Atmosphere 

Transfer Scheme has some basic differences from the previous soil model. SLSM-IE, in 

the parameterization of the physics governing soil temperature and soil water movement. 

Therefore the potential exists for a significant change in the way energy and water are 

distributed in the system when the new soil model is used. The new TLSM and 

SLSM-IE were both run following the Global Soil Wetness Project (GSWP) guidelines, 

using the ISLSCP Initiative-1 data. When examined on a global/regional scale, the 

results show that the TLSM tends to have much drier soils in the driest regions (mean 

annual precipitation < 1.0 mm/day) and wetter soils in the wettest regions (mean annual 

precipitation > 4.0 mm/day) than does the SLSM-IE. Soil moisture in areas of moderate 

precipitation is similar in both models. Bare soil evaporation, transpiration, runoff and 

other water fluxes also change with this shift in the distribution of water. Changes in 
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runoff and transpiration and changes in sensible and latent heat fluxes can sometimes be 

attributed to specific precipitation regimes and combinations of vegetation and soil 

parameters. However, increased bare soil evaporation occurs globally for almost all 

points. 

TLSM has a different long-term water balance than SLSM-IE. These differences 

can be characterized as follows: decreased rootzone soil moisture in areas with low 

precipitation; increased soil moisture in areas with high precipitation; increased bare soil 

evaporation; decreased transpiration in areas with low to moderate precipitation (reduced 

soil moisture) and in high-latitude areas; similar global average evapotranspiration, but 

with differences regionally due to speciflc changes in the bare soil evaporation and 

transpiration components, among others; and decreased runoff. 

Several modifications to TLSM were performed and tested over 6 points. Surface 

runoff was increased by defining a more realistic "depth" from which to extract runoff. 

Runoff was taken from the top three layers of the soil rather than just the thin topmost 

layer. Using a more realistic value of subsurface temperature for calculating potential 

transpiration had a noticeable impact on actual transpiration in cold regions where the 

prior temperatures had been too cold. For the default configuration of depths and roots, 

TLSM soil layer 6 seemed to have the best temperature. For another configuration, a 

different layer might be more appropriate. It is possible that the root fraction weighted 

mean temperature might be the most useful in the long run, as it most accurately 

represents those temperatures that the roots in the system are experiencing. It is also easy 
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to program and would not require modiilcation as the depths and root fractions are 

altered. 

A change was made to the way bare soil evaporation and condensation at low soil 

moistures are calculated. It now includes a simple approximation of what would happen 

if bare soil evaporation were to be recalculated every second of an hour-long time-step. 

An associated modification to the soil temperature routine was made so that the demands 

of the radiation balance could not force excess evaporation to occur. Instead the energy 

must be distributed elsewhere, most likely as sensible heat flux. Although bare soil 

evaporation was not actually reduced much in most places, these changes did limit bare 

soil evaporation to a physically possible amount. As a result, sometimes enough soil 

water was available in subsequent time-steps that total bare soil evaporation increased 

over some time periods. 

What defines "equilibrium" with regard to soil moisture: when the water content 

stops changing or when the surface fluxes stop being affected by changes in soil 

moisture? For all the study points except the cold, dry points, 15 years of spin up seemed 

sufficient for rootzone soil moisture to equilibrate by the GSWP deHnition. At the two 

points where equilibrium was not achieved, the lowering soil moisture in the second 15 

years did not noticeably alter the surface fluxes. An option might be to initialize soil 

moisture in these cold, arid regions at a much lower starting amount prior to spin-up. The 

hot dry site has no problem achieving its dry equilibrium. These sites were initialized at 

75% capacity; the later boreal forest simulations were initialized at 50%. 
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Intercepted precipitation and its subsequent evaporation, infiltration, transpiration, 

bare soil evaporation and runoff are all affected by changes in the temporal distribution of 

precipitation. The current GSWP distribution of equal precipitation over a 6-hour period 

may be having unanticipated effects on the water budget at these sites. Some sort of 

statistical distribution, which is not the same every day, may be necessary in the next 

GSWP phase. 

When I decided to try to simulate the effects that a thick moss layer has on the 

water and energy balance of the boreal forest, I realized that I needed to adapt TLSM for 

use with heterogeneous soils. However, the form of Richards equation that TLSM uses 

did not seem to lend itself to a simple adaptation. After deciding that that none of the 

existing techniques for solving Richards equation in heterogeneous layered soil suited our 

purpose, K. J. Schaudt and I developed our own routine. Most of the existing routines 

required time steps that were too short, or needed too many thin layers, to be efficient in a 

multi-year land-surface model simulation. The most likely other studies had solutions 

that seemed unnecessarily complicated. 

Our new model uses the water-content based form of Richards equation for 

modeling one-dimensional unsaturated flow in heterogeneous soils. It is likely the first 

method to do it realistically, without violating any basic physical principles. The 

interface between different soil types is treated at a boundary over which flux and head 

must be conserved, but water content may be discontinuous. No smearing or averaging 

of any soil properties within a soil layer occurs, nor are any calculations performed across 

the interface. The flux and soil matric potential are continuous at the interface between 
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different soil strata, but the soil water content and the slopes of the flux and soil matric 

potential are allowed to be discontinuous. Water is conserved. The introduction of the 

heterogeneous soil strata does not affect the robustness of the 6-based method; it is as 

robust as the method is in homogeneous soil. 

I used the heterogeneous soil model with the improved version of TLSM coupled 

to BATS to examine the effects of the addition of a moss layer onto loam, peat, and 

combined peat/loam soils at an old black spruce site. The model succeeded in 

reproducing many of the observed effects of the moss layer: the soil layers beneath the 

moss are wetter than without the moss, and the lower soil layers beneath the moss stay 

colder in the summer months. Model estimates from several configurations matched the 

observed soil water content and soil temperature profiles from the summer months at the 

old black spruce site. Simulated net radiation is very good at the both the old black 

spruce site in the northern BOREAS study area and excellent at the old aspen site in the 

southern study area. However latent heat is overestimated in both regions. 

Several improvements to the model code were made during this study. I 

determined that the reason that the model sometimes tried to extract more water than was 

physically possible from the soil, which was related to changes in soil temperature, and 

applied a fix that K. J. Schaudt developed following my description of the problem. I 

applied a fix developed by Z.-L. Yang and G. Y. Niu to increase the surface runoff. I 

developed a method to ensure that potential transpiration is related to the soil temperature 

where the bulk of the roots are, regardless of soil depth and root distribution. However, 

despite these modifications I am not satisfied with the performance of TLSM. 
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Bare soil evaporation is still too high. Since I have not compared the new runoff 

with observations, I do not know that it has increased enough. All these water balance 

terms are inextricably linked. Can evaporation be correct if runoff is wrong? Is 

evaporation too high because runoff is too low? My experiences with TLSM suggest that 

the answer to this question is no, simply because the evaporation is not limited by water 

content except under very dry conditions. Also, bare soil evaporation is calculated first, 

then the evaporated water removed from the system, and finally the runoff is calculated. 

Would fixing evaporation solve any remaining problem in underestimating runoff? If 

less water were allowed to evaporate, more surface runoff would definitely occur. 

In my opinion, the overestimation of bare soil evaporation, and possibly other 

evapotranspiration components as well, remains the most significant problem in TLSM. I 

am not sure what the future holds for this model, as the even newer (but similar) 

Common Land Model has become the model of choice among the modelers that once 

used BATS. However TLSM has been circulated; one person has even coupled it to a 

general circulation model. If it appears that the use of TLSM model is ever going to 

expand beyond a few cautious users, the source of this problem needs to be identified and 

fixed. 

Although some of the improvements made during this research were model-

specific, users of similarly structured land-surface models may have experienced or will 

experience similar problems. Common Land Model users in particular should be aware 

of some of these issues, due to the similarity in the soil components of the two models. 

Other issues presented are more universal. The problems with the ISLSCP Initiative 1 
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data set illustrate the hazards of producing time-averaged data sets and trying to use them 

to extrapolate to shorter time periods; this is inherent in similar data sets as well, so the 

issue is not limited to the GSWP studies. In addition, the proper initialization and spin-

up of soil moisture is certainly of concern to most land-surface modelers. 

Once the TLSM evaporation in under control, the moss and lichen model will be 

very useful to us in our efforts to model water and energy fluxes in the boreal forests. A 

logical next step for the boreal forest research is to try to assess the impact moss had on 

the boreal forests on a global scale. In the meantime, the new heterogeneous soil routine 

should be versatile and can be coupled to almost any model that uses the water-content or 

mixed-form of Richards equation. 

Although this research has primarily focused on just the transport of water and 

energy in the soil of one land-surface model, I hope that some of these improvements and 

ideas will one day be fully coupled into a global climate model, and used to further our 

understanding of climate processes and future climates. 
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APPENDIX A: List of Symbols 

LOWERCASE ARABIC 

AI, BI. A 

b 

Cl ,  C2,  C j  

^SS 

Cvv 

fc 

fpiildry 

front 

fseas 

fsnow 

FVEG 

U, 
h 

HROOT 

P 

QA 

QA 

QS 

FJSA^T) 

r 

N 

Si  

^WILT 

^\VT 

coefficients of N x N tri-diagonal matrix, for soil temperature 

Stefan-Boltzman constant 

constants used in calculating TLSM soil layer thicknesses 

specific heat of the subsurface soil layer (SLSM-IE) 

specific heat of water, 4.186x 10® J m'^ K"' 

depth (in mm) by which the water table can vary 

fraction of grid with water table at surface (TLSM) 

fraction of potential evaporation through transpiration 

fraction (of total) roots per layer 

seasonal variation of vegetation, as a function of subsurface soil 
temperature 

fraction of grid covered by snow (the same for both vegetated 
and non-vegetated areas) 

fraction of grid covered by vegetation 

fraction of grid with water table at surface 

hydraulic head 

TLSM root distribution scale term 

surface air pressure 

air specific humidity at reference level Za 

air specific humidity at reference level Za 

surface specific humidity in region of free water within the soil 

saturated specific humidity at temperature T 

relative humidity in soil pores 

coefficient of a known N x 1 matrix 

degree of saturation (water content / water content at saturation) 
of a layer. i=I,IO for TLSM and s,r,t for SLSM-IE. 

degree of saturation at wilting point 

critical water content that determines is a layer is above or in the 
"water table"; used in TLSM 



t  time 

u  mean wind speed 

Uu east-to-west horizontal wind component 

"v south-to-north horizontal wind component 

Va annual frequency, 365 

Vd diumal frequency. In  86400 

z soil depth 

UPPERCASE ARABIC 

Asoil bare soil albedo 

B function used in SLSM-IE evaporation routine 

BE a soil parameter 

Bi, Ba, Bs B depends on choice of model and forcing variables 

C differential moisture capacity 

CC used in thermal routine in SLSM-IE 

CD drag coefficient for evaporation 

Cf\ used in thermal routine in SLSM-IE 

Cf2 used in thermal routine in SLSM-IE 

Ch volumetric soil heat capacity 

CK function used in SLSM-IE evaporation routine 

D soil diffusivity (TLSM) 

DA annual penetration depths (SLSM-IE) 

DD diumal penetration depths (SLSM-IE) 

DDB diumal penetration depths for bare soil (SLSM-IE) 

DDS diumal penetration depths for snow (SLSM-IE) 

DMAX maximum soil diffusivity 

DNTIN mimimum soil diffusivity 

D, soil water vapor diffusivity 

Efpoi potential evaporation from foliage 
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Ep potential transpiration 

^Qnuix maximum sustainable moisture flux 

Es bare soil evaporation 

Err transpiration 

Errmx maximum transpiration rate sustainable by plants 

Etrmxveg maximum transpiration rate based on vegetation cover 

E, excess evaporation/extraction of waterfrom the soil 

Fdr rate of leaf drip from canopy 

Fe rate of soil evaporation 

P, net water applied to surface (as a rate) 

Fsm rate of snowmelt 

G soil heat flux 

He soil heat flux 

Hle latent heat flux 

H„a net surface heating; slightly different than 

H„e, net surface heating 

Hs sensible heat flux 

Hsmell heat from snowmelt 

K hydraulic conductivity 

Ks saturated hydraulic conductivity 

LT upward longwave radiation 

Li downward longwave radiation 

Li^ 6-hourly downward longwave radiation 

6-hourly upward longwave radiation 

^^max maximum incoming longwave radiation 

L N F ,  normalized 6-hourly net radiation 

LNe ECMWF monthly mean surface net longwave radiation 

LNe6 the ECMWF 6-hourly surface net longwave radiation 

Lnet net longwave radiation 
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Langley Research Center monthly mean surface net longwave 
radiation 

N number of layers 

P total precipitation rate 

Ps precipitation rate of frozen water 

Pw precipitation rate of liquid water 

Q soil water flux 

Qi soil water flux across interface i at time n 

Q" soil water flux across interface i-Vi at time n 

^ rate of water transfer by diffusion to surface layer from below 
(SLSM-IE) 

^ rate of water transfer by diffusion to rootzone layer from below 
(SLSM-IE) 

Qin/ii rate of infiltration 

Ra aerodynamic resistance 

Rb subsurface runoff 

Rs surface runoff 

D resistance to molecular diffusion of water vapor within soil 
pores 

R, total runoff 

Riex ratio of thermal conductivity of a soil to that loam 

Rv gas constant of water vapor at temperature T 

S sink (of water in TLSM soil layer) 

5? upward solar radiation 

51 downward solar radiation 

5net net shortwave 

Ta air temperature at reference height Za 

Td dewpoint temperature of air 

Teit) ECMWF surface temperature at time t 

Tg soil temperature 
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r,v soil temperature at layer x; specifically the temperature used to 
^ A'* calculate the seasonal dependence parameter fjeas 

r„,ax maximum surface temperature 

TS surface temperature (at air-soil boundary) 

TSI lower soil layer temperature 

7-̂  used in thermal routine in SLSM-IE 

Ua wind speed at reference level Za 

LOWERCASE GREEK 

In SLSM, a weighting coefficient between 0 and 1, used for 
a switching between an implicit and explicit finite differencing 

scheme for soil energy calculations 

otd.nir dry soil albedo for wavelengths > 0.7 ^im 

Otd.vis dry soil albedo for wavelengths less than 0.7 fim 

ots.nir saturated soil albedo for wavelengths > 0.7 jim 

Cs.vis saturated soil albedo for wavelengths < 0.7 ^.m 

^Iznu distance between soil surface and 1^' soil node 

A, thermal conductivity of soil 

, thermal conductivity of bare soil for the diurnal wave (SLSM-
IE) 

Xsn thermal conductivity of snow (SLSM-1E) 

e emissivity 

0 volumetric soil water content 

Qdry water content below which water content should not fall, 0.02 

Qs saturated water content (equal to porosity) 

0K,7f water content at wilting point 

K conductance 

A. thermal conductivity of soil 

Xi thermal conductivity of soil layer i (TLSM) 
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thermal conductivity of bare soil for the diurnal wave (SLSM-

Xsn thermal conductivity of snow (SLSM-1E) 

p density of air 

Pss density of the subsurface soil layer (SLSM- IE) 

\{/ matric (capillary) potential 

vj/max maximum matric (capillary) potential, usually 1.53x10^ mm 

ys matric (capillary) potential at saturation 

\]/s matric (capillary) potential at saturation 

UPPERCASE GREEK 

0^ soil water in rootzone layer (SLSM-IE) 

0^ soil water in surface layer (SLSM-IE) 

0, soil water in total layer (SLSM-IE) 

maximum possible transpiration rate 



APPENDIX B: List of Acronyms 

ABRACOS Anglo-Brazilian Climate Observation Study 

BATS Biosphere Atmosphere Transfer Scheme 

BOREAS Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study 

CLM Common Land Model 

ECMWF European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

hlhE First ISLSCP Field Experiment 

GEWEX Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiments 

GMT Greenwich Mean Time 

GSWP Global Soil Wetness Project 

HAPEX Hydrologic and Atmospheric Pilot Experiment 

HEIFE Heihe River Basin Field Experiment 

IPCs Intensive Field Campaigns 

ISLSCP International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project 

LST local standard time 

NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research 

NSA Northern Study Area (BOREAS) 

OA Old Aspen (BOREAS) 

OBS Old Black Spruce (BOREAS) 

OJP Old Jack Pine (BOREAS) 

RFWM root fraction weighed mean (soil temperature) 

SiB, SSiB Simple Biosphere Model 

SLSM-IE Slab Soil Model from BATS version IE 

SSA Southern Study Area (BOREAS) 

SVAT Soil Vegetation Atmosphere 

TLSM ten-layer soil model (attached to BATS) 
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APPENDIX C: 

Derivation and calculation of the water transport in the multi-layer soil model 

(The following is adapted with permission from an unpublished technical note by Z.-L. 

Yang and R. E. Dickinson (1998); about 30% of material and commentary is original to 

this appendix. The remainder is copied, although some of the variables have been 

renamed to be consistent with this document). 

At this time, the multi-layer soil model is only concerned with the movement of 

water in the vertical direction. Conservation of mass requires that: 

DO DO = (c.i) 
dt dz 

where Q is the soil water flux (positive upward). Q is described by Darcy's Law, as 

Note that the second term on the right side, (dzJdz), represents gravitational 

drainage, while the first term of the right side represents movement due to soil matric 

potential, (jdyifldz) must be less than -1 for any net upward movement of water to occur. 

Darcy's law combined with the conservation of water results in the water-content 

version of Richards equation that is currently used in the 10-layer model to describe the 

vertical movement of water: 

(C.2) 
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dt Bz 

This equation can also be written as: 

dt 9z 

30 dz /-J 
(C.3) 

DO) 
Bz 

DK 
BZ 

(C.4) 

The water-content based version of Richards equation is not valid near saturation, 

because D (the unsaturated liquid diffusivity) becomes undefined. 

D(0)=-^^ = A:(0)^ 
C(0) 30 

(C.5) 

0(6) = 9n//30is the specific moisture capacity function. Near saturation » 30, so as 

30 0, 3\|/ becomes extremely large then becomes undeflned. 

Equation (C.l) can be solved numerically by dividing the soil column in N 

parallel layers and then integrating over each of the layers (Mahrt and Pan, 1984; Boone 

and Wetzel, 1996). 

SDZ 
•'"Zi+w at 02 

30, (C.6) 

where i=l,2,..., N, increasing downward, and 5 is a soil moisture sink term (usually water 

extraction by roots). 

Recall from Chapter 2 that default equation to determine layer depths is 

Zi = c, (exp(c2 (/ - C3)) -1) (C.7) 
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where z, is the depth of the soil layer in meters and c/, C2. and cs are constants. The 

default values of c/=0.025 meters and C2=C3=0.5) yields a total soil column thickness of 

just over 3 meters. The thickness of each layer is calculated from 

Az, = 0.5(z,- + Z2) for i= 1 

Az, = 0.5(z,+i - Z|-i) i=2,3,..JV-l (C.8) 

Az,- = Z/v + Zs-\ for i=N 

The interface depths (where fluxes between layers are calculated) are: 

ZQ = z,+vi = 0 for >=0 (the surface layer) 

= 0-5(z,- + z,+i) for i= 1,2,... 1 (C.9) 

=ZN+ Azat-i for i=N 

The average volumetric water content within a layer (between two adjacent 

interfaces) is defmed as 

(c.io) 
Az," 

The flux within a layer is the difference between the fluxes at the upper and lower 

interfaces. If 

then inserting Eqs. (C.IO), (C.lla) and (C.l lb) into (C.6) yields 
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30 
(C.12) 

Taking an implicit forward finite difference in time gives: 

(C.13) 

where A0, = 0!""^' - 0f t 

From Eq. (C.2), Q,.V4 and Qi+vi become 

— 

^ [(Vz-i-V/l+Czz-Zz-i) 
(C.14a) 

O =-K  

_  ^  r (v,-v,>i)+(z/+i-z,) 
(C.14b) 

where \|/ and K are given by Clapp and Homberger (1978) as 

V = V. (C.15) 

K =  K .  
r e 
e. 

(C.16) 

For a given layer, both are a function of soil water content 0,. 
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V,=V5 
e. V y 

(CI 7) 

^0.5(6, 

e. 
(C.18) 

The derivatives with respect to water content are: 

51 (C.I9) 

and 

dK, i+Vi _ 

^0; 
= I2B + 2)KI^ ®i "^®niin(i+I,/i) (C.20) 

and 

At timestep «+/, Q"^ and 0,^ can be approximated as 

Q"̂ =ER« 
att, ""i+l 

(C.21a) 

G"4l =er-« +^^'^0.-1 (C.2Ib) 

This is an expression (ultimately in time) of the flux at the N=I timestep in terms 

of the water content present at the previous timestep. AOcan be solved for using a 

tridiagonal system of equations of the form: 



where / = 

For i=2,n-1 

where 

and 
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a,Ae?.V +C,A9?;-,' (C.22) 

' 39 /-I 
(C.23a) 

' d o .  3 0  A/ (C.23b) 

' 30 
i+I 

(C.23c) 

-G; (C.23d) 

SI = E,,*(F,^,(I)) (C.24) 

Q U = - K  
(^1 ^1-1) 

(C.25e) 

Gi+% -
(z,+,-Z/) 

(C.25f) 
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a0,_i 

-Ki_^ ^¥<-1 

Zi-Zi-x 56/-1 

dK. /-Vi 
30,_, 

(y/_i-¥/)+(z,-z,_,)" 

- 2/-1) 
(C.25g) 

Q̂i-̂  _ 

36. 
-̂ i-vi 3y,-i 

z, -z,_, de,-
I-V4 

30, 
(¥.-i-¥/)+(z.-z.-i) 

fe-z.-i) 
(C.25h) 

36, 
3\tr,.n 

z,+i-z. 36, 

dK,  i+w 
36, (^1+1 ~ Zi) 

(C.25i) 

-^^*±51 = 
36,+, 

I+V4 3y,>i 3Ar, 

z,+i - z, 36,+, 36,_i 

(¥.-¥.-n)+(z/+|-z,) 

(zi+i-z.) 
(C.25j) 

3Ar,.^^ _ (2S -H 3) 
36,_, 36,6,_,+6, 

(C.25k) 

3^i-|J^ _ (2^ + 3) 

36, 36,+, 6,+6,+, 
(C.251) 

For / = I, these equations change slightly. Eq. (C. 13) becomes 

A9,Az,- _ f^n+\ ./-ki+l 
At = -Qinfin+Qr-Si (C.26) 

where 

Qinfil (C.27) 

F -  P -F +F +Fj  8 '€~'5m~'dr (C.28) 
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=max(0, f^Fg) (C.29) 

If Fg > 0, 

i5L= f ^ "W\ •'C -\r\ crt7| cftj| 
- r^=- f^s Jc •'c d̂amp ol7| cw| 

(C.30) 

If F <0,R, =Oanda/? /̂a0, =0. 

Qit̂ 'l — Qĥ l + 

=Q?nrii 

- Qpnfil + 

de, 

de, de. 

^Fe 
de, de, 

AO, (C.31) 

The associated tridiagonal coefficients are 

a, =0 (C.32a) 

3e 
^Az, dR, dF̂   ̂—S-+—^ + ̂  

Af d6 96 I I 
(C.32b) 

C; 
30 , 

n=Si+QP„fi,-Q" 

(C.32c) 

(C.32d) 

For I = N,  the bottom boundary condition is 
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(C.33) 

Eq. (C.13) becomes 

ŷ tt+l t^n + 1 o 
7" V£i+Vd~'^N ~^i al 

(C.34) 

where 

ra 
*^10 

v e - y  
(C.35a) 

OOv 
(C.35b) 

Substituting Eq. (C.35b), (C.2la),and (C.21b) into (C.34) will result in the 

following set of equations; 

a =ia=!i 
36, (C.36a) 

k = -
'dK^ , ag-v. Az, ^ 

36 d6 A/ 
(C.36b) 

c. =0 (C.36c) 

n=s,-^-Qi+K'; (C.36d) 
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dK^ ^  K^(2B + 3)  
36; 0., '10 

(C.36e) 
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APPENDIX D: Description of the equations to limit bare soil evaporation 

The TLSM bare soil evaporation was described in Chapter 2 as: 

P̂ D̂ â P̂ g.sal â) (D.I) 

where Es is the bare soil evaporation, p is the air density, Ce is the drag coefficient, Ua is 

the wind speed, qg^^at is the saturated specific humidity at the soil surface temperature, ga 

is the specific humidity of the air, and a represents the humidity of the air within the soil 

pores and is given by 

where g is acceleration due to gravity, is soil matric potentail, Rv is the gas constant for 

water vapor and Tg is the soil temperature. Recall that: 

The shape of a typical evaporation curve with respect to soil moisture for several soil 

types is shown in Figure D.l At one-hour timesteps, this method of calculating 

evaporation may lead to a serious overestimation of evaporation or condensation, 

especially at low soil moistures near the part of the curve with the steepest slope. The 

actual evaporation at the beginning of a timestep may be much greater than actual 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 
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Table D.l: Properties of loam soil 

Soil property Model values 

Porosity 0.4 

B 7 

Ks 0.0063 mm/s 

¥s -85 mm 

evaporation at the end of the timestep, but the one-hour timestep method will assume that 

the larger value based on initial water content occur the entire hour. 

Figure D.2 demonstrates this problem. In this example, evaporation is calculated 

for a loam soil (whose properties are given in Table D.I) over the range of possible initial 

soil water contents. Air and water temperatures are both set to 20°C and the relative 

humidity is 15%. The dotted line shows the initial amount of water in the soil, d„=os*Az,. 

The dashed line shows the amount of water evaporated in 1 hour with the evaporation 

rate given by Eq. (D.l) and 0 in Eq. (D.3) set to the water content at the beginning of the 

time step. The solid line shows the amount of water remaining in the soil after the 

calculated evaporation is removed. It is clear that for this soil under these conditions, at 

roughly 0 = 0.21 evaporation exceeds available water in the layer, and the soil water will 

go negative. Furthermore, even if the top layer were thicker, the evaporation given by 

Eq. (D. 1) will be overestimation of the evaporation, whether or not it goes negative. 

K. J. Schaudt developed a temporary solution, described below. 

The hour-long time step was subdivided into 3600 1-second intervals. At time 

r=nAr, where Ar = 1 s, evaporation Ej is calculated using the water content at the end of 
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the previous timestep, 6„./ using equations D.1-D.3. This new £5 is used to calculate the 

new water content 0„ 

=e„-,-£:,(e„_,)A//Az, (D.4) 

This process was repeated until /i=3600. The total amount of evaporation over this hour 

was calculated by summing up the evaporation that occurred over each 1-second interval. 

The results of this process can be seen in Figure D.3. Here the 1-hour evaporation 

and fmal water contents from Figure D.2 can be seen as the thin and thick red lines, 

respectively. The total evaporation over the period and the final water content 0n=36oos are 

shown as the thin and thick green lines, respectively. The new accumulative evaporation 

is lower than the hourly evaporation for all initial water contents between about 0.3 and 

the water content at which the old evaporation and the new evaporation both equal zero. 

Note that initial water content using this method never goes negative. Dew formation 

(negative evaporation) begins at the same water content in both, at approximately 

0n=os=O.O65. At this point at which neither evaporation nor condensation is occurring, 

^a=<jg.sai- This value, called Quffset can be calculated by setting Es=0 in Eq. (D. 1). 

ôffset 

r 
9 a 

y*Ig.sat J 

-MB 
(D.5) 

The magnitude of is important, because it can be used to derive a simple 

approximation for the accumulative I-second evaporation curve. This approximation, 

consisting of three straight line segments, is shown by the blue curve in Figure D.4. The 

diagonal portion of this curve can be calculated by: 
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^offset (®fi=0 ^offset̂ ^  ̂ CD.6) 

The slope of this line is the same is equal to the thickness of the top layer. The upper and 

lower end of the diagonal line occur at water contents 0£/ and 0^. The three line segments 

are calculated from; 

^s=-pCpUaqg,sat for Q<eL (D.7a) 

= (0/1=0 - Offset )^i I ̂  for 0L<e<ei/ (D.7b) 

E s  =  pC qU a  ( q g )  f o r  Q ^ u  ( D . 7 c )  

The upper horizontal line corresponds to conditions in which a=l and the lower 

horizontal line to conditions under which a=0. Only if the middle condition of Eq (D.7b) 

is true, if 0f.<0<0i/, does Es become any different (less evaporation or less condensation) 

than what it was with the hourly-calculated evaporation . This is illustrated in 

Figure D.5, which shows the evaporation calculated using the old and the new methods. 

Therefore, this new method only needs to be applied if 0£<0<0£/. 

0^ occurs where Eq. (D.7a) = (D.7b) and Qu where Eq. (D.7b)=(D.7c). 

% = %ffse, + P^D^a^<ig,sat (D.8) 

®£, = ̂ offset ~ pCpUaqa^ ̂  (D.9) 

The values of 0t/, and Qaffset will vary depending on the atmospheric conditions 

and ground temperature and soil properties. 
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Future developments may be made pending experimental data. It might be useful 

to potentially tie evaporation into the water content of the second layer as well as the first 

layer. 

A term representing the derivative of latent heat with respect to soil temperature 

also needs to be recalculated in order to be used in updating the fluxes following the soil 

temperature calculations. 

dE 
dr„ 

s , ae, ̂offset AZ[ _ 1 -
an At B 'offset 

1 1 

Tg qg\n{qal<Ig) 
sat AZi 

A/ 
(D.IO) 

This will be used to modify Eq (2.60) 

_ ^̂ g.sat 
T̂g ar. 

{k^ + K^)K. 
Ka+Kg+ Ky 

Hl-fyeg)CD^a 

which will now become 

ar, ar. 
sat (k^ + kjk, 

Ka+Kg+Ky 
dE^ 

(D.l l )  

This calculation is required to conserve energy and fortunately succeeds in preventing 

soil water content in TLSM from going negative. 
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1 Hour Evaporation, T. = T, = 20*C, RH = 50% 
0.4 

Initial Watej 0.3 

0.2 Sand 
Loam Clay 0.1 

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 
Initial water content in top layer 

0.3 

^ -0.2 

-0.3 

-0.4 

Figure D.l: Initial water content and hourly evaporation for several soil types. At the 
0-line, the soil will cease evaporating and start taking water from the air. 
Sand will continue to evaporate at a much lower water content than clay. 
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0.7 
jLoam, T,=T^20'C, RH = 0.15 

0.6 

0.5 

g 0.4 
s 
e 
3 

0.2 
e> 
L. i) 

0.05 0.1 0.15 2 0.25 OJ 0J5 

Initial water content in top layer 

0.4 

-0.2 

-0.3 -

1 hourevp remaining water - - - initial water 

Figure D.2: One hour evaporation for a loam soil at low water contents. Soil water 
will "go negative" if the evaporation (thin line) exceeds (crosses) the 
initial water content (straight line). 

0.7 

0.5 

0.1 

0.15 U2 0.25 0.3 

Initial water content in top layer 

0.35 0.4 
-0.1 

-0.3 — 1 hour evap — I hour mnaining water initial water 
— 3600 - 1 see evap 3600 - I sec remaining water 

Figure D.3: Hourly evaporation using hourly and 1-second timesteps. Note that the 
evaporation calculated using the 1-second timesteps never exceed the 
initial water content. Evaporation ceases at the same water content in both 
simulations. 
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0.7 
Loam, T,=T,=20C, RH=0.15 

a 0.3 

0.15 0.2 0.25 

Initial water content in top layer 

0.35 0.4 

-3600- Isecevap 

- new evap 
— 3600 - 1 sec remaining water initial water in top layer 
— new remaining water 

Figure D.4: Hourly evaporation using 1-second timesteps and the new approximation. 
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Figure D.5: Hourly evaporation using the 1-hour timestep and the new approximation. 
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APPENDK E: 

Sensitivity of BATS to the diurnal distribution of downward longwave radiation 

by 

Jean C. Morrill, Robert E. Dickinson and Andrea N. Hahmann 

Note: The following appendix contains several excerpts from the article "Sensitivity of 

BATS to the diurnal distribution of downward longwave radiation" by J. C. Morrill, R. E. 

Dickinson and A. N. Hahmann. This article was published in February 1999 by the 

Journal of the Meteorological Society of Japan, and the text excerpts, tables and figures 

are reprinted with permission. The tables and figures have been reformatted to conform 

to the margin requirements of this dissertation. Equations, tables and figures have been 

renumbered with the prefix "E.". (Figure I becomes Figure E.l; Table 2 becomes Table 

E.2, etc.) Mathematical symbols in the following paper may not be consistent with those 

used in the remainder of this document. References mentioned in the excerpted text can 

be found in the dissertation reference section. 

Example Excerpt: 
Excepted material will be closer-spaced, indented, and in a 

different font to readily distinguish It from the other material, but will not 
have any quotation marks. 
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Sensitivity of BATS to the diurnal distribution of downward longwave radiation 

Prologue 

The material in this appendix is meant as a supplement to Chapter 3, to explain in 

greater detail a related study I did in conjunction with the Global Soil Wetness Project. 

This material was originally intended to be part of my dissertation research. However I 

published this research before the other parts were written up, and as a result I was not 

permitted to incorporate it fully into my dissertation. Therefore, a summary with 

excerpts and figures follows. 

Abstract 
The Global Soil Wetness Project questioned the accuracy of the 

ISLSCP lnitiative-1 downward longwave radiation data. The data appear 
to be offset by several hours from what is expected, such that the 
maximum downward longwave radiation consistently occurs late at night, 
when air temperatures are decreasing. This problem may result from the 
formula used to calculate the 6-hourly longwave radiation data. The 
Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS) was used to test the 
sensitivity of one land-surface model to changes in the diurnal distribution 
of downward longwave radiation. Three simulations were performed: 1) a 
control run, in which the unmodified values were used; 2) a run in which 
all the longwave values were shifted fonward six hours and 3) a run in 
which the daily average value was used. Comparisons are made of both 
the large-scale monthly averages and of the monthly average diumal 
cycles at six individual points. The two sensitivity simulations, using the 
altered downward longwave radiation, both increased total incoming 
radiation during the day and decreased it at night, relative to the control 
simulation. Consequently, upward longwave radiation increased during 
the day while decreasing by more at night, resulting in a net decrease in 
upward longwave radiation. The changes in upward longwave radiation 
must be balanced by changes in sensible, latent and soil heat fluxes. As 
a result of the changes to longwave radiation, simulated sensible heat flux 
in the sensitivity simulations increases during the day and decreases at 
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night, but the daytime increase is larger than the nighttime decrease, 
resulting in net increase in sensible heat. The changes in sensible heat 
flux are usually within ±1 W/m  ̂ of the changes in upward longwave 
radiation, with small changes in latent and soil heat fluxes making up the 
difference. Water budget temns, and hence any of the GSWP soil 
wetness index calculations, generally experience only negligible changes. 

E.l Introduction 

The GEWEX/ISLSCP Global Soil Wetness Project (GSWP) and the ISLSCP 

Initiative 1 data set (Sellers et al., 1995a; Meeson et al. 1995) are described in Chapter 3. 

During the course of GSWP, it was discovered that one of the ISLSCP Initiative 1 data 

sets might have a problem. 

One of these fields, the 6-hourty downward longwave radiation, 
appears to contain a serious error; the entire data series seems to be 
offset by several hours from what is expected, with the maximum 
downward longwave radiation consistently occurring late at night in many 
areas. 

Figure E.l shows the July 1987 ISLSCP Initiative 1 data at 
51.5°N, 4.5°E and observed data for Cabauw (51.58°N, 4.56''E), in the 
Netheriands. [The Cabauw data, described in Beljaars and Bosveld 
(1997), was used as model forcing data for the Project for the 
Intercomparison of Land-Surface Parameterization Schemes (PILPS), 
which shares similar goals with GSWP.] As can be seen in Figures E.l a 
and E.lb, the solar radiation and surface air temperature from the 6-hour 
average ISLSCP Initiative 1 data and the observed data have similar 
diurnal patterns. However, Figure E.lc shows that the diurnal pattem of 
the observed Cabauw downward longwave radiation which peaks 
from 1100 to 1400 local standard time (LST), is substantially different 
than the unmodified ISLSCP Initiative 1 downward longwave radiation 
(iUnM)- In particular, is lowest at midday when iLots is largest, and 
iLiniti is highest at night, peaking when iL  ̂is small. 

Downward longwave radiation is more difficult to measure than 
shortwave radiation, so it is frequently estimated from easier-to-measure 
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quantities, such as screen temperature and surface water vapor pressure 
(Swinbank, 1963; Brutsaert, 1975; Hatfield et al., 1983; Culf and Gash, 
1993). Both measured and estimated values of Incoming longwave fluxes 
show similar predictable diurnal trends. Culf and Gash (1993), while 
comparing clear-sky observations with equation predictions for an area in 
Niger, showed that the observed and calculated downward longwave 
fluxes both cleariy peak from about 1300 to 1900 local standard time 
(LST), with a minimum at 0600 LST. The data were collected near 
Damari, Niger, within the Hydrologic and Atmospheric Pilot Experiement 
(HAPEX) study area in the Sahel. Measured incoming longwave 
radiation values at a site in South Carolina (Dennehy and McMahon, 
1987) and calculated values at several sites in Florida (Walsh, 1971) also 
show values peaking in the late aftemoon/eariy evening hours. 

This study is intended to determine the importance of a realistic 
cycle of downward longwave radiation, and to identify any potential 
errors/biases that may occur in the GSWP results as a result of this error. 
This paper investigates the sensitivity of a land-surface model, the 
Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS), to modifications of the 
distribution of the given downward longwave radiation over the daily 
cycle. The modifications, described in more detail later, are 1) shifting the 
timing of the input values to compensate for the temporal error and 2) 
using a constant average value for each day. In both cases, the total 
amount of given longwave radiation per day is conserved. 

E.2 The ISLSCP Initiative 1 Data Longwave Radiation Data 

For background material on the ISLSCP Initiative 1 data, see section 3.2. 

[The interpolations of diumal cycles from 6-hourly data] 

consistently locate the maximum downward longwave radiation after 
sunset (usually between 2000 and 0200 LST, depending upon the 
location), and the minimum downward longwave radiation in the late 
morning to eariy afternoon (0800 to 1600 LST). The diumal range of 
downward longwave radiation varies depending on location and season, 
from less than 0.2 W/m  ̂at some points to more than 200 W/m  ̂at others. 
Downward longwave radiation and air temperature have related diumal 
ranges, with the smallest of both occurring in the northem latitudes in 
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winter and the largest occurring in the desert regions in the summer (for 
example, the Gibson desert in Australia in January and the Sahara and 
Syrian deserts in July). Air temperature peaks in the mid-late aftemoon 
(1400 to 1900 LST), as expected. The 6-hour shortwave radiation input, 
which shows no sign of temporal offsetting, was distributed as a function 
of the cosine of the local zenith angle, with maximum radiation always 
occurring near local noon. 

According to the ISLSCP Initiative 1 documentation (file 
ecmwf.doc). the 6-houriy downward longwave radiation Lie in the data 
set was calculated from: 

where LNiaftc is the Langley Research Center monthly mean surface net 
longwave radiation, LNe is the ECMWF monthly mean surface net 
longwave radiation, LNeb is the ECMWF 6-houriy surface net longwave 
radiation, 7^(0 is the ECMWF surface temperature at time f, e is the 
emissivity (0.996 for all land surfaces in ECMWF) and b is the Stefan-
Boltzman constant. The first right-hand term represents a normalized 
6-hourty net radiation, LA4> while the second term represents the 6-hourly 
upward longwave radiation. Lie. 

If t represents the value at the first hour of a six hour block (say 
1200 GMT), then M would be six hours eariier (0600 GMT) and M 
would be six hours later (1800 GMT). In calculating the average 
temperature of the 6-hour block from 1200 to 1800 GMT, the desired 
mean would be of 7^(1200) and T^^e00), not of r£(1200) and rg(0600). 
The appropriate equation for in this case would be: 

As the LTg varies with surface temperature and is generally much 
larger than L^ ,̂ Lie calculated using Equation (E.I) would be expected 
to be out of phase with temperature by six hours. Three questions were 
raised: 1) does the ISLSCP Initiative 1 data set contain enough data to 
recalculate the downward longwave radiation, 2) if it does not, how can 

(e.1) 

l T ,  {t) = €b + 
4 

(e.2) 
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ISLSCP Initiative 1 users correct for this problem without having to find 
more data, and 3) will this problem cause enough significant errors in the 
model to effect either the output of land-surface modeling in general or 
the goals of GSWP. 

These issues were addressed as follows; 1) The ISLSCP 
initiative 1 data set does not have values for either the LaRC monthly 
mean surface net longwave radiation or the ECMWF 6-hourly surface net 
longwave radiation, so recalculating the normalized net longwave 
radiation is not possible. Without LNe, it is not possible to compute or 
correct Lie. Nor does the data set contain either the instantaneous or 
hourly values of surface temperature necessary for calculating Lte. 2) 
The simplest altemative using the existing ISLSCP Initiative 1 data is to 
perform simple corrections to the existing values of Lie to compensate for 
the temporal errors. There may be other, more complex approaches, but 
they would not necessarily yield any more realistic results, especially at a 
6-hour temporal resolution. 3) The remainder of the paper focuses on 
assessing the changes in model output resulting from simple 
modifications to the diumal cycle of downward longwave radiation. 

E.3 Methods and Theory 

E.3.1 Sensitivity simulations 

Three model runs were performed, as described below. The model was spun of 

for twenty years using the standard GSWP guidelines (see Chapter 3), then an additional 

two years were run for each of the three simulations (the control and the two sensitivity 

simulations). 

The first simulation is the control run (CON) using the unmodified 
forcing data. For the second run, the entire downward longwave radiation 
data set is shifted backwards 6 hours in time, causing the maximum 
incoming longwave radiation, Limu. to occur closer temporally to the 
maximum surface temperatures, This should approximate the 
correct diumal cycle of downward longwave radiation. For the third run, 
the four values for each date are averaged, so that at any given point the 
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hourly downward longwave radiation was constant throughout each 24-
hour period, eliminating the diurnal cycle altogether. The second and 
third simulations will be referred to as the shifted longwave (SLW) and the 
average longwave (ALW) simulations, respectively. 

e.3.2 Energy Balance Theory 

Many of the results of this experiment could be predicted. 

Standard model physics and energy balance equations can be 
used to infer likely impacts of altering the diurnal distribution of downward 
longwave radiation. Net radiation is defined as the sum of net shortwave 
(Snet) and net longwave radiation, and as the sum of sensible heat flux 
(H), latent heat flux (X.E) and soil heat flux (G). Therefore, 

Net Radiation = (5 i -5 T) + (L i -L T) = // + AE + G (E.3) 

and 

S^,+Li=L^+H + ̂  + G (E.4) 

If the downward longwave radiation is altered by the amount ALi and 
remains the same, then the terms on the right-hand side of Equation (E.4) 
must also be altered by ALi if the energy balance is to remain stable. So, 
for any timestep t  

(^ t )  +  L i ( t )  + ALi( t )  = LT ( / )  +  Hi t )  +  A£( t )  G( t )  +  ALi i t )  (E.5) 

where 

ALiit) = ALTit) + AH(t) + ̂ it) + ̂ it) (E.6) 

Over n timesteps: 

^ALi i t )  =  ̂ iALTi t )  + AHit)  + AAEit )  + JG(/)) (E.7) 
r=l /=1 
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Although ALi may be large for any particular timestep, over any 
one day or combination of days, the total amount of downward longwave 
radiation is conserved (ALi=0), so that over the same time period 

= (E.8) 

Therefore the changes in total/average upward longwave radiation 
must be balanced by changes in sensible, latent and soil heat fluxes. The 
three right hand terms are not all free to change equally, however. Soil 
heat flux and latent heat flux will be limited by the available water (in 
plants, on the ground, or in the soil) and so can only vary appreciably 
when there is an accompanying change in the available water. 

E.4 Results and Discussion 

E.4.1 Monthly Average Diurnal Cycles at Single Points 

See section 5.2 and Table E.l and for a description of the 6 points used in this 

study, and the acronym list for an explanation of project acronyms. 

Plots of the monthly average diumal cycles of the major energy 
and water terms for January, April, July and October for both years show 
similar trends. Figure E.2 shows one example, from April 1987 at 
HAPEX-Sahel. This location and time were chosen because the greatest 
houriy difference in downward longwave radiation between the SLW and 
CON simulations among the 6 points and 4 months occurs here. What 
generally happens is that; 

1. Downward longwave radiation in the two sensitivity 
simulations (LisLw and L^alw ) is greater than the 
unmodified downward longwave radiation LicoN during the 
day and less at night (Figure E.2a). Listw is greater than 
LicoH from the moming to the afternoon (-0700-1800 
LST), with the largest difference occurring near 1400 LST, 
and smaller than LicoN at the other times, with the 
maximum decrease occum'ng near 0200 LST. For the 
ALW simulation. LXalw is greater than LicoN in the eariy 
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morning through the early aftemoon (-0400-1500 LST), 
with maximum increase occurring - 0800 LST and the 
maximum decrease occurring near 2000 LST. 

2. In the two sensitivity simulations, upward longwave 
radiation is greater during the day and smaller during the 
night compared to the control simulation (Rgure E.2b). 
The maximum increase and decrease in upward longwave 
radiation frequently occurs an hour after the corresponding 
extremes in downward longwave radiation. The daytime 
positive changes in upward longwave radiation in 
SLW-CON and ALW-CON are not as large in magnitude 
as their nighttime negative changes, resulting in /oiver total 
upward longwave radiation in the SLW and ALW 
simulations. (Skin temperature, soil temperature and leaf 
temperature all follow this pattem as well, but the values of 
SLW-CON and ALW-CON temperatures are very small). 

3. The changes in sensible heat flux, like the changes in 
upward longwave radiation, are positive during the day and 
negative at night (Figure E.2c). Sensible heat changes 
more during the day than at night, resulting in greater 
sensible heat in the SLW and ALW simulations than in the 
CON simulation. This increase is usually within 1 W/m  ̂of 
the decrease in upward longwave. 

4. The differences between latent and soil heat fluxes in the 
SLW and ALW run and the CON run also vary diumally, 
but the changes are less consistent in both magnitude and 
direction. As seen with sensible heat flux, SLW and ALW 
latent and soil heat fluxes also tend to be greater than 
CON latent and soil heat fluxes during the day and smaller 
at night (Figure E.2d,e). However, the latent heat and soil 
heat fluxes alter less (in absolute values) than the sensible 
heat flux because they are limited by the available water 
supply, which is not substantially affected. The net 
contribution of the changes of latent and soil heat fluxes to 
the total changes to the energy budget can be either 
positive or negative, and should be equal in magnitude but 
opposite in sign to the sum of the changes in upward 



longwave radiation and sensible heat flux 
(ALT+AH=-AXE-AG). 

5. SLW changes from the CON energy variables are usually 
of greater magnitude or equal to the ALW changes. 

The mean differences (SLW-CON and ALW-CON) of the four 
energy terms (upward longwave, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux and 
soil heat flux) for the two-year average of the four months at each of the 
six points are shown in Rgure E.3. Values of the mean hourty maximum 
Increase, mean, and maximum decrease, as well as the LST of the 
maximum differences, are shown in Table E.2 and E.3 for the month 
during which the maximum value of SLW-CON downward longwave 
radiation occurred. [Please note that the mean difference column of one 
of the sub-tables in Table E.2 or E.3 is similar to one bar in Figure E.3. 
For example, the mean difference data in Table E.2a, averaged with the 
April 1988 data for this point, are represented by the vertical bar in Rgure 
E.3b.] These tables and figures illustrate how the sum of the mean 
changes of the four energy terms equals zero, as required by Equation 
(E.8). 

Of the six points studied in detail, the two that changed most in the 
diurnal distribution of energy were the HAPEX-Sahel and HEIFE points. 
These were also the two driest points. Figure E.2 shows the diurnal 
cycles of air temperature, upward and downward longwave radiation, and 
the sensible, latent and soil heat fluxes for HAPEX-Sahel April 1987. 
Other months and points have similar diurnal patterns, but with a smaller 
range of both diurnal variability and differences among the three 
simulations. 

In the April 1987 HAPEX-Sahel example, the maximum increase 
and decrease in houriy downward longwave (92 W/m ,̂ -64 W/m  ̂ for 
SLW-CON; +51 W/m ,̂ -65 W/m  ̂for ALW-CON) represent changes to 
the CON values of -15 to 25%. Hence it provides the opportunity to 
assess the effects of large changes to downward longwave radiation on 
the diumal energy balance. The houriy upward longwave radiation 
changes from -15 to 20 W/m ,̂ only -4% to 2% of the CON values, while 
the mean daily difference between SLW and CON of -4 W/m  ̂(3 W/m  ̂
ALW-CON ) is a less than 1% change. The mean SLW and ALW 
sensible heat fluxes increase by 2-3%. The mean SLW latent heat flux. 
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which has a smaller absolute increase (only 1 W/m^), increases by 6%. 
In October, this pattem is reversed, with sensible heat flux increasing 6-
7% but latent heat only increasing 2-4%. 

At HAPEX-Sahel, the SLW and ALW decrease from the CON 
upward longwave radiation Is generally not quite matched by the increase 
in sensible heat, with a net increase in latent heat making up most of the 
differences (Figure E.3, Tables E.2a and E.3a). Other points have 
somewhat different balances. At HEIFE, the increases in sensible heat 
(10% SLW, 8% ALW in April 1987) are greater than or equal to the 
decreases (-0.5%) in upward longwave radiation, and most differences 
are accompanied by a net decrease in soil heat flux (Rgure E.3, Tables 
E.2b and E.3b). 

The diurnal energy differences at FIFE show a similar pattem to 
those at HEIFE, which is at the same latitude, although the mean 
differences are generally of a smaller magnitude (Rgure E.3, Tables E.2c 
and E.3c). At both points, the changes are greatest In July and smallest 
in January. However, one noticeable difference Is that at the HEIFE 
point, the maximum and the range of values of downward longwave 
radiation, upward longwave radiation, sensible heat flux and soil heat flux 
for SLW-CON are only about 25-30% larger than those of ALW-CON. 
At FIFE, the maximum SLW-CON values are usually about twice as large 

as the maximum ALW-CON values for these quantities. 
The three remaining points (BOREAS North, Ede and ABRACOS-

Manaus) all have smaller changes to mean upward longwave radiation 
and sensible heat, although some of these changes to sensible heat can 
still represent a large percentage of its total value. One reason Is that the 
changes to downward longwave radiation are not as great (no more than 
11%, 9% and 6% for any hour, respectively). The SLW and ALW 
changes at Ede (Tables E.2d and E.3d) and BOREAS North (Tables E.2e 
and E.3e). the two high-latitude points, are more similar to each other 
than they are to FIFE and HEIFE, the points with similar precipitation and 
temperature. 

ABRACOS-Manaus shows the smallest changes resulting from 
the altered downward longwave radiation. Tables E.2f and E.3f show that 
the maximum changes to mean upward longwave radiation coincide with 
the largest hourly changes (6%) to downward longwave radiation in 
October 1988. The maximum hourly decrease in downward longwave 
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radiation of -4 (-3) W/m  ̂for the SLW (ALW) is the smallest at any of the 
6 points for the studied months, and represents only 0.8% (0.5%) of the 
CON value. Despite these small numbers, the hourly altered sensible 
heat flux and soil heat fluxes are still sometimes over 10% greater or less 
than the control values. 

Changes to the diumal cycles and mean values of runoff, 
snowmeit. evapotranspiration and soil moisture are generally minute. 
Figure E.4 illustrates an exception to this at BOREAS North in April 1987. 
The moming and afternoon increase in downward radiation increases 
snowmeit. while they both decrease during the evening/night hours. 
Runoff increases in the afternoon, with the afternoon increase in 
snowmeit. but decreases simultaneously with the eariier increase in 
snowmeit. The maximum houriy increase in the SLW snowmeit is 0.75 
mm/day (9%) at 1400 LST, with a corresponding increase in runoff of 
0.24 mm/day (13%). The ALW simulation has a maximum snowmeit 
increase of 0.9 mm/day (20%) at 1000 LST. although the maximum runoff 
increase of 0.38 mm/day (23%) occurs at 1600. Over the entire month, 
snowmeit increases 1% in both simulations and total runoff 0.5% and 
2.5% for the SLW and ALW simulations, respectively. The 0.12 mm/day 
changes to ALW surface soil moisture (not shown) represents a less than 
1% increase, while the SLW surface soil water, as well as root-layer soil 
moisture and total soil moisture in both the sensitivity simulations, does 
not alter noticeably. 

E.4.2 Continental-Scale Monthly Averages 

Next we examined the monthly averages on a continental scale, using the same 

continental division illustrated in Figure 3.5. Because the total radiation input received 

over each day does not vary, the changes to the monthly radiation budget were small. 

The CON case assumes more downward longwave radiation is 
available at night, when incoming shortwave radiation is absent, whereas 
in the SLW and ALW cases, the longwave radiation is increased during 
the daylight hours, when shortwave radiation is already available. During 
unstable daytime conditions, sensible heat flux is more easily changed 
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than it is during stable nighttime conditions. To remain in balance, 
upward longwave and surface skin temperature must change more at 
night when they decrease. Hence the average effect of the SLW and 
ALW changes is to reduce net radiation and cool the surface. 

The average net long-wave radiation (not shown) for the two-year 
period generally decreases. Over the seven major continental areas, net 
longwave radiation is reduced by as much as 2 W/m  ̂ (-3%). These 
changes tend to be smaller in January (0-2%) than in July (1-3%), simply 
because energy influx is greater in July. At some individual points, the 
average two-year net longwave radiation decreases by more than 5 W/m  ̂
(and often by more than 9%). The decrease in net longwave radiation 
equals the decrease in outgoing radiation, as incoming and reflected 
shortwave radiation are not changed. As outgoing longwave radiation is 
greater than the downward and net longwave radiation, its percentage 
change was much smaller, never greater than 0.5% (Table E.4). 

The majority of this decrease in upward longwave radiation was 
matched by an increase in sensible heat flux (Rgure E.5). Although the 
changes in upward longwave radiation and sensible heat are similar in 
absolute magnitude, sensible heat changes by a larger percent of the 
original value, as sensible heat flux is less than upward longwave 
radiation (Tables E.4 and E.5). in January, sensible heat increases the 
least in North America and northern Asia (less than 2.1%) and the most in 
Europe and southern Asia (6-7%) and South America (5%). In July, 
mean sensible heat increases over Australia by approximately 6% (5% in 
1987, 7% in 1988) and over all other continental areas by 2-4% (1-3 
W/m^). The changes in net longwave radiation and sensible heat tend to 
be larger in the SLW case than the ALW case. 

The SLW and ALW latent heat for January decrease slightly, 
usually less than 0.2 W/m .̂ In July latent heat in the SLW and ALW 
simulations increases in some regions and decreases in others, but never 
varies from the CON latent heat by more than 0.3 W/m ,̂ except in 
southern Asia. There the latent heat decreases are of a larger magnitude 
(0.4 W/m  ̂in the 1987 SLW and 1988 ALW simulations and 0.6 W/m  ̂in 
the 1988 SLW simulation) but still represent a less than 1% change. Of 
the major heat flux terms, soil heat flux values show the largest percent 
change, although the absolute value of the differences were quite small 
(usually less than 0.2 W/m^). In January, soil heat fluxes are themselves 
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small (-3 to +2 W/m ,̂ with values usually between -1 and +1 W/m^) 
(Table E.6) and have little effect on the total energy budget. During other 
months, especially April and October, the magnitude of soil heat flux is 
greater, but the average changes to soil heat flux remain small. 

Average skin temperature decreases (as a result of the lower net 
radiation) over each of the seven continental areas, but by less than 0.2% 
(less than 0.6°K). However, at a single point the monthly mean 
temperature change varies from -1.5°K (for a point in Africa. SLW 
January 1987) to 0.68°K (for a point in southem Asia, SLW July 1988). 
These SLW simulation differences tend to be greater in magnitude than 
those of the ALW simulation. Soil surface and sub-surface temperatures 
also show a very small average decreases, with the maximum decreases 
(-0.1%) occurring in Africa. 

In addition to examining the energy budget, we also looked at the water budget. 

Fortunately most of the changes were extremely small, so the error in longwave radiation 

did not appear to have much impact on the water balance. 

Soil moisture In the three layers (surface, root-zone, and total) 
experience change very little on a large scale, although individual points 
experience some fairiy large fluctuations of values in the surface layer 
(Table E.7). The amount of water in the root-zone layer and total soil 
layer remains fairiy constant. The non-dimensional root-zone soil 
wetness values calculated by the GSWP have no significant changes. 

None of the average water balances quantities (runoff, snowmelt, 
evapotranspiration, etc.) deviate by more than 0.02 mm/day. Increases in 
average bare soil evaporation were smaller than 2% in almost all regions. 
with the SLW increases larger than the ALW increases. Changes to 
mean total evapotranspiration in both simulations were even smaller, 
possibly as a result of the combination of minute changes in snow 
evaporation, canopy evaporation and transpiration. 
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E.5 Conclusions 

Changing the incoming longwave radiation cycle by shifting Its 
diurnal phase or using its daily average has only small effects on the 
large-scale energy and water budgets simulated by BATS. Small 
decreases in upward longwave radiation are matched by approximately 
equal increases to sensible heat flux and occasionally small changes In 
latent heat and soil heat fluxes. Changes to the soil moisture terms of the 
most interest to the GSWP are negligible, as are other changes to 
available water. Therefore, the unmodified ISLSCP Initiative 1 data is 
sufficiently accurate for large-scale monthly averages without concern 
about possible errors in the longwave radiation data set. Using a daily 
average would also be a simple alternative. 

Short-term (daily or hourly) averages and small-scale studies, 
however, require more caution when using the unmodified downward 
longwave radiation data. There are significant changes at individual 
points, some of which are obscured by the large-scale averages. The two 
points with the greatest diumal temperature variation (HAPEX-Sahel and 
HEIFE) experienced the largest changes to upward long-wave radiation 
and sensible heat flux, while the two points with the least diumal surface 
temperature variation have the smallest changes. Changes to the water 
balance, although tending to be small, affect the latent and soil heat 
fluxes as well. Studies for specific models concemed with diumal time 
scales or other temporal details or small areas should test their use of the 
ISLSCP data by varying the downward longwave radiation as done in this 
study. 

If any reader wishes to have a copy of this article, I have reprints available. 

Please contact me at iean@hwr.arizona.edu. 
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Table E.l: Details of six study points 

Various physical properties of the six points examined in detail in this study, as well as 
information on the range and mean of precipitation and temperature. 

If X(i )=Pi i )  or T(S) ,  the average precipitation or temperature for one month, where i 
ranges from 1 to 24, then 

= min^tX(i) (Eq. Tl) 

= max,.^^X(/) (Eq. T2) 

X=XA'(/)/24 (EqT3) 
1=1 

AX = X - X (Eq. T4) 
 ̂max "• min v 1 ' 

Climate Point Name Latitude Longitude P 
(mm/day) 

T 
(°K) 

AP 
(mm/day) 

AT 
(°K) 

Cold & Dry 
BOREASN 55.5°N 98.5°W 1.4 271 2.5 41 
HEIFE 39.5°N 99.5°E 0.5 275 2.3 27 

Warm, Less Dry 
FIFE 39.5°N 96.5°W 1.8 285 4.6 33 
Ede 52.5°N 5.5°E 2.3 281 3.7 19 

Hot & Dry 
HAPEX-Sahel 13.5°N 2.5°E 1.3 303 5.9 10 

Hot & Wet 
ABRACOS- 2.5°S 59.5°W 6.2 299 17.6 2 
Manaus 

Point Name Dominant Vegetation Soil 
Texture 

Total Soil 
Depth (m) 

BOREAS North coniferous fine 1.5 
forest/woodland 

HEIFE desert, bare ground medium 1.0 

FIFE cultivation medium 1.0 
Ede, the Netherlands wooded grassland coarse 1.0 

HAPEX-Sahel shrubs and bare ground coarse 1.0 

AB RACOS-Manaus broadleaf evergreen medium 1.5 
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Table E.2: Comparison of the CON and SLW monthly mean diurnal cycles 

a. April 1987 at HAPEX-Sahei 
+ MEAN - nME + TIME-

•l Longwave. 92 0 -64 1400 0200 
T Longwave 15 -4 -20 1500 2100 
Sensible Heat 56 3 -37 1400 0200 
Latent Heat 7 I -I 1400 2000 
Soil Heat 17 0 -24 1400 0200 

b. April 1987 at HEIFE 
+ MEAN - TIME + TIME-

i Longwave . 47 0 -44 1500 0300 
T Longwave 12 -2 -15 1600 0400 
Sensible Heat 26 5 -12 1500 0300 
Latent Heat 3 0 -2 0800 0000 
Soil Heat 9 -3 -17 1500 0300 

c. April 1987 at FIFE 
+ MEAN - nME + TIME-

i Longwave. 54 0 -38 1400 0200 
T Longwave 13 -1 12 1500 0300 
Sensible Heat 27 2 -10 1400 0200 
Latent Heat 8 -7 1400 0200 
Soil Heat 8 -Vi -10 1400 0200 

d. July 1987 at BOREAS North 
+ MEAN - •nME + TIME-

i Longwave. 35 0 -35 1300 0100 
T Longwave 2 -1 -7 1400 0200 
Sensible Heat 30 1 -15 1300 0100 
Latent Heat 8 0 -9 1200 0100 
Soil Heat 6 0 -7 1200 0000 

e. April 1987 at Ede, the Netherlands 
+ MEAN - TIME + TIME-

i Longwave. 26 0 -20 1400 0200 
T Longwave 3 -1 -5 1500 0300 
Sensible Heat 15 1 -7 1400 0200 
Latent Heat 6 0 -5 0700 0200 
Soil Heat 4 0 -5 1400 2000 

f October 1998 at ABRACOS-Manuas 
+ MEAN - TIME + TIME-

4- Longwave. 26 0 -24 1000 2200 
T Longwave 1 -1 -4 1100 0000 
Sensible Heat 21 1 -11 1000 2200 
Latent Heat 8 -10 1500 0400 
Soil Heat 5 V4 -3 0400 0500 

Comparison of the monthly mean 
diurnal cycle of the shifted 
longwave simulation (SLW) with 
the control CCON) simulation for; 
a) April 1987 at the HAPEX-
Sahel, b) April 1987 at HEIFE. c) 
April 1987 at FIFE, d) July 1987 
at BOREAS North, e) April 1987 
at Ede, the Netherlands and 0 
October 1988 at ABRACOS-
Manaus. The +, MEAN and -
represent the maximum increase, 
mean difference and maximum 
decrease, respectively. All units 
are in W/m^. The TIME + and 
TIME - show the local hours at 
which the maximum increases 
and decreases occurred. For each 
site, the month during which the 
maximum value of SLW-CON 
downward longwave radiation 
occurred is presented. 
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Table E.3: Comparison of the CON and ALW monthly mean diumal cycles 

3; April 1987 at HAPEX-Sahel 
+ MEAN - TIME + TIME-

X Longwave . 51 0 -65 0800 2000 
T Longwave 7 -3 -24 0900 2100 
Sensible Heat 33 3 -22 0800 2000 
Latent Heat 3 0 -1 1100 0600 
Soil Heat 11 0 -26 0800 2000 

b. April 1987 at HEIFE 
+ MEAN - TIME + TIME-

Longwave. 36 0 -36 0900 2100 
T Longwave 7 -2 -15 0900 2200 
Sensible Heat 21 4 -6 0900 2100 
Latent Heat 1 0 -1 0800 0000 
Soil Heat 8 -2 -17 0900 2100 

c. April 1987 at FIFE 
+ MEAN - •nME + TIME-

4" Longwave . 24 0 -30 0800 2000 
T Longwave 1 -1 -11 UOO 2100 
Sensible Heat 15 1 -8 1000 2000 
Latent Heat 7 0 -3 0800 2200 
Soil Heat 6 0 -11 1000 2000 

d. July 1987 at BOREAS North 
+ MEAN - TIME + TIME-

Longwave . 18 0 -18 0700 0100 
T Longwave 1 -1 -4 1200 0000 
Sensible Heat 13 1 -9 UOO 0000 
Latent Heat 9 0 -5 0700 0100 
Soil Heat 5 0 -5 0500 1900 

e. April 1987 at Ede, the Netherlands 
+ MEAN - TIME + TIME-

4- Longwave. 17 0 -20 0800 2000 
T Longwave 2 -1 -5 0900 2100 
Sensible Heat 10 1 -7 0800 2000 
Latent Heat 5 0 -4 0700 2000 
Soil Heat 3 0 -6 0800 2000 

f. October 1998 at ABRACOS-Manuas 
+ MEAN - TIME + TIME-

i Longwave . 19 0 -18 1000 2200 
T Longwave 1 -Vi -3 0600 2200 
Sensible Heat 17 Vi -10 1000 2200 
Latent Heat 8 0 -8 1400 00100 
Soil Heat 6 0 -4 0800 0200 

Same as for Table E.2, but for the 
ALW simulation and the CON 
simulation. 
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Table E.4: Upward longwave radiation in the three simulations 

= [(SLW-CON)/CON]* 100 (Eq. T5) 
= [(ALW-CON)/CON]» 100 (Eq. T6) 

Jan 87 Jan 87 Jan 87 Jul 87 Jul 87 Jul 87 
CON A^ A^ CON A^ A'^ 
W/m^ % % W/m^ % % 

N. America 264 -0.07 -0.04 402 -0.24 -0.20 
S. America 442 -0.18 -0.13 404 -0.14 -0.15 
Africa 434 -0.33 -0.32 469 -0.52 -0.43 
Europe 292 -0.12 -0.09 434 -0.38 -0.43 
N. Asia 206 -0.05 0.00 398 -0.27 -0.26 

S. Asia 349 -0.19 -0.22 441 -0.26 -0.20 

Australia 491 -0.30 -0.34 378 -0.52 -0.52 

Table E.5 Sensible heat flux in the three simulations 

A^, A'^ as defmed in Table E.4 

Jan 87 Jan 87 Jan 87 Jul 87 Jul 87 Jul 87 
CON A^ A^ CON A^ A^ 
W/m^ % % W/m^ % % 

N. America -13 2.07 1.76 50 2.24 1.68 

S. America 35 3.53 2.32 31 2.68 2.65 

Africa 52 3.70 3.07 73 3.67 2.84 

Europe -7 5.90 6.74 52 3.18 2.59 
N. Asia -20 1.22 0.27 44 2.63 2.42 

S. Asia 21 5.10 5.31 47 3.40 2.31 

Australia 75 2.62 2.62 32 6.81 6.25 
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Table E.6: Soil heat flux in the three simulations for January 1987 

A^, A'^ as defined in Table E.4 

mean mean mean 
CON SLW-CON ALW-CON A^ A'^ 
W/m- W/m^ W/m^ % % 

N. America -0.21 -0.02 -0.02 -13.3 -10.0 
S. America 0.58 -0.11 -0.08 -20.1 -13.7 
Africa 0.68 -0.22 -0.20 -33.2 -31.0 
Europe -2.80 -0.08 -0.10 -2.7 -3.4 
N. Asia -0.20 -0.01 -0.01 -4.5 -5.7 

S. Asia -0.87 -0.30 -0.22 -34.8 -25.6 
Australia 0.94 -0.20 -0.16 -21.5 -17.4 

Table E.7: Surface soil moisture in the three simulations for July 1987 

mean mean mean min max min max 
CON SLW-CON ALW-CON SLW-CON SLW-CON ALW-CON ALW-CON 
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm 

N. Amer. 8.64 0.03 0.04 -0.68 1.86 -0.63 2.17 

S. Amer. 9.86 0.01 0.04 -2.72 2.05 -1.65 3.11 
Africa 5.79 -0.02 0.01 -1.03 0.61 -0.43 0.37 
Europe 7.20 0.00 0.02 -0.96 0.22 -0.64 0.28 
N. Asia 9.25 0.01 0.03 -1.16 0.57 -0.77 0.60 
S. Asia 10.93 0.02 0.03 -1.38 1.42 -2.00 4.37 
Australia 6.58 -0.05 -0.02 -1.16 0.50 -0.93 0.20 
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Figure E.l: July 1987 observed hourly and ISLSCP Initiative 1 6-hourly mean diurnal 
a) downward shortwave radiation, b) surface air temperature and c) downward 
longwave radiation at Cabauw, the Netherlands. 
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Figure E.2; Monthly average diurnal cycles for the three simulations (CON, SLW, and 
ALW) of a) downward longwave radiation and surface air temperature, b) upward 
longwave radiation, c) sensible heat flux, d) latent heat flux and e) soil heat flux 
for April 1987 at HAPEX-Sahel 
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Figure E.2: (continued) 
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Figure E.3: Daily average value of SLW—CON and ALW—CON downward surface 
longwave radiation, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux and soil heat flux 
for the 1987-88 average of a) January, b) April, c) July and d) October for 
each of the six points 
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January 1987 
a. Upward Longwav* Radiation (SLW-CON) b. SanaiMa Haal Ru> (SLW-CON) 

c. Upward L^ngwawa Radiation (ALW-CON) d. Sanaibia Haat Flux (ALW-CON) 

July 1987 
e. Upward l-ongwava Radiation (SLW-CON) f. SanaiMa Haat Rux (SLW-CON) 

g. Upward Longwava Radiation (ALW-CON) h. SanaiMa Haal Rux (ALW-CON) 

W/m' 

Figure E^: Monthly January 1987 mean difference between upward longwave radiation 
for a) the SLW and CON simulations and b) the ALW and CON simulations and for sensi
ble heat flux for c) SLW and CON and d) ALW and CON. Plots (e-h) are the same as plots 
(a-d), but for July 1987. 
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APPENDIX F: The Heterogeneous Layered Soil Model 

or 

A robust, physically realistic method for modeling unsaturated vertical flow in 

heterogeneously-layered soils using a water-content based model 

Note; This material was written by K. J. Schaudt and J. C. Morrill, and is printed here 

with permission of K. J. Schaudt. Some of this material was submitted in a similar form 

to Water Resources Research, but has not yet been accepted as of November 30, 2000. 

Mathematical symbols in the following paper may not be consistent with those used in 

the remainder of this document. The material has been provided for the convenience of 

the reader, to aid in optional further understanding the details of the layered soil model as 

described in Chapter 6. 

F.l Introduction 

Richards Equation (RE), which governs the motion of water within homogeneous 

soils, can be expressed in terms of the water content (0) or the soil matric potential (4^). 

RE is a continuity equation that states a flux is created by a nonzero spatial derivative in 

the soil matric potential, and by gravity in the vertical direction. 

In climate and land-surface models, homogeneous soils are typically modeled 

with the 6-based form of RE rather than the H'-based form because the 6-based form is 

considerably more efHcient numerically. This is due to the fact that 6 can vary only over 

a small range of values (0 < 6 < 6s < 1) while ^ may range over 9 or 10 orders of 
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magnitude over the same distance under identical conditions. Because the range of can 

be so large, solutions using the H'-based form tend to require a considerably finer spatial 

and temporal resolution than the solutions using the Abased form to model identical 

conditions (e.g., Celia et al., 1990 and pg 213 in Hillel, 1998). 

There is a widely held belief (e.g., pg 244 in Kirkham and Powers, 1972 and pg 

213 of Hillel, 1998) that the presence of discontinuities in 6 over the boundary between 

two heterogeneous soil strata precludes the use of the 6-based form of RE. In order to 

overcome this perceived problem, there have been two general methods developed for 

modeling stratified soils. By far the most common method has been to use the 4'-based 

form, because is continuous (e.g. Miller et al., 1998 and Berg, 1999). However, to 

properly treat an interface between two soil strata, one must use a boundary condition 

(the continuity in flux), as the spatial derivative of 4*, which is an integral part of RE, is 

not continuous. Failure to treat the interface with the appropriate boundary condition will 

produce water balance problems. The drawback to using the H'-based form in stratified 

soils is the same as using it in homogeneous soils, that is, fine spatial and temporal 

resolutions are typically required. 

Another published method (Russo, 1991) for modeling stratified soils uses the 0-

based form of RE, but insures continuity of 0 by altering the soil properties near the 

interface of the two strata. The differences between the two soil properties are smeared 

near the interface in a way that allows 6 to remain continuous at some level. 
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Unfortunately this smearing of soil properties is complex to implement and may alter the 

true answer significantly (especially near the interfaces). 

The fact that 6 is discontinuous at the boundary in stratified soils does not 

preclude the use of the 0-based form of RE. If the interface between two soil strata is 

treated with boundary conditions, the 0-based for of RE may be used. A simple analogy 

is the textbook example of the propagation of electromagnetic waves across the boundary 

between two different media. The fact that the normal component of the electric field is 

discontinuous across the interface between different dielectrics does not preclude its use 

as the solution to Maxwell's Equations, in fact it is often the preferred method. Within 

each media. Maxwell's Equations still holds and the interface is treated with boundary 

conditions. In fact, Snells' Law, which governs the path of a light beam when it crosses 

an interface between materials with different indices of refraction, follows directly from 

these boundary conditions (see chapter 25, in Wangness, 1979). 

In this paper we show that the 6-based solution of RE can be used with no 

smearing of soil properties. At the interface between dissimilar soils the solution is 

required to have continuity in the water flux and the soil matric potential. The 

discontinuity in water content will create two unknown values for the water content at the 

interface (the water content just above the interface, 0a, and the water content just below 

the interface 6/). Thus, there are two equations (flux and soil matric potential continuity) 

and two unknowns (6u and 6/), and the problem is well-defined and solvable. 
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Section F.2 gives the theoretical basis for this method. In Section F.3, the application of 

the theory is shown. Examples illustrating our method are given in Section F.4 and the 

conclusions in Section F.5. 

F.2 Theory 

The soil model used in this study is a recent, currently unpublished, addition to 

Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS). It is similar in form to the National 

Center for Atmospheric Research Land Surface Model (LSM), Bonan (1996), but is 

generalized to allow numerical layers of uneven thickness. These models contain no 

hysteresis. Most global land-surface models, such as BATS, Dickinson et al. (1993), and 

the LSM restrict modeled water movement within the soil to the vertical direction. We 

work within the same restrictions for simplicity, but the method can be generalized to 

three dimensional models. The conservation of water can be stated as: 

96 Bq 

where 6 is the volumetric soil water content, q the water flux, which may include sources 

or sinks for water, t the time and z the depth within the soil. The vertical direction, z, is 

positive upward, as is the direction of the flux, q. The flux is given by Darcy's Law as: 

where K is the hydraulic conductivity and is the soil matric potential. 

The water-content based form of RE, expressed in the vertical direction is: 

(F.2) 
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l7=f dt az az 
(F.3) 

where D(0) is given by: 

o(e)=|g=Ar(e)/. (F.4) 

It has been claimed (e.g., pg. 213 in Hillel, 1998 and pg. 107 in Jury et al., 1991) 

that the 6-based form of RE (Eq. F.3) cannot be used at or near saturation because C(0) in 

Eq. (4) tends to zero. This statement is not true for most parameterizations of 4^. If a 

program can handle the initial condition where at least two consecutive 6 are set to the 

same value, then the program can remain unchanged to model saturated conditions, 

provided that T and its analytic (not numerical) partial derivative dV/dQ remains finite at 

saturation. See Section F.3.1 for more details.. 

BATS uses the Clapp and Homberger (CH) parameterization for soil matric 

potential and hydraulic conductivity. The CH parameterization is as follows. For the soil 

matric potential: 

where is the soil matric potential at saturation, 6^ is the water content at saturation and 

B is the Clapp and Homberger B parameter. The parameterization for the hydraulic 

conductivity is 

(F.5) 
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K = K. (F.6) 

where is the saturated hydraulic conductivity. 

Within each soil stratum the value of 6 is continuous, so within each stratum RE 

holds. The two boundary conditions (continuity of flux and soil matric potential) allow 

the different strata to interact. Figure F.l illustrates the details of this interface. The 

strata are subscripted with j and the numerical layers with /. The values of the soil water 

content just above the interface and just below the interface are given by the following. 

From the continuity of soil matric potential: 

4* 
e. = * ,  

S,j+\  
0/ 

-B 

(F.7) 

where the j  subscript denotes the values for the upper stratum and the j  + 1 denotes the 

values for the lower stratum and where 0„ is the water content just above the interface 

and 0/ is the water content just below the interface. The continuity of water flux gives: 

3f,(ej8e„ ^, 
30„ dz 90/  dz 

+ l (F.8) 

where the j  and j  + 1 subscripts again label the strata. Solving Eqs. (F.7) and (F.8) 

simultaneously allows 0„ and 0/ to be found (numerically) in terms of 0, and 0,+i (the two 

adjacent water content values). Physically, the result is continuity in 4* over the 

boundary, but a discontinuity in 0 and the spatial derivatives of and q (i.e., a change 
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the slo[>e of 4* and q in the vertical profile). The flux may be expressed in terms of both 

the values above and below the interface as: 

<77 =<li +^/) = —^ 
3y(ejae, 

ae„ dz 
+ 1 

36/ dz 
(F.9) 

When the is given in the form of the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (F.9), finding the 

required derivatives (used in the descretized version of Eq. (F. 1), which is discussed in 

the next section) is straightforward. 

Although this paper reports only results for the Clapp and Homberger 

parameterization of hydraulic conductivity and soil matric potential, the general method 

can be applied to most, if not all, parameterization schemes. 

As long as the surrounding water content values (6, and 6,>i) remain above zero 

and below saturation, there is always only one solution to the combined Eqs. (F.7) and 

(F.8). As a function of 0„, there is a maximum of one turning point (where the slope is 

zero and the sign of the slope changes) for qi and at most one turning point for qu iqu need 

not have a turning point depending upon the value of 0,). This, coupled with the behavior 

of qu and qi as a. function of 0u (using Eq. (F.7) to find 6/), shows there is only one 

solution. At very low values of 0„, qu must be negative (downwards) and qi positive 

(upwards). At higher values of qi must change from positive to negative (because 

even if 6,>i is saturated there is still gravitational drainage). If the value of 0, is low 

enough, as 6u increases qu will change from negative to positive, but the change in sign is 

not required, as the qi will always become negative at some point. The typical shapes of 
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<7„ and as a function of 0„ are shown in Figure F.2. The interface shown is that between 

moss and peat at the end of 3 days of drying under constant external conditions as 

described in the Section 4. 

At saturation, the situation is more complex. In the horizontal direction, there is 

no flux across the interface between two different types of soil provided that both soils 

are saturated. In this case, there is a discontinuity in T across the interface if the two 

saturated values of the soil matric potential (*F,) differ. In the vertical direction, at 

saturation (i.e., 0, = Qjj and 0,+/ = Qsj+i), the situation is more complex because gravity is 

present. Some sources discuss saturated flow in stratified soils in general terms, such as 

pgs. 83-87 in Jury (1991), however, too few observations exist to test our method. While 

our model simulates the general observations on pg. 259 of Iwataet al. (1988) away from 

the interfaces, the values of water content at the interface appear to be unrealistic when 

large differences in soil properties exist (such as between clay and sand). Therefore, until 

we can resolve the questions of the water content at the interface for heterogeneous strata 

at saturation (which may require experimental confirmation, as data of this type is very 

sparse) this method should be used only for modeling unsaturated soils. 

F.3 Application 

The 10-layer soil model uses forward implicit time-stepping which produces the 

following descretized equation for Eq. (F.l), see the similar soil water treatment in LSM, 

Bonan, 1996 for further details. 
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(F.IO) 

where the i denotes the descretized layer number, n denotes the time step and A0 denotes 

the change in the water content from time step n to time step n + I. As illustrated in 

Figure F.3, the flux (q) is calculated at a point half way between the position that the 

adjacent water content values are calculated. Therefore, the flux contains an additional Vz 

in the subscript. The sources and sinks are summed and denoted as 5,. The fluxes at the n 

+ 1 time step are expressed as an expansion in the change water content. 

where the fluxes for homogeneous soils are given by Eq. (F.2) with the water content at 

the boundary between the two numerical layers being 0,+i/2 = Vi(0, + 0,>i). 

Applying Eq. (F. 11) to the all the soil layers forms a coupled set of linear 

equations in A9,. The A0 are found by solving the following matrix equation: 

^1+1/2 -^1+1/2 + (F.ll) 

a,A0,_i +6,A0,. + c,A0,+, = /• (F.12) 

where the matrix elements are given by: 

(F.13a) 
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' ae, ae, 
1/2 Az,-

A//  
(F.13b) 

_ _ ^%+ia 
' ae,., 

(F.13C) 

/J - J,- + q"^i/2 - ̂,+1/2 (F-' 3d) 

for all but the top and bottom layer of the soil column. For the top layer (/ = 1), ai is zero 

and the qi-in terms of Eq. (F.13b and d) are replaced by the flux of water from the 

atmosphere, which includes liquid water from various sources (direct precipitation, water 

dripping from the vegetation, snowmelt and evaporation). The evaporation (with 

negative values representing dew) is modeled by the following: 

£ = p CD^a i^s - ) (F. 14) 

where p is the density of the air, cd is drag coefficient, Va is the wind speed at the 

anemometer level, qs is the specific humidity at the surface, and qa is the specific 

humidity of the air. The parameter oris given by 

a = exp(g^(0,„,)/^rj (F.15) 

where R is the gas constant for water vapor (261.7 J kg ' °K''), g is the gravitational 

constant (9.8 m s "), Tg is the surface soil temperature in °K and *F(65ur) is the soil matric 

potential at the surface, where Qsur is found by extrapolation from 0i and 02. For the 
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bottom layer (/ = AO, cn is zero and the ^,+1/2 in Eq. (F.13b and d) are replaced by Ks-

Although there have been questions about the applicability of the evaporation in the form 

of Eq. (F. 14) and (F. 15), (see Mahfouf and Noilhan, 1991), the form of the evaporation 

does not alter the key aspects of this method. However, change the form of Eq. (F.14) 

and (F. 15) may have an effect on the numerical results under some conditions. 

We now show how the above scheme is generalized to the case of heterogeneous 

strata. As the flux is calculated at the Zi+in. depths, when the soil consists of 

heterogeneous strata the interface between strata must be placed at one of these depths. If 

an interface is placed at a depth of ZMa (between the water-content values 0k and Qm), 

the matrix elements in Eqs. (F.13) need to be modified because replaces the flux at 

Z/t+1/2 as shown in Table F.l. 

As the water content just above (0„) and just below (0;) the interface are functions 

of 0/ and 0i+i, the derivatives with respect to these variables must be taken properly. For 

example, the derivative in Eq. (F.l3a) becomes: 

dqr ^ dqr 
90, 30, a0„ 30, 30, 30, ^ ^ ^ 

The details of the proper way to take these derivatives are given in Section 3.2. 

The initial conditions for the water content are best set with different strata having 

different values. This difference need not be large. For example, the initial conditions 

for all the simulations in this paper set the top stratum to 90% of saturation, the second 

stratum to 87.5% of saturation and the third stratus (if it exists) to 85% of saturation. 

When homogeneous soils are shown for comparison, the initial water content was set to 
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90% of saturation. Setting the initial condition such that all 6, are equal or that all (0,/di) 

are equal is unnatural and hence, the solution during the spin-up time (less than 1 day) is 

unnatural and sometimes causes slight numerical difficulty in finding the solution to Eqs. 

(F.7) and (F.8). 

As there is no general analytic solution for 0u or 6/ in terms of 6, and 6,>i from the 

simultaneous solution of Eqs. (F.7) and (F.8), the values must be found numerically. 

Water will be conserved at least at the level of the solution criteria. Equation (F.7) allows 

6; to be given in terms of 6u. The solution requires that the left-hand side (LHS) and the 

RHS of Eq. (F.8) also be equal. If the solution criteria is set so that the maximum 

allowed difference between the LHS and RHS of Eq. (F.8) is 0.1%, then water will be 

conserved to at least this level. All results shown in this paper conserve water to better 

than 0.1% over the entire run (some runs included over 80,000 time steps), unless 

otherwise noted. Depending upon the fluxes involved in the simulation, this may require 

double precision be used to find the correct values of 0„ and 0/. 

F.3.1 Note on Saturated Conditions 

There is a belief that the 0-based form of RE cannot be used under saturated 

conditions because the term 30/94' = A0/A*F is thought to be zero. However, this is not 

the case for most parameterizations of 4*. The term is actually indeterminate because AM* 

is also zero when A0 is zero. Furthermore, the key term (the first term on the RHS of Eq. 

(F.2) is also indeterminate, which can be seen when the term is descretized as shown 

below. 
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a4'a0_A4'Ae o o 

de  d z~  AQ Az  O ^A z  

Under these conditions, no definitive statement can be made without looking at the 

details of the functions. 

In the case of the Clapp and Homberger parameterizations, the derivative of 

with respect to 6 can be taken analytically as follows: 

3 0  0 ^ 0 ,  
V ^ / 

(F.18) 

At saturation Eq. (F. 18) equals -B ̂ s/Bs and Eq. (F. 17) is zero because A0 is zero. 

Other common 4^ parameterizations also produce flnite partial derivatives at saturation, 

and therefore, Eq. (F.17)will also be zero at saturation for these parameterizations. 

If one instead chooses to descretize the LHS of Eq. (F. 17)directly, one obtains: 

I  ej-6,  XZ2-Z,J Z2-2,  

Although the LHS of Eq. (F. 19) will produce a serious error if coded as shown at 

saturation (02 = 0| = 0j), the RHS is 0 at saturation providing that 4^ remains finite at 

saturation. Furthermore, the LHS of Eq. (F.19) will encounter the same serious 

numerical problems whenever 0i equals 02 and the RHS will be zero. Thus, if both 4* 

and its analytic partial derivative 34^/90 are finite at saturation (which is in agreement 

with observations), then if a program can handle initial conditions where at least two 

consecutive numerical layers are given the same unsaturated value for 0, then that 
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program is coded in such a way that will allow the same equations (and coding) to be 

used to model the soil at saturation. 

F.3.2 Solution for the Partial Derivatives 

In the case of homogeneous soils, the equation for the water content at the 

boundary between two numerical layers (at a depth of z/+m) can be written in a simple 

analytic form, namely Qi+m - '^(Qi + 9/+i). This allows the partial derivatives (96,+1/2/30,) 

and (30,+1/2/30,>i), which are required in Eq. (F.13), to be found analytically, where both 

equal Vi. However, in the case of heterogeneous soils, the values of water content just 

above (0„) and just below (0/) the boundary between two soils of different type cannot be 

written in a simple form. The partial derivatives must be taken as follows. Equations 

(F.7) and (F.8) can be written in the form of: 

F(a,v,jc,>') = 0 (F.20) 

where the u and v are dependent upon the x and y, and where x and y are the independent 

variables. The full derivative of Eq. (F.20) with respect to x is (see pg. 772 of Arfken, 

1970): 

dF _ dF 3F du ^ dF — o 

where the subscripted variables are the variables that are assumed constant for each 

partial derivative. When the same procedure is applied to a second function, there will be 

a set of two equations with two unknowns (du/dx) and (dv/dx), which will allow these 
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partial derivatives to be found. There will be a similar equation for the full derivative 

with respect to y, which will allow the partial derivatives with respect to y to also be 

found. Applying this method to Eqs. (F.7) and (F.8) where the independent variables are 

6, and 6/+1, and the dependent variables are 6a and 6/, one obtains the following equations. 

From Eq. (F.7), one obtains F\ = *F(0a) - 4'(0/) = 0, which produces: 

dF, _9F, ^ 3F, ae, ^ 8Fi 99; ^ 9y(ej3e, aH^(e,)9e, 

dQi ae, de„ ae, ae, ae, ae„ ae, ae/ ae, 
(F.22) 

Equation (F.8), produces F2 = qu(Qu) — gKQi) =0. Recalling that z below the surface is 

negative and with the spatial derivatives express in the form of the RHS of Eq. (F.22) 

gives: 

rfF, dF, . 3F, 39„ . ae, y(9„) a'r(e,) 

ae„ 

d6i as, a0„ as, ao/a©,- Zi+i/2~^i 

aii:(e„)fi'(e,)-T(eJ ^ J ic(9„) 3f(9j 

3e„ \ ZMn-Zi J z,ti/2-Z( 39„ jae,-

aK(e,)f'y(e,)-4'(e,^,) ^ n ai-Ce,)' 

[ 2,>i - 2,+1/2 J Zi+I ~ 2(+1/2 
^ = 0 

(F.23) 

Equation (F.22) allows the two partial derivatives to be related to one another as: 

-f3^(9,)  /afCeJ] ae, 

39, 1  ae,  /  d9„ jae,  
<F.24) 

Placing Eq. (F.24) into (F.23) produces the following equation for BQi/dQi, noting that 

Zi+i Zi+v4 ~ Zi+v4 Zi — 0.5(Zj+i zi) — '/^Azi 
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where F3 and F4 are: 

F^=A  j 4'(e.)- »F(e„ )+1az,1-
ae, 30,. 

ay(e,) /ay(ej 

ae, / ae„ 

(F.25) 

(F.26) 

F, = ^{*(9/) - f (9,.,)+1 Az,}+*:(e, (F.27) 

Equation (F.24) gives 30„/ae, in terms of BQi/dQ,. The derivatives with respect to 

0,+i are found in the same manner as above. The derivative of Fi with respect to 6,+i 

gives: 

dF BF 
+ 

y,u,v 

BF Bu BF 3v 

dx dx 
+ 

y,u,v Bu x,y,v Bx ' 3v x.>.« ax 
= 0 (F.28) 

Note that Eq. (F.28) is identical in form to Eq. (F.24) with 0,+i replacing 0,. When 

Eq. (F.28) is inserted into dfzldQi+x, the following equation results: 

a0, 
—=K(e, |(F^+Ft) 
i+I <^1+1 /  ao 

Thus, one obtains the following relation between the two partial derivatives of 0/. 

/ we )ay(0/)] a0, 

30/., d0,„ / 30, J30,-

(F.29) 

(F.30) 
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Substitution of Eqs. (F.24), (F.25), (F.28) and (F.30) into Eq. (F.16) and its counterpart 

give dq-jJdQi and 9^/90,+i. If the analytic partial derivatives are used, as given in Eq 

(F.18), the same method can be used to find the necessary partial derivative for use in Eq. 

(F.I 6). 

F.4 Results 

Three simulations of the drying of initial wet soils are shown. The soil columns 

have a total depth of either 3.4 or 3.2 m. The first of the three heterogeneous soil 

columns consists of 0.09 m of moss over 0.40 m of peat over 2.91 m of loam and is 

labeled as the MPL simulation. The second consists of a mulch layer of variable 

thickness over loam, where the total soil column is 3.2 m thick, and is labeled as the MuL 

simulation. The third soil column consists of a 0.05 m clay stratum placed O.OS5 m 

below the surface surround by sand with a total column thickness of 3.2 m. It is labeled 

as the SCS simulation. The soil properties for these three simulations are given in 

Table F.2. The MPL simulation is modeled with both 10 (numerical) layer and ICXX) 

layer soils, while the MuL and SCS simulations are modeled with 20 layer soils. 

The external conditions are held constant and thus are representative of laboratory 

conditions. The external conditions include constant air and surface soil temperatures, 

constant wind speed and constant humidity and are summarized in Table F.3. 

The mathematical requirements at the interface (continuity in and q, and 

discontinuity in 0, and the slopes of ^ and q) are illustrated in Figure F.4-F.6 for the 

MPL soil column. Figure F.4 shows the degree of saturation (6/6^) at the end of 1 day, 3 
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days and 10 days. It also illustrates the di^erence between the results using 10 uneven 

soil layers (the points) and 1000 even layers (the lines). Only near the bottom of the soil, 

where the soil layers are quite thick in the 10 layer runs, do the 10 and 1000 layer runs 

differ, and even there the difference is not large. A 20 layer soil shows very good 

agreement with the 1000 layer results over the entire soil column. Figure F.5 illustrates 

the continuity in 4^ and the discontinuity in its slope at the strata interfaces. Figure F.6 

shows the continuity in flux and the discontinuity in its slope at the interfaces. 

The temporal robustness is shown in Figure F.7. The results for 1-hour time steps 

are nearly identical to the results using 1-second time steps (they differ only in the 3"^ 

digit). Although problems may arise when evaporation is calculated via Eq. (F.14) with 

long time steps, under some conditions Eq. (F.14) produces reasonable results. The 

potential problem with using Eq. (F.14) for long time steps can be understood by looking 

at the shape of the evaporation vs. water content curve. At high levels of water content, 

the soil evaporates at nearly the same rate as open water. At some level of water content 

(Of) the evaporation begins to drop rapidly. In general, the lower the value of B, the 

lower is the value of O^ and the sharper is the drop. If the water content at the beginning 

of a time step is close to but above 0,, the evaporation will be given a value at the level 

for open water. When the time step is long (say 1 hour), the evaporation will be 

overestimated because in reality the evaporation rate may drop to zero by the end of the 

hour (especially for dry air conditions). However, the code will assume the evaporation 

remains at the initially high level the entire hour, thus overestimating the evaporation. 
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Although this model allows heterogeneous soil as robustly as homogeneous soil, 

the current heterogeneous soil code does take more cpu time. The addition of one 

heterogeneous interface increased the cpu time by 2.3 times over homogeneous soils. 

The addition of an additional interface increased the cpu time by 4.1 over homogeneous 

soils. Presently the mechanism used to find the simultaneous solution of Eqs. (F.7) and 

(F.8) is a simple unguided scan. Introducing a more efficient search mechanism should 

reduce the required cpu time. 

In Figure F.8 we show the degree of saturation after 14 days of drying for a mulch 

cover loam soil and a bare loam soil. The presence of the mulch significantly increases 

the water content and degree of saturation in the loam beneath it; the thicker the mulch, 

the wetter the loam. Both of these predicted properties are consistent qualitatively with 

general observations. 

Figure F.9 shows the degree of saturation after 10 days of drying for the SCS soil 

column. The results for pure sand are also shown for comparison. The presence of the 

clay stratum will force water in the sand above the clay to accumulate at the bottom of 

the upper sand stratum because water cannot move through clay as fast as it can through 

sand. Because clay cannot drain as fast as sand, the clay cannot supply as much water as 

a sand stratum would to the soil beneath it, thus the soil below the clay will be drier as 

shown. 
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F.5 Conclusion 

Treating the interface between two dissimilar soils with boundary conditions 

allows the water-content based form of Richards Equation to be used to model 

heterogeneous soils with no smearing of the soil properties. The flux and soil matric 

potential are continuous at the interface between different soil strata and the soil water-

content and the slopes of the flux and soil matric potential are discontinuous. Water is 

conserved and the observed properties are consistent with general observations. The 

introduction of the heterogeneous soil strata does not affect the robustness of the Abased 

method; it is as robust as the method is in homogeneous soil. 

In practice, the 6-based form of Richards Equation can be used under all 

conditions (including saturated conditions) if the program can handle initial conditions 

where at least two consecutive values of the soil water content are equal, provided that 4^ 

and its analytic partial derivative 34^/96 remains finite at saturation, which is true for 

common T parameterizations. 
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Figure F.l: Details of the interface between two soil strata are illustrated. 
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Figure F.2: The fluxes and qi given by Eq. (8) as a function of 9^. The solution to both 
Eq. (7) and (8) is given at the point where the two lines cross. Below 9^ equal to 0.1, the 
two lines do not cross because qi is always positive and q^ is always negative. The interface 
is between moss (on top) and peat. The soil properties are those given in Table 2. 
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Figure F.3: The structure of the numerical layering in the soil is illustrated. 
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Figure F.4: The vertical profiles of the degree of saturation {d/ds) at the end of 1 day, 3 
days and 10 days for the MPL simulation. The lines are the results of 1000 (even) layer 
runs and the points are the results of 10 (uneven) layer run. 
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Figure F.5: The vertical profile of the soil matric potential for the MPL simulation after 3 
days of drying. Note at the interfaces, the soil matric potential is continuous, but its slope 
is not. 
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Figure F.6: The vertical profile of the flux for the MPL simulation after 3 days of drying. 
Note, like the soil matric potential, at the interfaces the flux is continuous, but its slope is 
not. 
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Figure F.7: The vertical profiles of the degree of saturation at the end of 10 days using a 1 
second time step (the line) and a 1 hour time step (the points) for the MPL simulation. 
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Figure F.8: Details of the vertical profiles of the degree of saturation after 14 days of drying 
for pure loam and loam covered by mulch of varying thickness. The water content values 
at the bottom of the soil column are equal for all five runs shown. 
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Figure F.9: Details of the vertical profiles of the degree of saturation after 10 days of drying 
for a homogeneous sand soil and the SCS simulation. 
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Table F.l: Matrix Elements. The functional form of the matrix elements of Eq. 
(F. 13) at the interface between two soil strata is given. 

Numerical layer ai b. Ci n 
Layer above 
(/ = lc) 

^9.-1/2 3^T Layer above 
(/ = lc) 30, d0j At 30,>, 
Layer below 
(/ = k+l) 

^^1+1/2 Rt ~ 9i+l/2 
Layer below 
(/ = k+l) 30, d0j 30, At 30,., 

Rt ~ 9i+l/2 

Table F.l: Soil Properties. The values for the Clapp and Homberger 
parameterization of soil matric potential and hydraulic conductivity are given. 

Simulation B % Ks 0s 
(-) (mm) (mm s"') (-) 

MLP moss 2.25 -120 0.01 0.8 
peat 4.0 -120 0.02 0.8 
loam 7.0 -85 0.0063 0.4 

MuL mulch 3.0 -70 0.03 0.6 
loam 6.0 -200 0.0063 0.48 

SCS sand 3.5 -30 0.02 0.33 
clay 10.8 -200 0.0008 0.66 

Table F.3: External Conditions. The values for the constant external condition of air 
and soil surface temperature, wind speed and relative humidity are given. 

Simulation Ta 
(°C) 

T, 
(°C) 

Va 
(m s"') 

r.h. 
(-) 

MPL 20 15 2.0 0.7 
MuL 20 25 1.0 0.3 
SCS 20 20 3.0 0.5 
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